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TSD Manager
Delivers
Key Address
The social upheaval which
has plagued the South in recent
months is not a mere racial
fight, said Thaddeus T. Stokes
of the Tri State Defender, when
he delivered the keynote ad-
dress in observance of "Na-
tional Negro History Week" at
Capelville Junior high school in
CapelviUe last Tuesday after
noon. He said:
"Of course Negroes want and
are struggling for first - class
citizenship in America. But an
underlying motivation is the
fight for human dignity, which
manifests itself in the fight to
save the guilt of racial bias
from the minds of youlig white
America as well as a fight to
save the yoke of inferiority
from the minds of young Ne-
groes in America.
He added "this social up-
heaval entails saving America
itself from the domination of
Communism and keeping intact
the freedom of practicing Chris-
tian religions within a demo-
cratic state."
• Stokes urged t h e faculty
members and students to help
combat "juvenile delinquency
which breeds crime and a thou-
sand of other social ills."
He went on to predict the im-
pact that integration will have
upon the educational, political,
economical and religious insti-
tutions in the "South and of
course upoe America." He
said school integration will re-
sult in a more economical op-
eration of the school system
because duplication in facilities
can be eliminated.
The speaker urged the stu-
dents to "prepare yourselves
well for the future." He was
introduced by Calvin Wills, a
teacher.
Also appearing on the pro-
gram were five students who
participated in a brief panel
discussion on "Negroes in His-
tory." Music was supplied by
a chorus consisting of seventh
and eighth graders, directed by
Noah Bond, a teacher. Making
brief remarks was Ezra L.
Ford, principal of the school.
•
•
Who's Smarter,
Men Or
Women?
li m i5narTrieSta ender.
IN TRDUBLE—This is Fred-
die Green, who police say has
confessed to the brutal slay.
lug of teenager Sharon Vaid-
en, when the 13-year-old white
girl went to use the rest room
in the basement of a Super-
market at 2754 Lamar last
Saturday night. Eighteen year
old Green, a porter at the
store, reportedly said he stab-
bed the girl 32 times when
she refused his advances. He
allegedly said he stabbed her
until she stopped screaming.
Two charges of murder have
been filed against Green,
murder, and murder is. the
perpetration of rape. Green
was apprehended early Sun-
day morning, Feb. 19.
NAACP To
Entertain
500 Clubs
The age old study of who's
the smartest, women or men
crops up again this week when
one studies the honor rolls of
the various schools and col-
leges. Here is a compilation
oi the Dean's list and honor
roll from Owen college. We're
not asking that you form an
opinion until all the facts are
in. But the following list is food
for thought.
The Dean's list is based on 15
or more class hours with a mini-
mum grade average of 2.30,
with no grade less than "C."
'The honor roll recognizes stu-
dents who carry 15 or more
hours and maintain at least, a
2.0 with no grade lower than
°C."
; Student Council President,
Governor Johnson, jr. accumu-
lated a 2.66 average—the high-
est for the semester. Miss Mar-
va Sholders was second with
2.50, Mrs. Grace M. Washing-
ton-Milburn earned a 2.35 av-
erage and Willie F. Granderson,
sophomore class president,
earned a 2.33 average to com-
plete the Dean's list.
The Honor Roll consists of
Miss DeLora Long, Miss Juani-
ta DePree and Miss Wilma
Hurt.
Owen college graduates have
gone to 18 colleges and univer-
sities in nine states to com-
plete their four years of college
training.
The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP is currently in the
midst of making extensive plans
to entertain more than 500 so-
cial and civic club representa-
tives, on Thursday night,
March 2, 1961, at Universal
Life Cafeteria.
Mrs. A. W. Willis, chairman
of the event has promised that
the event will be one of the
highlights of the social season
in Memphis, Mrs. Willis has
lined up live talent to perform
for visiting socialites a n d
promises many other delightful
surprises.
The "Social Hour" will get
under way at 8:30 p.m. and
will be jam packed with excit-
ing events throughout the eve-
ning. Invitations have been
sent to the heads of all social,
civic and service organizations
in Memphis and indications are
that a capacity crowd will be
on hand.
If you have not received your
invitation please contact Mrs.
A. W. Willis at JAckson 6-3393.
Mrs. Willis is being aided in
planning this event by Mrs.
Maxine Smith, Mrs. Eloise
Flowers, Mrs. Lorene Osborne
and Mrs. Laurie Sugarmon.
Remember the b i g social
event of the season will be
Thursday, March 2, 8:30 p.m.
at the Universal Life Cafeteria.
(See picture on page 2).
Memphian On
A&T Honor Roll
Miss Betty Jean Cash of
Memphis, a senior history ma-
jor at Tennessee A & I State
university was one of the 13
student' compiling a straight A
average for the Winter quarter
it the school.
Other students so honored
are John Evans, Anita Merritt,
Aeronetta Hamilton, Ivan R.
Davis, Ann Craighead, Mar-
garet K. James, Marry E.
Scales, Hazel J. Ogilvie, Willie
T. Davis, Lucy Montgomery
and Porn Steele.
HONORED — A. E. Wither.
was honored last week at
a This Is Your Life Pro.
gram given at his church
Cummings Street Baptist,
pastored by Rev. W. L. Yar-
ned°. Mr. Withers, illustrious
member of the church for a
number of years, Is a re-
tired postal worker. Ile had
been Superintendent of the
Sunday school for 12 years
Charles Terrell, superinten-
dent pow, defeated Mr With.
era this year by one vote.
On hand to help him cele-
brate the occasion was a por-
"The South's Independent Weekly"
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE— Week Of FEBRUARY 25 - MARCH 3, 1961
Former Area
Chaplain
Transferred
A former chaplain at Kennedy
Veterans hospital has been
transferred to Hines Veterans'
hospital in Chicago, Ill., mak-
ing it "the first time that a
Negro has been appointed a
full-time chaplain at a VA hos-
pital" outside of the south, ac-
cording to a report received
here. The appointment is to be-
come effective March 1.
The chaplain. Douglas Robin-
son, served at Kennedy Vet-
erans hospital about five years
before he was transferred to
0. Teen Veterans hospital in
Asheville, N. C. During World
War II he was a lieutenant col-
onel in he U.S. Air Force.
Chaplain Robinson was re-
placed at Kennedy hospital by
Capt. Lee A. Thigpen, jr., who
is still holding that position.
Robinson also holds a nation-
al office in the AME church.
luber Bynum
Council Elects
New Officers
The Zuber Bynum Council
or Handicapped children held
its installation services Wednes-
day night, Feb. 15, at the
YMCA. An impressive cere-
mony was conducted by the
outgoing president, Mrs. M. T.
Hancock.
The new officers are:
Miss Eunice Carruthers,
president; Mrs. Roberta B.
Robinson, vice president; Miss
Maggie Smith, recording sec-
retary; Mrs. M. J. Fisher, cor-
responding secretary; Mrs.
Georgia L. Walker, treasurer:
Mrs. Mary Taiford, parliamen-
tarian; and Rev. C. T. Paige,
business manager.
A surprise luncheon was pre-
pared for the newly elected of.
firers by Mrs. Elnora Town-
send and Miss Wilma Haley,
both new members of the or-
ganization.
Other new members of the
organization are Mrs. Dannie
Ware, Miss B. Joyce Hunter
and Miss Shirley Askew.
Red Cross
Course Given
The American Red Cross
Home Nursing, Care of the Sick
and injured Course, was ad-
ministered by t h e District
Nurse of the Walker Homes
Subdivision, Mrs. Marion Ar-
nold.
This course was administer-
ed at Walker Elementary
School, 322 King rd., Jan. 30 to
Feb. 3.
lion of his cis kids, 31 grand-
children and two great grand-
children. Mrs. Helen Houston
was chairman of the pro
gram with Mrs. H. Nelson
co-chairman. A capacity
crowd paid their respects to
Mr. Withers with several of
his children giving speeches.
Ernest Withers, popular pho-
tographer, Is the son of the
honoree. Mr. Withers is
shown here seated with Mrs.
Withers Reverend Yarned°
is seen at the pulpit. (With-
ers photo)
FOOD FOR NEEDY — Shep-
herd Towles, landowner and
member of the Fayette
County Civic and Welfare
League, distributes 500
pounds of flour to the fami-
lies allegedly put off their
tenant farms for registering
to vote In Somerville, Tenn.
The food was sent in by sym-
pathetic people all over the
country. Mr. Towles owns
the land on which the first
Freedom Village was con-
structed. (Withers photo —
See other pictures on page
2)
$ Contest Begins
In March 4 Issue
Here is your chance to in-
crease your knowledge, have
a lot of fun and win cash prizes
while you are doing it. Watch
for the Big Cash Quiz which is
scheduled to start in the new
Tri-State Defender, March 1.
All you have to do to be
eligible to win a Cash Quiz
prize is to answer correctly all
of the questions on the Cash
Quiz and bring or send the
answers to the office of the Tri-
State Defender, 236 S. Welling-
ton St., not later than each Fri-
day at noon.
Winners will be awarded $5
for each Cash Quiz answered
correctly. In case there is no
winner during a week, the Cash
Quiz prize will be added to the
following week's prize. For ex-
ample, if there are no winners
during the first week then the
prize for the second week will
be $10. And on and on.
Decision of the judges of the
Cash Prize Quiz will be final.
Relatives of the Tri-State De-
fender's employees are not
eligible to participate in the
Cash Quiz.
'Ansi/erg to the Quiz should
be pasted on the back of cards.
You make as many entries as
you wish. Forms for the answers
will be found in this newspaper
Local Group Hits
Censor; Runoff Law
A group of Memphis citizens
expressed opposition last Mon-
day to (1) a runoff law on
municipal elections, (2) a ref-
erendum on fluoridation and
(3) the present structure of the
local censor board.
The opposition was expressed
in a resolution sent to the state
representatives and senator
from Shelby County following
a meeting called by the Volun-
teer Citizens association. The
meeting was held in the office
of the Atlanta Life Insurance
building on Beale at. George
W. Lee. agency director, pre-
sided.
The group stated in the reso-
lution that they advocate a
five-member board for the
Memphis Transit authority
with provision for at least one
of the board members being a
Negro. A resolution also stated
that the group "strongly favors
a 10-member charter commis-
sion which would include Ne-
groes."
The group went on record in
favor of the Hatch Act for city
and county employees which
would protect those workers
from being impressed into po-
litical activity, against their
wishes. On the other band, no
reason was seen to prevent
those who wished to do so, stat-
ed the resolution.
Elected to go to Nashville
(See Group, Page 2)
Sorority Dedicated
To Finer Womanhood
Alpha Eta Zeta Chapter, Zeta
Phi Beta Sorority, Inc., will
bring to the Greek world and
general public a variety of
worthwhile activities during its
observance of annual Finer
Womanhood Week, Feb. 26-Mar.
5. The week's activities will be
centered around the theme:
"Rededication to the Founding
Ideals Through Service In The
Sixties."
In more than 200 chapters all
over the country and Africa, the
hearts and minds of Zeta wom-
en join the mystic circle of
solemn though' and reconse-
cration at this time, pausing to
pay homage to her central
theme and ideal; ''Finer Wom-
anhood."
Culminating the week's ob-
servance will be the public pro-
gram, Sunday, March 5 at 5 p.
m. at St. Paul Baptist chureh,
1144 E. McLemore, Mrs. Luel-
lelia W. Harrison, Executive
Secretary and past Grand Ba-
sileus of Zeta Phi Beta BOrority,
will be quest speaker. Mrs.
Harrison, a dynamic speaker,
is a high school guidance coun-
selor in Houston, Texas. The
Zeta Ensemble will render mu-
sic for the occasion.
Other events scheduled for
the week are:
Friday, Feb. 24 — Theatre
Tarty 8:30 a.m., New Daisy
Theatre. High School Honor So-
city quests, Miss Erma Clan-
ton, chairman.
Sunday, Feb. 28—Chapel Serv-
ices 9 a.m., Kennedy General
Hospital, Miss Hazel Pyles,
chairman.
Sunlay, Feb. 26—Radio Inter-
view ; p.m., Radio WDIA, Mrs.
Bernice A. E. Callaway, chair-
man.
Morday. Feb. 27—Repledge
Service' 7:30 a.m., Lelia walk-
er Club House, Mrs. Mabel
Hudson, chairman.
Tuesdav, Feb. 28—Amicae Re-
membrance Auxiliary members
and frienis, Mrs. Shirley Soon-
(See iedicated, Page 2)
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Say Franklin Group Seeks To
Halt Goods, Mail To McFerren
A new complaint was voiced the National Negro Labor Coun-
by the "split" Fayette County
Civic and Welfare League
earlier this week. The faction
of the strife-torn league led
by John McFerren reported
that the faction led by Scott
Franklin was seeking means of
stopping mail and contributions
to the organization from sym-
pathizers over the country.
A spokeman for the John Mc-
Ferren faction, told a Tri-State
Defender reporter last Friday,
that the other faction of the
league has sent a letter to the
postmaster in Somerville, re-
questing that all mail address-
ed to the Fayette County Civic
and Welfare league be deliver-
ed to the Scott Franklin fac-
tion. However Franklin's name
was not mention. He was re-
ferred to as the leader of the
other faction McFerren was not
in Somerville, he was in Wash-
ington, D. C., as the guest of
HBCShorthand
Class Gives
History Show
In accordance with Negro
History Week, the Shorthand
Class of Henderson Business
College presented essays and
poems to the student body,
about eminent Negro figures in
World History both contempo-
rary and controversial. One of
the best poems composed, was
by Miss Charlene Haynes of
Jonesboro. Ark. in memory of
George Washington Carver. A
selected stanza follows:
"On a farm in Missouri was
born a lad, George Wash-
ington Carver
Who's childhood was quite
sad.
For while still a child his
mother and he
Were led off by night raiders
away from the free.
His master brought him back
very soon, of course
Not with silver or gold, but
with a plain race horse."
Two Local Men
Win Paid Trip
Two local men were winners
of an all-expense-paid trip to
Washington, D. C. when the
company by which they are
employed held an annual
"Cloud Burst" Sales convention
Feb. 15-17.
The two men are Charlie F.
Morris, Sr., 981 Alaska st. and
Robert C. Hunter, 1855 Carver
ave. They are employed as
salesmen for the Memphis
Branch of North Carolina Mu-
tual Insurance company.
This was the fourth consecu-
tive year that both men have
won over 28 other insurance
salesmen at the Memphis of.
lice. Morris has been employ-
ed by the company six years
and Hunter, five. The trip was
won by "outstanding accom-
plishments during a five-week
period, Sept. 5 through Oct. 5."
The convention was held at
the Sheraton - Park hotel in
Washington.
Girl Scouts
'Polish Up'
Sales Talks
Girl Scouts are busy polish-
ing up on their sales talk in
preparation for the kick-off
day of their annual Cookie
Sale which ie scheduled to get
underway Friday, Feb. 24, and
will continue through March 7.
This group of energetic sales-
women are planning to knock
on every door to offer for sale
three kinds of cookies —
chocolate mint, creme sand-
wich, and butter flavors. All
proceeds from the cookie sale
are earmarked for improving
camping facilities for the Girl
Scouts in this area.
The money obtained from
the 1960 sale paid for a camp-
ing site and buildings at Ran-
dolph, Tenn. The profits from
the cookie sales for the next
few years will be used to
purchase a site east of Mem-
phis, add units at Camp Yats-
ka, maintain Fisherville and
improve Taplago.
cd and A. Philip Randolph.
From there McFerren was to
have gone to Cincinnati to sit-
in on the hearing of the appeal
of the Fayette County Case,
Monday.
While in Washington, McFer-
ren met with a group which
advocates non-violence in this
civil rights movement. This
group is headed by Rev. Law-
rence Henry.
STILL IN NEED
McFerren's wife told this re-
porter that "farmers of this
county are still in need of help.
We are having our difficulties
over the split in the organiza-
tion. And if this continues, it
will effect our efforts. She said
that all mad should be sent to
The Fayette County Civic and
Welfare league in care of John
McFerren, Route 4, Box 133-A
Somerville, Tenn.
Hundreds of countians gather-
ed near the McFerren Grocery
store to receive clothing be-
ing distributed by the league.
Also distributed to each family
was a 25-pound sack of flour.
The flour was purchased by the
league for approximately $515,
When Mrs. McFerren was ask-
ed "if it is true that the league
is considering rehiring James
F. Estes as its legal advisor?"
She replied. "No. It is not
true." She added "Atty. Estes
was not fired by the league as
such. The league simply did
not renew his contract on Jan.
5th. The league is now being
represented by the law firm
Campbell and Campbell of
Nashville, Tenn., J. Bartley R.
Campbell, jr.. has been handling
the legal matters for the
league.
MONEY OFFER
A member of Fayette Coun-
ty Civic and Welfare league's
board of directors told the Tri-
State Defender earlier this week
that he has been offered a large
sum of money to "sell the
league down the river."
Shepherd Toles, owner of the
site where "Tent City" has been
established, said "four weeks
ago a Negro minister came to
my home and explained how I
could, as he put it 'get rich over
night. He suggested that I oust
John McFerren as chairman of
the league and then attempt
to discourage the Negro farmers
In their determination to con-
tinue to register and vote. he
said that I would be paid
enough money by a group of
white men in Somerville and
the county to get rich."
Toles said he has refused to
reveal the name of the Negro
minister because of concern for
the safety of the minister. He
explained "it would not be safe
here for him if some of the
members in the league learn
his name."
PREPARED TO START
working in the annual Girl
Scout Cookie Sale Is Mary
Jackson, a aesenth grader
at McIrese school, who is an
intermediate member of
Troop 207. 'The sale starts
Friday.
It has been rumored that the
move to replace McFerren with
Toles was instigated and financ-
ed by the White Citizens Coun-
cil. However, Toles said, "I do
not know this to be true, there-
fore I will not attempt to name
any group of white persona or
Toles went on to reveal that
the Negro minister visited his
home several times and spent
many hours trying to persuade
him to accept the money offer-
ed. The last time he displayed
$500 and said you can get this
and much more today. Only say
the word."
Toles said he told the minister
that he was not interested in this
proposition."
Stokes Joins
Staff Of New
Defender
Thaddeus T. Stokes, formes
editor of the Memph:a World
and the Memphis News Journal,
has joined the editorial staff of
the Tri-State Defender, an-
nounced the editor this week.
Stokes came to Memphis
about four years ago to accept
the editorship of the Memphis
World. After resigning last June,
he founded the Memphis News
Journal of which he was editor
and publisher.
Before coming to Memphis he
was employed by the Atlanta
Daily World in Atlanta, Ga.,
owner of the Memphis World.
Prior to that he was employed
in Dayton and Cincinnati, Ohio
by the Cleveland Call and Past.
He also worked for the same
newspaper in Cleveland.
A native of Pennsylvania,
Stokes graduated from Kent
State university's school of
journalism in Kent, Ohio. He
lives at 1253 Cannon at,
Big Things
Seen For
Song Group
A new vocal group known
as the Chips, is expected to go
the same glorious song
way at Carla "Gee Whiz"
Thomas in their singing ef-
forts.
The ensemble, discovered by
Satellite Records, the same
founder of Miss Thomas, has
waxed their first disk, "As
You Can See," with the flip
side, "You Make Me Feel So
Good."
The quartet of boys, all
Memphians are students at
Melrose high school. They are
Curtis Johnson, Elihue Stan-
back, Richard Griffin and Sant
Jones. The group, which has
been together for three years,
range in age from 17-19.
The Chips, already rolling,
are set up for engagements in
Oakland Calif., where 'hey are
to appear on the Roland Por-
ter show, former Memphis'
Hunky Dory.
Satellite, one of the few na-
tional record distributors in
Memphis, predicts great things
ior this group.
City Beautiful
Club. Meets
The 35th Ward, Precinct 2,
City Beautiful club met recent-
ly at the home of Mrs. Beecher
Dobbs of 284 W. Person ave.
Mrs. M. Curtis was hostess,
After the meeting a delightful
menu was served.
Members present included
Mrs. M. Claybrook, Mrs. B.
Bramlett, Mrs. W. Walker, Mrs.
R. Robinson, Mrs. S. Sutton,
Mrs. H. Hill, Mrs. T. Throut-
nus, Mrs. W. White, Mrs. T.
Timberlake, Mrs. Y. Young,
Mrs. C. Curtis, Mrs. B. Bunlyn
and new member Mrs. C.
Cobbs.
Next meeting of the club will
be held March 7 at the home of
Mrs. B. Dobbs Mrs. Beecher
Dobbs, chairman; Mrs. Mal&
Young, secretary.
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Be A Good Brother
This Is Your Week
WHITE AND BLACK
BROTHERHOOD
February Is full of days which
have been set-aside for one ob-
servance or other. The day that
is closest to the heart is Feb.
14, St. Valentine's Day. That
is the day that Dan Cupid goes
on a rampage with his bow and
arrow shooting darts of love
into each heart.
We also observe Abraham
Lincoln's birth date and
Frederick Douglass' birth date.
This IA also the month in
which we celebrated "Brother-
hood Week." To be exact Feb.
20th through 26th. This is the
week we kiss and make up and
then go pick-up arms again and
continue the constant battle of
expressing our like and dislikes
about each other, for the next
51 weeks until "Brotherhood
Week" rolls around again. What
a farce.
The Jew and the Gentile
solemnly declare during this
particular week that "all men
are brothers." The white man
and the black man will tell each
other that "all men are creat-
ed in the imagine of God," dur-
ing their separate celebrations
of the week. There isn't enough
Brotherhood between the white
man and the black man in
Memphis to even congregate in
a common meeting place to ex-
tol the virtues of brotherhood
They separate the celebration
Into the "Black Brotherhood"
observance and the "White
Brotherhood week."
TOTAL IMPACT
If the total impact of the farce
wasn't so damaging to the de-
fense and continuance of Ameri-
ca's theory of democracy, I
Would let my self be given to
a good laugh.
It was never intended for the
racially prejudice to fully grasp
the divine meaning of brother.
hood, which will always deny
fully enjoying the Fatherhood
of God. As the Bible indicated.
"How can a man lie to the ex-
tent of saying he believes in
the Fatherhood of God, yet in
the same breath elaborate upon
a theory of superiority of one
man over another, simply be-
cause they differ in complexion.
In such cases, his theory is
just as corny as the joke I heard
about a monkey in the Overton
zoo. The joke says that the
monkey had a Bible under one
arm and a book with Darwin's
theory of evolution under the
other. A visitor to the zoo said
GOOD NEWS
FOR PROSPECTIVE
BEAUTY OPERATORS
Why worry about rent, loca-
tion, Expensive Supplies, etc.
NOW THAT
ORRELIA'S
HOUSE OF
BEAUTY
HAS FOR RENT — (Regular or
tercentap nit& U(tra-Modern
tooth', a Convenient Modern
Service for you and your
Customers.
— As Close as your Telephone--
SPECIALIZING IN COLD
WAVING AND WET WORK
329 Vance Avenue
JA 5-7168
to the monkey, "you look worri-
ed. What's wrong?" The monkey
replied. "I'm in a state of utter
confusion. After reading these
two books, I don't know whether
I'm my brother's keeper or my
keeper is my brother."
I'm just about as confused
about the pretense put in
"Brotherhood Week" observ-
vance in Memphis. I don't
know whether the observers
of Brotherhood b a lie v e
In Brotherhood per se or believe
In "Black Brotherhood" a n d
"White Brotherhood" or not. If
so, then I conclude that they
don't believe in the Fatherhood
of God.
FACE UP TO TASK
These are the things that we
must wipe out of America if we
are to face up to the task we
have accepted of advocating the
America democracy to other
nations of the world. If the white
and black brothers in America,
with a common background,
cannot present a united front to
the world's largest segment of
black brothers in other Parts
of the world, why should they
think that our America is the
light and way to a better form
of government, a better way of
life.
Group
Continued From Page 1
"to press for passage of the
resolution into law" were
George W. Lee, Atty. Russell
B. Sugarmon, Rev. Charles
Dinkins, president of Owen
college: Atty. Ben L. Hooks,
and Atty. A. W. Willis, jr.
Concerning the MTA, t h e
resolution stated: "We urge
that the legislative delegation
of Shelby County pass an act
providing for an increase to
five members . . . with the
provision that at least one
member be from the ranks of
organized labor and . . . one
be a Negro, in consideration of
the fact that in excess of 60
per cent of the bus patronage
are Negro."
The resolution was signed by
20 local citizens. Signing,
other than the names already
mentioned, were: Rev. H.
Clarke Nabrit, Rev. S. A.
Owens, Jesse H. Turner, Rev.
W. C. Holmes. Rev. Henry C.
Bunton, Rev. A. E. Campbell,
Rev. L. R. Donson, Rev. D. B.
Burlidge, J. W. Williams, Rev.
D. W. Browning, Rev. W. L.
Varnado, Rev. Calvin Mims,
Rev. T. Fletcher Hammond,
R. L. Bates, Rev. H. Robinson
and Rev. W. C. Jackson.
Another meeting of the asso-
ciation was set for 3 p.m. Feb.
26.
George Lee closed the meet-
ing by saying, "Now that the
national election is over we
must bind our wounds and
work close together because of
the issues facing us in the city
and county government."
BASEBALL MEET
There will be a meeting of
the members of the Negro
American Baseball league at
the office of the president, 825
East Drexel sq., Chicago on
Saturday, Feb. 25, 1961 at 11
a.m. Dr. J. B. Martin, presi-
Air Conditioning — Heating
Associate Southern Industry
Western House Distributors 1161 Union
Distributors of Air Conditioning and Heating
Churches and. Mosses
Sales Representative   Arthur (Ross),Iones
H VanNotta
Vito Pres. Buckingham
Call Us At BR 4-8700
For Fre* Estimate
PTA BLUFF COUNCIL —
Mrs. L. Price, president of
the Bluff City PTA Council,
presents awards to PTA chair-
men for their great job in the
recent Membership drive, the grand prize winner. The
Winners are, from left, Mrs. presentation was made re-
B. Cross of Douglass; Mrs. cently at the YWCA. (Withers
C. Draper of Hamilton and photo)
Mrs. L. Smith of Manassas,
Kennedy Urged To Issue Exec
Orders To End Discrimination
President John F. Kennedy
was urged to issue a series of
Executive Orders and take
other actions aimed at elimi-
nating racial discrimination
and segregation in five maior
areas of Federal concern.
Shad Polier, national vice-
president of the American Jew-
ish Congress, told a Bronx
civil rights forum that prompt
action by the President was
needed "to put an end to segre-
gation and discrimination for
which the Federal government
has too long avoided responsi-
bility."
Mr. Polier urged that the
President issue Executive Or-
ders and otherwise assert his
leadership to:
I. Ban segregation and dis-
crimination in publicly-assist-
ed housing.
2. End racial segregation
In the National Guard in
Southern states.
3. Demand real—not token
—compliance with the non-
discrimination provisions of
Government contracts.
4. Open civil service oppor-
tunities to Negroes in the
South.
5. Throw the weight of the
Department of Justice behind
private suits to compel South-
ern school boards to obey the
Supreme Court school deseg-
regation decision.
OTHER GOALS
"These and other goals can
be achieved even if Congress
fails to act—but they depend
LAKE RESOURCES
OTAWA — In addition to the
Great lakes, sharing frontiers
with the United States, Canada
has nine Lakes that each are
more than 100 miles in length.
CALLING
ALL'
NEWSBOYS
—.—
Yon Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-Stat• Defender
Call or Come In Today.
Harry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
QUEEN AND KING of the
Club Buenos Amigos, Mrs. F.
Powell and Jack Cradle, will
be honored at the monthly
meeting of the group to be
held Feb. 24, at 659 Mosby
e A gay time is expected to
on prompt and vigorous action
by the Presidert in exercising
his powers under the Consti-
tution," Mr. Polier declared.
Robert C. Weaver, Federal
Housing and Home Finance Ad-
ministrator, was scheduled to
participate in the forum but
sent a message that pressing
appointments in Washinrgton
prevented his coming. It was
understood that he was meeting
with President Kennedy in the
White House.
George Gregory, jr., chair-
man of the Harlem Area Neigh-
borhood Association and a
member of the New York City
Civil Service Commission,
spoke in Mr. Weaver's place.
The third speaker was Dr. Paul
Sehweitzer, principal of Morris
High School.
Representatives of eighteen
Bronx civic, educational, labor
and religious organizations
joined in sponsoring the meet-
ing, which was held in Vet-
erans' Hall of the Bronx Coun-
ty Courthouse. The meeting was
attended by an estimated 300
persons.
Jonathan Bingham, recently-
appointed Deputy U.S. Repre-
sentative at the United Nations,
and Municipal Court Justice
Arthur Wachtel presided. Mr.
Bingham is chairman of the
civil rights committee of the
Bronx County Bar Association;
Justice Wachtel is program
chairman of the Bronx Division,
American Jewish Congress.
MESSAGE FROM WEAVER
In addition to the message
from Mr. Weaver, a telegram
was read from Stanley Lowell,
chairman of the New York
City Commission on Intergroup
Relations (WM.
Sponsoring organizations in-
cluded: American Jewish Con-
gress, American Legion, Amer.
be had by all and all members
are urged to be present. The
president, Mrs. A. Cooper is
expecting all the members to
be present. Mrs. T. Johnson,
secretary and J. Lewis, busi-
ness manager.
icon Association for the UN,
Bar Association, B'nai B'rith,
Boys Club, Bronx Riwanis,
Catholic Inter-Racial council,
Disabled American Veterans,
Lions Club, Local No, 32 E.
Bldg. Service Employees Inter-
national Union, NAACP - Wil-
liamsbridge Branch, National
Conference of Christians and
Jews, Protestant Council, So-
ciety for Mental Health, Urban
League, Jewish War Veterans
and Veterans ot Foreign Wars.
Members of the sponsoring
committee included: Benona
Bradford, Ruth Bushong, Ray-
mond A. Carney, Joseph Di-
Fede, Benjamin Ettinger, Her-
man Forster, Henry Chartier,
Samuel H. Goldberg, Hon. Al-
bert Goldman, Russell Inserra,
Victoria Rodin Law, Magnus
Lipton, Selma C. Maximon,
William J. McGowan, Dorothy
Miller, Jacob Ness, William
Pearlman, Hon. David M.
Potts, A. Myfanwy Roberts,
Henry A. Schneider, Sidney
Siller, Frank Torres and Cyril
Tyson.
Highlander School
Case Heard March 7
Cecil Branstetter, legal coun- National Conference of Meth-
sel for the Highlander Folk I odist Youth. A former editor of
schoo 1, announced that the
Highlander case will be heard
by the Tennessee State Su-
preme Court on March 7. The
case to revoke the charter of
the interracial adult education
center has been under appeal
since Nov. 6, 1959.
In connection with the an-
nouncement, Myles Horton, Di-
rector of the school, announced
that despite litigation proceed-
ings, the school continues to ex-
pand program and staff. He
announced t h e appointment
of Charles H. Boyles to the
administrative at a f f of the
school. Boyles, a native of Mis-
sissippi, is a graduate of Mill-
saps College and Boston Uni-
versity School of Technology
with additional study at Har-
vard university.
He has held prior positions
with the National Council of
Churches and was for two
years general executive for the
Concern, he comes to High-
lander from Dallas, Texas,
where he was General Director
of Church Arts Associates.
As a part of the expanded
program, Horton announced the
first in a series of training con-
ferences for Citizenship school
leaders to be held February 13-
18 for adult school leaders from
Alabama, Georgia, and Ten-
nessee. Other workshops sched-
uled for the spring include one
for representatives of New Al-
liances in the South, February
23-25; the annual College Work-
shop, April 7-9; and a workshop
on the New Agenda for White
Southerners, May 5-7.
The school is currently host
to a group of students from the
Putney Graduate School of
Teacher Education of Putney,
Vermont. Among the group are
Mr. Owino lkongo of Kenya,
Africa, and Miss Ena Morris of
Jamaica.
MARRIED — Mrs. Laura
Lacy of Gates, Tenn., Rt. 2,
announces the marriage of
her daughter, Miss Deborah
Lacy. to Rev. C.. L. Pitts of
2012 Dunn rd., Feb. 24. Miss
Gates is the daughter of Mr.
Sam Lacy of Mound, Ill. Rev.
Pitts is the son of Rev. and
Mrs. L. V. Pitts of Gates,
Tenn. He is a former student
of Owen college. Reception
followed immediately after
the wedding.
AME BANQUET—The AME
Ministerial Alliance banquet
was held recently at Ward
Chapel with Rev. F. G. Gar-
rett, host pastor. Reading
clockwise are Rev. E. M.
Martin (standing), pastor of
St. Andrew and chairman of
committee on Christian edu-
cation; Rev. C. Ashurst, chap-
lain; Rev. J. C. Richardson,
secretary; Mrs. J. E. James,
wife of the president of the
North Memphis district and
Rev. A. D. Brown, vice presi-
dent of the Alliance. The ban-
quet was held as a leading-
up-to phase of the 10 week
school for laymen and min-
isters. Date for the starting
of the school will be announc-
ed in the near future.
HORNER SPEAKS
The principal of Walker ele-
mentary school, Charles W.
Horner, was the featured speak-
er when the Louise Lynon Mis-
sionary Circle at Mt. Olive
CME church held a George
Washington Musical Tea, Sun-
day, at the Lelia Walker Club
House.
AT THE RIGHT are Mrs. a hoard member, talto,,: to are Miss Norene Cleaves, Ell-
John McFerrin, wife of the other farmers who qme to jah Staaback, Mrs. Gertrude
chairman of the Fayette receive clothing %meta the Beasley, and Miss Mettle
County Civic. and Welfare League by sympathissirs from Beasley.
League; and Shepperd Toles, all over the countos Above
Active in community projects,
Horner is a member of Kappa
Alpha Psi fraternity and a
member of Mt. Olive church.
He was introduced by Dr.
Charles H. Champion. Mrs.
Lola Terry of Greenwood CME
church was mistress of cere-
mony. Mrs. Lizzie H. "iilliams
is chairman of the circle.
POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
306 Poplar At Lauderdale
Phone JA. 5-6348
MRS. A. W. WILLIS will be the
cbairman of the big social
planned by the NAACP branch
March 2 at Universal Life ca-
feteria. Mrs. Willis has prom-
ised that the event will be one
of the highlights of the social
season in Memphis. Live talent
will entertain the more than
500 civic and social clubs.
Dedicated 
•
Continued From Page 1
erville, chairman.
Wednesday, March 1—Preven-
tion and Control of Juvenile De-
linquency Exhibit, Mrs. Annie
Naylor, chairman.
Thursday, March 2—Eyeglass
Project Day Reports to Schools,
Miss Cordia Sweet, chairman.
Friday, March 3 — Formal
Dance 10 p.m., Curries Tropi-
cana, Mrs. Juanita Lewis, chair-
man.
Saturday, March 4 — Story
Hour 11 a.m., Goodwill Homes,
Mrs. Maggie Jordan, chair-
man.
Sorority Meeting 5 p.m., St.
Paul church.
Cocktail Party 9 p.m., Onzie
Horne residence, Mrs. Lillie
Threats, chairman.
The sorors on the various,
committees along with the has-.
ileus, Mrs. Loretta H. Kateo,
are busily engaged in complet-
ing plans for these activities.
They are designed to bring
more closely together the Zeta
family and at the same time
bring to the attention of the
public the outstanding achieve.
ments and contributions for the
social and civic betterment of
the community.
TOOTH
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goes IS SSC-
owls. Wed by
thooloodo.
ORA-JEL*
Is Your Drinking
lisconttos A Problem.
If So. Call
Alcoholic's Anonymous
FA 3-1405 BR 4-8344
OLD FASHIONED
PIT BARBECUE
leery nits cl000
Becalm it, Cooked With
MIssissInol Hickory Wood
Courteous — Curb Service
ALLEN a ANNA's DRIVE IN
2180 So. Bellevue — Illway 51 as.
Rood Allen .11 Anne.. Story In
This Week's D•fendor
H & R GARAGE
Henry Reed Proprietor
Auto Repairs Brake Service
Body & Fender Work
Painting
547 Linden
Res. FA 4-9007 JA 6-4640
Buy Your 1961
NEW FORD
CARS OR
USED CARS
From Us
FINANCING TO WIT
YOUR PURSE
HULL—DOBBS
World's Largest Ford Dealer,
THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871
KLONDYKE
FOOD CENTER
1287 Vollentine — BR 6-9509
PRICES GOOD
Thursday, Friday, Saturday,
February 23, 24, 25
THESE GROCERIES ON SALE
WITH OTHER PURCHASES
Orange Juice, T  46 ca. (N. Sugar/ 3 cons.... 9
Peaches, Georgia's Free Stone
21/2 size halves 4 Cans
Cooking Oil, Armour's './s gal.
Meal, Swan Down, 10-lbs. & 2-lbs. Imperial Oleo
Sweet Potatoes (small) 10-lbs. 8. 6-lbs. Irish Potatoes 99c
U. S. Good 
9'
99`
99`
Stew Beef, U.S. Good 3-lbs.
Franks, Royals  3 ekes.
Biscuits, Bake Day se e. 10 cans
Pineapples, Fresh, Large 
 4 for
Alcohol 7 pints for
Salad Dressing, Garden Club  3 qrs.
Black Eye Peas, 4-lbs. & 2-lbs. Yellow Squash
2 bunches Turnip Greens ..
Pork Steaks, Fresh, 2-lbs. & Canova Black Pepper .
Spaghetti or Macaroni, Rance ... Five 1-16. pkgs.
Rib Steaks, U.S. Good Beef  2-lbs.
Ic• Cream, Super Rich  Twe
Quick Quaker Grits 
Dots Cryotel Wedding rive 1 lh pkgs.
cd,or, yr SI I Ak.1!{ REEF
99`
FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
99`
99c
99`
99`
99`
99`
99`
99`
99c
99`
99'
Four 21/2-lb. pkgs. 99`99c
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Left Side
DOWN FRONT!
ALL BRIDES are not given to
the traditional jitters on their
wedding day. Nor does it re-
quire all brides all day to dress
for the ceremony. This can be
attested to by the former Miss
Barbara Kerr, who sat serenely
In a Beale Street eatery and
munched on a hamburger two
hours before her marriage to
Roscoe Gordon of "No More
Dogging" recording fame, last
week.
ALL IS NOT ELL in the
iug • .. that is, all is not quiet
-within the ranks of the J-U-G-S
-social club.
SUDDEN ILLNESS swept se-
-Toss many city school teachers
last week, according to reports
drifting this way. Strange thing,
on the same day (last Saturday)
a day-long National Teachers
examination was given at Le-
Moyne College campus. It ap-
pears that students aren't the
only ones who are frightened by
• examinations.
LOST KEYS can cause a lot
of trouble. It appears that a
certain prominent man either
lost his key or he Gilles: to
arouse someone inside of his
house. We suggest that until
either the key is found or some-
one on the Maid., of the house is
aroused to open the door, it
would be a good idea to rent an
apartment.
ATTY. IRA H. MURPHY, who
Is the owner and operator of
Vancedale restaurant, was still
in Collins Chapel hospital. He
went last week for a chcck-up
but the doctors found it neces-
sary to use the knife.
L. C. BATES of Little Rock is
working with the families liv-
ing in Tent Village in Fayette
County. He works out the of-
fice of the Memphis Chapter of
•the NAACP. His wife, Mrs. Dai-
sy Bates is still in New York
City assembling material for a
book in her 16th floor apart-
WILLIE DUNN called by
telephone from New York City
last week to "tell the people"
that he was enrolled in school,
lie said he was attending
Rhodes Military Academy on W.
54th St.
FORMER EDITOR of the
Memphis World, Stanley S.
Scott came to town last week
to take care of, as he put it
'some personal business." He
said he is working out of the
Atlanta Daily World's office in
Atlanta, Ga , from whence he
came before coming to Mem-
phis . . His administration in
Memphis was short . about
nine months.
TOM HAYES was floored
• again with another attack. How-
ever he bounced rigIV back and
was discharged from Crump
hospital last Thursday. Just
can't keep a good man down.
CAPT. LEE THIGPEN who
has consoled sick veterans, list-
ened to their grips, and the like,
at Kennedy Veterans hospital
where he is a chaplain, became
a patient in the hospitzl him-
self last week. His condition was
not termed serious but chronic.
•
Y Drive Moves
Closer To Goal
The Abe Scharff Branch YM-
CA, which is engaged in its
1031 Membership Drive, moved
closer to its 1,000 goal when
44 memberships were submitted
during the first report-meeting
last Tuesday night. Twenty-
five were obtained during the
kick-off, held the previous Tues-
day. A total of 66 memberships
have be en obtained which
leaves 934 more to go before
the goal is obtained by the Feb.
28 deadline.
Dr. E. Frank White, vice
chairman of the drive, who
heads the Special Gifts Divi-
sion, reported the largest
amount during the meeting,
which was $210. A. C. Williams,
who heads the "Williams" di-
vision won the attendance prize
for having the largest number
of volunteer workers present.
W. C. "Bill" Weathers is
general chairman of the drive.
Melrose PTA
Plans For
Extravaganza
The Melrose High School
P. T A. is giving an extrava-
ganza on March 3, 1961 at 8
o'clock in the Melrose Gymna-
torium.
Miss Erma Clanton is serv-
ing as our dynamic program
director. Her enthusiasm is
catching fire to al' of the Pro-
gram participants.
The program depicts the
songs, acts dances of "That
Wonderful Year" (1920's-60's.)
You'll be entertained with the
Charleston, typical songs of the
era like Stormy Weather, Love
is a Many Splendored Thing--
a satirical yet comical skit of
a P. T. A. meeting.
The parents and teachers will
be the sole participants in the
show. Adult patronage is $I.
students will be admitted for
35 cents.
This mammoth fund raising
effort promises to be a success
leading up to the Annual Tea.
March 13. The funds, or prof-
its will go to the goal of the
Tea Committee, 6.5,000.
Wiley Coed
Crowned
'Miss UNCF'
The crowning of Wiley Col-
lege coed Winnie Vance as
"Miss National UNCF" high-
lighted the fifteenth annual con-
ference of the National Alumni
Council, held February 11th and
12th at Bethune-Cookman Col-
lege, Daytona Beach, Florida.
Miss Vance, a junior, was select-
ed as the representative of the
student body having the highest
per capita giving ratio to the
1960 UNCF campaign. It mark-
ed the third consecutive year
that Wiley College has produced
the national queen.
The crowning took place in
the Moore Gymnasium, built
with money raised by the United
Negro College Fund. Alumni
volunteer workers from all parts
of the country, UNCF students,
and alumni executive secretar-
ies attended the two day series
of workshops and discussion
meetings. New ideas and con-
cepts in the techniques of edu-
cational fund raising were pre-
sented for review and evalua-
tion, in preparation for the 1961
Fund appeal.
The 200 delegates heard ban-
quet speaker Dr. R. O'llara
Lanier, projects director for the
Phelps-Stokes Fund, in New
York challenge the Fund Colle-
ges and their students to strive
for increased excellence in their
academic preparation; and he
reminded the alumni of their re-
sponsibility to help the colleges
in the achievement of this goal
by increased support of the an-
nual UNCF campaigns.
Awards were made at the
banquet to the Chicago Inter-
Alumni Council for showing the
largest percentage increase of
alumni support of any Council
in the country; and Tuskegee
Institute was honored for having
the largest student delegation
at the conference.
James E. Stamps, Fisk Uni-
versity alumnus, founder and
president emeritus of the Na-
tional Alumni Council, delivered
the principal address at the
final conference meetings on
Sunday, attended by the dele-
gates and the entire Bethune-
Cookman student body.
NEWSBOYS WINNERS—Win•
ners in the recent Newsboys
contest and a few of their
parents posed outside the Tin
State Defender newspaper last
Saturday after receiving their
awards. From left are Larry
Bell, Terry Tyler, John Tay-
lor, Nathaniel Shipp (behind
him is his father Rev. P. L.
Shipp), Errol Johnson, Ed-
ward Aden's (with Mrs. Eve-
lyn Adams). Kneeling in front
are Carl Jackson, Kenneth
Burton and at the far right
Mrs. Fordie Burton. Errol
Johnson snagged top prize of
a bicycle, new boys division.
Nathaniel Shipp won the bi•
cycle in the old boys division.
(Withers photo)
Lack Of Available Doctors
Big Problem In US Hospitals
Reduction in the number of
foreign medical graduates in
this country has little to do
with the growing number of un-
fillea hospital house staff po-
sitions, a former medical
school dean said recently.
The unfilled positions result
because more internships and
residencies have been approv-
ed than are really needed or
can actually be filled—and not
because the number of foreign
graduates is decreasing, Wil-
lard C. Rappleye, M.D., said
in HOSPITALS, Journal of the
American Hospital Association.
Dr. Rappleye now president
of the Josiah Macy Jr. Foun-
dation, New York, was former-
ly dean of Columbia University
College of Physicians and Sur-
geons.
examination given by the Edu-
cational Council for Foreign
Medical Graduates is now in
effect and has produced the
charge that its implementation
will produce a deficit in the
number of physicians available
to fill house staff positions in
United States hospitals.
SET UP FOR AID
Approximately 12,000 foreign
graduates now occupy about 33
per cent of the house staff po-
sitions in the country, he said.
The Educational Council for
Foreign Graduates, supported
by several major medical, hos-
pital and health organizations,
was set up to promote educa-
tional opportunities for foreign
graduates and to make sure
Atlanta Life Plans
Three Day Confab
A three day Planning and Public Relations, Chas. W.
Program Conference of Branch Greene; Medical Director, H.
Managers, from 33 Branch Of- L. Lang; Actuary, Jesse Hill,
fices of the States of Alabama, jr.; Hospital Claims Depart-
Florida, Georgia and Tennes- i ment Supervisor, N. L. Connal-
see will be held by Atlanta Life l ly Assistant Agency Directors,
Insurance Company, beginning A. E. Christopher, F. H. Hill,
Sunday, March 5 through Tues- P. W. Prothrow and N. K. Mc.
day, March 7, at Birmingham,
Ala.
This instructive, inspirational
and motivating Conference will
emphasize a new 1961 theme,
"Get It Done In 61" according
to the Agency Director of the
Atlanta Life, E. L. Simon, who
is also a member of the Execu-
tive Committee and Past Presi-
dent of the National Insurance
MEDEMOISELLES
The Mademoiselle Social
club held its regular meeting
recently at the home of Mrs.
Lillian Bowdrick, 296 Adams
at
Interesting were discussions
of planning for the year and
very tasty menu was served.
The next meeting will be held at
the home of Mrs. Earnestine
Brown, 169 W. Dison st. Mrs.
Dozier Tuggle, president; Mrs.
Lillian Bowdrick. secretary and
Mrs. Geirgia Larry, reporter.
FAYETTE COSTNTIANs, snho
weathered rain last Friday to
receive an issue of clothing
and a 25-pound sack of flour,
are being interviewed by
lhaildens r ,-.(okes of the Tin
State Defender (left). With an
armful of clothing is Miss
Morena Cleaves of Oakland,
Elijah Stanbark end Mrs.
Milian, and Home Office Field
Auditors, R. C. Eberhart, G.
T. Iiallmon, H. R. Ford and
H. E. Watson.
The Birmingham Manager,
Chas. J. Greene, the clerical
and the Agency Forces will act
as host to the second 1961 At-
lanta Life Regional Conference
convening at Birmingham, Ala,
Association.
The Programming and Train-
ing Confab will hold daily ses-
sions in t he Agency Auditorium
at the office in Birmingham,
Ala. in coordinating the work
of the district managers, and
Ielci agents as it relates to the
accelerated Company plans to
advance its in-force business,
through "Super Sales in '61"
and through unstinted service
and new policy contracts for
its ever cooperative and in-
creasing clientele of an appre-
ciative insuring public.
Other Home Office personnel
to atlend the second 1961 Re-
gional Managers Conference
and work in collaboration with
Agency Director, Simon in exe-
cuting the program, will prob-
ably be President N. B. Hern-
don, Vice President W. H.
Smith, Vice President-Secre-
tary E. M. Martin, Director
John McFerrin, wife of the
chairman of lb e Fayette
County Civic and Welfare
League. At the right is Miss
Mettle Beasley of Gallowy.
CITED ON RETIREMENT—
M.G.F. Veasey, center, long
time employee with the Mem-
phis postal department, re-
ceives citation from Postmas•
ter A. I,. Moreland last week
when the dependable Mr.
Veasey finally retired his nal-
A program to require foreign that they reach a level of at-
medical graduates to pass an tainment comparable to gradu-
ates of United States schools.
Qualification tests have been
given at intervals both in the
United States and abroad. The
most recent test in September
1960, was taken by 8,713 grad-
uates, of whom 71 per cent
were certified.
The American Medical Asso-
ciation ruled that as of Decem-
ber 31, 1960, hospitals must re-
move unlicensed or uncertified
graduates from patient care
situations or face loss of ap-
provals. The physicians who
were removed from patient care
situations may take the next
examination, scheduled for Ap-
ril 4. In the meantime, many
hospitals have set up educa-
tional courses for these physi-
cians, with the aim of prepar-
ing them for the examination.
The real problem of house
staff positions lies in the fact
that the number of available
internships (13,032) and resi-
dencies (30,733) far exceeds the
number of graduates of Ameri-
can medical schools (7,081 in
1960). And too many of the po-
sitions, according to Dr. Rap-
pleye, are now "intended and
designed more as service func-
tions for the staff and hospital
than for education purposes,"
their real function.
Internship ant' residency pro-
grams must be turned into real
educational programs—both for
graduates of American and for-
eign medical schools. The pro-
grams for foreign graduates
urgently need "a long - term,
imaginative approach," espe-
cially in terms of meeting
America's promises of aid to
under-developed countries, he
continued.
form. Standing proudly with
Mr. Veasey is Mrs. Veasey.
The scene took place at the
Davis station, where Mr.
Veasey had been a faithful
worker for a number of years.
(Withers photo)
UPSET SKIN? Pimples, Rashes, Eczema, letter
Here's fast, effective relief from
that itching misery. Palmer's
"Skin Success" Ointment, tested
by • famous skin specialist has
helped millions get relief from
ugly skin irritation. You don't
have to suffer another day. Use
the famous skin ins-diem, that
works in a special way to help
troubled skin feel better feW.
Th•re's nothing lik•
Succela- to relieve the itching of
upset skin
Only -Skin Succ•so" cont•ins
11 important ingredients corn-
Making Your Life Miserable?
pounded in an exclusive way.
Sc, if your trouble is itching du•
to eczema, rashes, pimples or set-
ter, use "Skin Success" Ointment.
Relief at onc• or your money
beck. Only 351% Economical 7.5e
size contains four times es much.
1nsisi on Palmer's "Skin Success"
Ointment.
And Guard Your Complexion ..„
•115 the deep-acting Matrix
medics in • or PALMPR'S 'SKIN
SUCCTSS" SOAP It fight. germ,
that aegra•ato utile Stem
Ube* a1 perspiration odors.
Monday, Feb. 13, at High-
lander Folk school, Monteagle,
Tenn. the first group of new
leaders in the social struggle
began training.
In recognition of the need
for new leadership throughout
the South to direct and imple-
ment the social struggle, the
Southern Christian Leadership
conference launched the lead-
ership training program.
Trainees a r e selected by
SCLC's affiliate organizations
throughout the South and sent
to Highlander Folk school
where they are taught how to
train and lead in their local
communities. After completing
their training, they will return
to their localities and set up
citizenship schools which will
teach reading and writing,
simplified civics and govern-
ment, understanding politics
and how to register and vote.
Other subjects to be taught:
the philosophy of nonviolenbe,
picketing, boycotting, civil dis-
obedience, direct mass action,
Most foreign graduates are
expected to return home, where
they will organize and improve
medical education and service.
Thus their educational pro-
grams here should be geared
to such an aim, Dr. Rappleye
said.
The over-all question of staff-
ing American hospitals must
also be solved. Temporarily, it
may be necessary for hospitals
to set up rotating programs
whereby the attending physi-
cians remain on call for the
entire hospital on weekends
and nights.
The most logical solution to
the problem, Dr. Rappleye be-
lieves, is "probably employ-
ment of well qualified recent
graduates on a full-time or
part-time basis by the hospi-
tals." Such young physicians
can ri main in the positions for
several years while establish-
ing themselves in the com-
munity.
By having such staff mem-
bers, the intern find residency
programs can then become
truly educational programs, he
said.
THIRD RANGE
DULUTH — Minnesota's
third iron ore range. the
Cuyuna, was discovered in
1904.
DEFINM1
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Maceo Walker Heads
Fisk Alumni Drive
FISK ALUMNI BOOST CAM.
PAIGN: Fisk university alum-
ni from 17 major cities held a
one-day conference on the Uni-
versity campus recently in con-
nection with the Centennial
Anniversary of their Alma
Mater. The alumni phase of the
Centennial drive for six million
dollars for plant improvement
and increasing the university's
present endowment is under
the chairmanship of Mr. A.
Maceo Walker, Class of 1930,
a prominent insurance actuary
and president of the Universal
Life insurance Company of
Memphis, Tennessee.
Attending a lum ni worked
with President S. J. Wright and
a representative of a fund-rais-
ing organization in assessing
the general plans for the cam-
paign that will conclude in 1966
Particularly were the alumni
interested in establishing goals
for Fisk alumni participation
in the Centennial campaign,
and in working out techniques
for meeting an alumni quota set
at six hundred thousand dol-
lars.
Those in attendance were
mainly persons who had ac
cepted responsibilities for the
conduct of the campaign
among Fisk alumni in major
cities. To set the pace for alum
ni giving in the campaign, ap
proximately half of the cam-
paign leaders in attendance
pledged the round sum of $50.-
000 at Saturday's meeting.
Pledges of others in attend-
ance are expected to swell the
total of initial alumni gifts to
nearly 6100,000.
The conferees agreed upon
SIMONS TO SPEAK
T h e Hanley Elementary
School PTA will observe its
first Founder's Day, Friday
night. Feb. 24, 1961, at 7:30 o'-
clock in the school cafetorium.
Miss Harry Mae Simmons, prin-
cipal of Magnolia School, will
address the group.
According to Mrs. Selena Mc-
Cargo, Hanley PTA president,
the Bluff City Council officers
and presidents of all PTA or-
ganizations in the city are in-
vited as special guests and will
be entertained at a reception
following the prop am, along
with all parents and friends in
the Orange Mound community.
Leadership Training
Begun At Highlander
prejudice: what it is and seg-
regation: how it works.
This program will create a
continuing increase in political
and social awareness in the
Negro community, and will
provide greater voter registra-
tion which is basic to the en-
joyment of full citizenship.
Many of the above courses
will also be available to the
public through the SCLC Cor-
respondence Institute. The
opening date for the corres-
pondence institute will be an-
nounced SOM.
DURHAM
STEEL FOLDING
CHAIRS
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UNION
CHEVROLET CO.
990 and 1000 Union Ave.
34 Years With Chevrolet
plans for launching campaigns
in every state of the =inn
among Fisk alumni residing in
the respective states. Every
alumnus will have been con-
tacted and will have pledged
prior to the annual Jubilee Day
celebration next Oct. 6, at
which time it is planned that
the total sun, set for alumni
giving will have been subscrib-
ed and substantial cash pay-
ments on pledges will hate
been made.
Alumni in attendance at the
planning conference on alumni
participation were as follows':
Dr. James W. Anderson, Mr.
II. II. Strong Atlanta, Ga.; Dr.
William J. Zeigler, Dr. Edward
W. Beasley, Dr. Eliza Gleason,
Rev. John T. Warren, Chicago,
Ill.; Mr. Prince E. Marshall,
jr., Cleveland, Ohio; Mr. A.
Maceo Smith, Mr. Ernest Wal-
ler, Dallas. Texas; Dr. W. M.
Winston, Harvey, Ill.; Mr. Jud-
son W. Robinson, lions ton,
Tex.; Dr. James W. Anderson,
Indianapolis, Ind.; Dr. Nets
E. A. Forde, Li Comm. NB'
nis D. Nelson, Los Angeles,
Calif.; Dr. R. C. Bryant, Dr.
Maurice Rabb, Louisville, Ky.:
Mr. A. Maceo Walker, Mem-
phis, Tenn.; Mr. Rufus Lew,
Miss Annetta B. Baugh, Mont-
gomery, Ala.; Mr. Randall L.
Tyus, New York; Mr. Harold
McCoo, Philadelphia, Pa.; Mr,
Richard H. Walker, Miss Lois
A. Hunter, Roxbury. Masai;
Mrs. Vivian Ilambrick, San
Francisco, Calif.; Mrs. Zeno-
his C. Hart, Washington, D. C.;
Mr. Lewis P. Clark, Yeadina,
Pennsylvania,
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b HA rTIE HOUSE
It was my pleasure the past Frankie McNeil is president
Sunday to visit with two eongre- of the Celestial Choir. Rev. A.
gations. . .and may I add there
is simply nothing like it. I en-
joyed it very much and have
been thinking seriously making
it a habit.
I spent the Sunday School
hour with the amiable member-
ship of New Tyler AME church
of 568 Carpenter at. The Sunday
School lesson was beautifully
reviewed by William McNeal,
teacher of the Men's Class. C.
W. Bowen is the superinten-
dent. It was the 97th Anniver-
sary of the church, and the pas-
tor, Rev. Robert McRae, was
as anxious as the members for
the day to unfold ... revealing
its other interests.
The morning worship hour at
the Second Congregational
church was most inspiring. The
pastor, Rev. John Charles
Mickle, spoke dynamically on
the subject, "Good News For
The Underprivileged."
The sermon brought out the
necessity of cooperating with the
present day problem of an un-
derprivileged class in our city
. . . integration of the down-
town department stores.
The choir sang well under the
direction of Mrs. Bobbie Blake-
ly.
LEAVES OF GOLD
"If you want to be miserable
think about yourself, about what
you want, what you like, what
respect people ought to pay you
and what people think of you"
. . . . Charles Kingsley.
GREATER WHITE
STONE BAPTIST
The Celestial Choir of Greater
White Stone Baptist church of
424 Long pl., will present a
Family Spiritual Hour, Sunday,
Feb. 26, 7:45 p. m. The 55 voice
groups is one of the city's most
outstanding choirs. It will be
under the direction of Johnny
Ray Buntyn, Sr.
Featured artist will be Miss
Ruby Stevenson, David Porter,
Frankie McNeil, the Buntyn
Sisters, Rev. John Ray Buntyn
jr., Robert Powell, Miss
Buthie Millegan, Miss Frances
Dancy, Miss Patricia Griffin,
Wallace Wilbourn jr. and others.
Mrs. Joan Golden of radio sta-
tion WLOK and Prof. Duquenee
Parks will be the accompanists.
The Family Spiritual Hour
will be narrated by Rev. Joseph
McGhee.
R. Williams is the pastor.
INSTALLATION SERVICE
The officers of the 13th Ward
Civic Club will be installed Tues-
day, Feb. 28, at 8 p. m. at the
Greater White Stone Baptist
church.
Rev. Elmer M. Martin of St.
Andrew AME church will be
the guest speaker.
Lester Robinson is the pres-
ident and Mrs. Kathleen Irby
is the secretary.
Rev. A. R. Williams is the
host pastor.
AVERY CHAPEL AME
Sunday School at the Twilight
hour is an interesting session
that will be held at the Avery
Chapel AME church, Sunday,
Feb. 26, at 6 p. m. It is an op-
portunity for adults to partici-
pate in a thorough discussion of
the Sunday School lesson with
the same spirit and enthusiasm
experienced in childhood.
The theme is "The Challenge
of the Cross."
The public is invited.
Mrs. Hattie Harrison is the
chairman Rev. J. C. Miller is
he pastor.
GREENWOOD CME
Foremost on the calendar at
he Greenwood CME church of
068 S. Bellevue is the coming
of Mrs. Hattie Culpepper to the
sanctuary as guest artist on a
program. The program is slated
for Sunday, March 5.
Mrs. Culpepper is a well-
known speaker of our city.
Group 22 is sponsoring t h e
program.
Rev. Paul Fowlks is the min-
ister.
MACEDONIA BAPTIST
The Macedonia Baptist church
held pre-open and Open House
for two days recently at the
house of worship.
The Rev. E. Bates of Mt. Gil-
lian delivered a most inspiring
address during the Pre-Open
service. The Open House sermon
was delivered by Rev. R. R.
Callahan of St. John Baptist
church in Douglass.
Music was rendered by the
choirs of Mt. Gillian Baptist
church. St. John Baptist church
of Douglass and St. John Bap-
tist church of Orange Mound.
Mistresses of ceremony were
Mrs. J. E. Quinn and Mrs. Helen
Rev. L. D. McGhee was the
chairman. Mrs. M. Godman
and Mrs. D. Brown were co-
chairmen.
MT. OLIVE AME
The Mt. Olive A M E church
of Millington, Tenn., was the
meeting place the past Sunday
for the Tipton County Ushers
Union. Rev. Reid of St. John
Baptist church of Covington
was the guest speaker.
Rev. R. L. Beckett is the
minister.
AME MINISTERS' ALLIANCE
The Installation Service of
he officers of the new School
of Religion recently set up by
he AME Alliance will be held
Sunday, Feb. 26.
METROPOLITAN BAPTIST
The women of Metropolitan
Baptist church will close a
month of activities on Sunday.
Feb. 26, 3 p.m.
The guest speaker will be
Frances E. Thompson, and in-
structor of the Art Department
of Tennessee State A & I Uni-
versity. Miss Thompson receiv-
ed her B. S. degree from State
University and her M. A. from
Howard University. She studied
lofk art in Prague, Czechoslova
kia.
Men's activity month will
CUMMINGS STREET CHURCH
climax Sunday February 26, at
the Cummings Street Baptist
church with the celebration of
Annual Men's Day. The activi-
ties for the day will begin at
7:30 a. m. with a fellowship
breakfast in the dining hall of
the church. Prof. Joseph West-
brooks will give an inspiration-
al talk for the occasion. Mr.
E. F. Hayes will serve as
toastmaster.
The men will follow through
during the Sunday School hour
taking over most of the classes
usually taught by women.
The pastor, Rev. W. L.
Varnado, will deliver a special
Men's Day Sermon at 11:00
a. in. The male chorus of Cum-
mings St. Church will sing.
REV. KYLES TO SPEAK
A special program has been
planned for 3:00 p. m., high-
lighted by a sermon by Rev.
S. B. Kyles, the youthful pas-
tor of the Monumental Baptist
Church. Rev. Kyles is a new-
comer to Memphis, yet he has
become very active in civic
as well as religious affnirs. The
entire membership of the
Monumental Church is invited
to accompany Rev. Kyles.
The afternoon program will
also feature the male chorus
of the Greater White Stone Bap-
tist Church under the leader-
ship of Mr. Ray Buntyn. This
group is acclaimed as one of
the great singing aggregations
of this area.
The public is extended a cor-
dial invitation.
The Cummins Street Baptist
membership honored one of its
most active members with a
"This Is Your Life" program,
MEN'S DAY — Brotherhood
Month observance at historic
First Britist church, Lauder.
dale at. was brought to a cli-
max (also Men's Day) re.
cently when Lt. George W.
Lee spoke to an overflowing
crowd. Shown here in Dr.
H. Clarke Nabrit's study with
other participants, Lieutenant
Lee goes over the program.
From left are Lewis 0. Swing-
ler, chairman of the Day;
Prof. Nat D. Williams, edu.
eater and radio announcer;
Lieutenant Lee; Reverend
Nabrit; B. C. Moore. chair-
man of the Evangelistic com.
mIttee; and Prof. LeRoy V.
Johnson, program chairman.
(Withers photo)
recently. He is A. E. Withers
who has just ended 12 years
in the service of superintendent
at the house of reverence.
On hand were his children,
Ernest Withers . . . his sister,
Mrs. Birde Taylor . . . a niece,
Mrs. Geraldine Taylor . . . is
wife, Mrs. A. E. Withers and
31 grandchildren. There were
the recorded voices of his sons
In Washington, D. C. James
Withers and A. Earl Withers
Jr., and Jake; a letter from a
daughter in California, Mrs.
Alice Withers Jackson. Mrs.
Vivian Withers Peters, could
not be present, but sent a re-
cording with her best wishes.
Others instrumental in the
paying of this tribute were Jes-
sie Bishop chairman of pro-
ram; Mrs. Olds James, Marvel
Cotton, Mrs. Helen Nelson
Houston, Howard Montgomery
and Mrs. N. Nelson, co-chair-
man. Mr. Montgomery w a
the man who came up with
the wonderful idea to hold such
an affair.
SECOND CONGREGATIONAL
"Higher Education in the Six-
ties" was the subject of the ad-
dress which drew many, includ-
ing some of our most promi-
nent leaders to the sanctuary
of the Second Congregational
church for Churchman's Sun-
day Celebration, the past Sun-
day.
Dr. Hollis Price, president of
LeMoyne College, was the prin-
cipal speaker.
Three minute greetings were
extended by Mrs. Ann H.
TRI
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"How shall we sing the Lord's
song in a strange land?"
Not only are we living in a
day of material and mechanis-
tic change but we also live in
Weathers, E. C. Stimbert, Rab-
bi James A. Wax, H. A. Gil-
liam, the Rev. Lincoln B. 'Nirt
and Dr. Paul Tudor Jones.
Others appearing on the pro-
gram were Mrs. Lilliam Crow-
der, Mrs. Edith Hubbard, Mil-
ton A. J. Barber, Lonnie F.
Briscoe, Edwin C. Jones, and
Dr. Alvin K. Smith.
The LeMoyne College Choir
furnished the music under the
direction of Prof. John W.
Whittaker.
Ushers for the occasion were
George Stevens, Moyse Jones,
Eugene Moore, Eart Wynne
and Emery Gordon.
Rev. John Charles Mickle is
the pastor.
HUMBOLDT—Floyd E. Lacey,
son of Mr. and Mrs. W. F.
Lacey of Humboldt, Tenn., has
been released from active duty
after three and one half years
with the United States Air
Force. His last duty assign-
ment was at the Melville Air
Station, Goose Bay, Labradoe,
a province of Newfoundland.
Along with performing normal
military duties, he was one of
the leaders of Christian Youth
movement at Goose Air Base.
He was also engaged in academ-
ic studies with the Univer-
sity of Maryland Extension and
the Southern Baptist Extension
center. He is now attending
Grand Canyon Baptist college
at Phoenix, Arlz. After com-
pleting his undergraduate work,
he plans to further study at a
Theological Seminary for sub-
sequent entry into the ecclesi-
astical ministry.
a day of moral and spiritual
change. Even the span of years
reaching from my boyhood un-
til now has been marked with
rapid and rabid change. Things
that people do now are things
that they would not dare do
when I was a child. Life to the
people of that day was far dif-
ferent from the life of today.
Many of the people still living
knew the pangs of slavery with
all of its hardships. Religion to
them really carried a meaning.
The old Negro Spirituals meant
something to them.
But today we are far removed
from that state of being. The
old hymns I used to sing in their
original setting. The suffering
and consolation attached to
these old hymns of the church
have now for many people lost
their fervor. In the place of the
reverent feeling usually attach-
ed to our church we have sub-
stituted a modern tempo that
has destroyed the whole signifi-
cance of the service. But why?
The church is failing to make
its normally appeal to countless
thousands because those songs
which have historically meant
so much to people are left out
of the program. Contrary to
much of the thinking of many
today the church is still a place
where some people come to be
spiritually regenerated. In this
over all spiritual regeneration
program they want all of the
forces of the church combining
to make for them a new spirit-
ual life.
The singing of these meaning-
ful hymns in our church can
only be predicated upon the fact
that we are living in a strange
land. Many people today are
living in a realm of false securi-
ty. We feel that our homes, our
bank accounts, our social pres-
tige, and our intellectual achi-
evement will suffice. To those
people I have news—you are in
for a rude awakening. One of
these days you will awake to
find all of these wil ose their
value and you will have noth-
ing upon which to fall.
A fee7 days ago I went to the
store. I saw a man who just six
years ago when I came to Mem-
phis was well and healthy. He
enjoyed every thing that I now
enjoy. Gradually he has been
plagued with an infirmity. Now
he is conscious that daily he is
getting worse and no healing
will ever be wrought. He stood
there in the store and cried as
First Baptist Heats
Lt. George W. Lev
Lt. George W. Lee, director journer Truth in the darkest
days of slavery when she told
Frederick Douglass 'God Still
lives.'
Other highlights of Men's Day
program included introduction
of the guest speaker by Prof.
Nat D. Williams, social science
instructor at Booker T. Wash.
ington High School, who re-
ferred to Lt. Lee as a classic
example of history in the mak-
ing; and three inspirational
talks on the symposium topic,
"Motivating Christian Men for
7ffective Church Life," by
Prof. Louis B. Hobson, princi-
terial associates who had walk- , pal of Manassas high school;
ed the picket lines with the Ne- Dean Thomas I. Williard, of S.
gro youth in front of depart-
ment stores, in protest of jim
crow practices, Lt. Lee declar-
ed that Christianity in Memphis
would be in full retreat but for
the Negro church.
The sr.•aker (-elle,' upon his
audience to take courage from
those early patriots of the race
symbolized by the spirit of So.
of the Atlanta Life Insurance
co., and nationally known in po-
litical and fraternal circles,
thrilled a near capacity audi-
ence at First Baptist church,
Lauderdale at., on Lincoln's
birthday, Sunday, Feb. 12. It
was the climax of Brotherhood
Month Observance oi the con-
gregation. His address was elo-
quent and touched every vital
stage of the Negro's struggle
since emancipation.
Commending the courage dem-
onstrated by Dr. H. Charles
Nabrit, pastor and his minis-
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I have never seen a man cry be-
fore.
This man through his infir-
mities has come to the threshold
that religion really has a mean-
ing. To him and to many of us
bearing crosses life does have
a different color. In this force
of taking on new meaning our
activities become completely
different and far more worth-
while. In proportion that our ac-
tivities have real meaning for
us we must realize that change
our whole method of participa-
tion.
It is at this point that under
existing conditions with all of
its hypocrisy and many of the
other things that characterize
our modern churches no won-
der people cannot sing and ap-
preciate the old hymns with the
same tempo. There is a mean-
ing that is missing. This mean-
ing must be regenerated. Down
through the generations people
have been moved to greater
heights because of what these
hymns have meant to them.
Our generation, too must like-
wise be moved.
While in Texas I conducted a
revival for a friend of mine. I
chose for my theme hymn that
week, "Lord, I want To Live
For Thee." As time went on
this hymn became meaningful
to the whole community.
Through the paths, across the
pastures, and down the roads
you could hear people singing
this hymn soi.iing to revival.
It was a great experience!
The whole question boils down
to the fact how can we be when
we live without the pale of do-
ing things on their highest level.
David was saying to those lis-
tening to him. "How can we sing
the songs of the Lord when we
live so far from Him?" How
can people appreciate right
when they live so far from right
and righteousness. The basic
factor in making us felt serv-
ants of God is wrapped up in
the fact that we must live with-
in the framework of goodness
and love. Only to this degree
will we be able to project that
which is good and noble into
the lives of others. This should
be the real goal behind each of
US.
A. Owen college; and J. E. Nee.
ly, faculty member at Porter
junior high school.
Special music was rendered
by the Male Chorus of First
Baptist Church, under direction
of Mr. Charles Graham. Guest
participants who rendered musi-
cal selections were Mr. J. H.
Barr, of St. Andrew A. M. E.
Church, Hymn Melodies; Mr.
Harry Winfield, organ prelude;
and Mr. Thomas Pinkston with
son, Donald Pinkston, of Mt.
Pisgah C. M. E. Church, in-
strumental duet.
Lewis 0. Swingler, veteran
journalist, served as general
chairman of Men's Day. Other
committee chairmen included
Charles Smith, co-chairman;
George H. Banks, and Delta H.
Ross, finance; W. Frank Trip.
lett, and Leonard Small, Sr.,
publicity; William Crawford,
and Booker T. Collins, dinner:
Edgar H. Davis, and Samuel
F. Scott, reception; Settle Gut,
and Dave Westbrooks, dec-
oration; Dr. Cooper E. Taylor,
activities; Clyde H. Lake, sec-
retary; James R. Rhodes, and
J. Leo Jeffrey, program: C. B.
Graham, W. W. Walker. William
Washburn, Prof. T. L. Stroud,
and Isaac White Sr., Music; Da-
vid L. Wrushen, Usher; and Da-
vid L. Edmond, evangelistic.
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SURROUNDED BY NEWS-
MEN, AFL•CIO vice•president
( A. Philip Randolph answers
a Boo of questions about la•
bor, the Negro and civil rights.
Mr. Randolph was being ques•
HAMPTON, Va. — T w o
Hampton Institute alumni
highlighted the 68th annual
Founder's Day observance on
college campus last week.
)ne, a New Jersey jurist,
spoke of his aspirations for
Hampton institute in the
Sixties. The other, a member
of the college's trustee board,
disclosed plans for a multi-
million dollar development pro-
gram.
Roger M. Yancey, judge of
the Essex County Court, N. J.,
spoke on the subject, "The
Role of Hampton In The Six-
ties," to an audience of alumni,
, faculty, staff, students and
friends. In the decade ahead
he foresaw Hampton's role "as
the workshop for training men
and women in the art of fos-
tering understanding between
persons and between nations."
Charles H. Williams, mem-
ber of the college's board of
• trustees, outlined institutional
• goals for the growth of the col-
lege. "Recognizing that we must
Alive forward, the board of
Wistees at its meeting last Oc-
tober approved a building pro-
gram to cost $3,400,000," he ,
said.
In addition he told of trus-
tees' plans to add several mil-
lion dollars to the endowment
by the time of the college's
centennial in 1968.
Dr. Jerome H. Holland, pres-
ROGER M. l'ANCEY, (cen-
ter), judge of the Essex
County Court, New Jersey,
chats with another alumnus,
Dr. William Watson (left)
president of the National
tioned during a luncheon ban-
quet given in his honor by the
History Department of Cen-
tral State College, following
his Negro History Week ad-
dress at the college.
ident of the college, proclaim-
Il ed this Founder's Day "a great
1 day for Hampton." stressing
that "Hampton must ever move
forward."
He called for a positive ap-
proach to the solution of future
problems emphasizing "we
cannot live in the shadows of
the past or be sustained by
efforts of the past."
Extending a welcome to the
guests were Robert L. Wood-
son, Newport News, president
of the Student Council; Dr. Ed-
ward Kollmann, director of the
Division of General Studies;
and Dr. William L. Watson,
Petersburg, Va., president. Na-
NIU PLANS NO 2
DE KALB, Ill. — Northern
Illinois University announced
plans here for the Third Euro-
pean Seminar in the summer of
1962.
Sponsored hy the Department
of Social Sciences, a group of
fifty students, graduate and un-
dergraduate, will spend one
month at Oxford University in
England where a special pro-
gram will be provided for them.
The Seminar will include a
month's tour of Scotland and
Scandinavia as well as the per-
iod at Oxford.
Directors of the tour will be
Charles E. Howell and Dr. Earl
W. Hayter. Interested persons
may write the University con- ,
cerning details.
Hampton Alumni Association
and Dr. Jerome H. Holland,
president of Hampton Insti•
tote, (Va.), before the Foun-
der's Day observance last
week on the college campus.
Trainees Learn
To Combat Bias
ATLANTA — The first group
of new leaders in the "social
'struggle" have begun...training
at Highlander Folk school, Mont-
Oleic, Tenn., the Southernhristian Leadership confer-
ence announced.
The conference said it launch-
ed the leadership training pro-
gram to "direct and implement
the social struggle."
Trainees are selected by
SCLC's affiliate organizations .
throughout the South and sent
to Highlander Folk School
where they are taught how to
train and lead in their local
communities. At the completion
4)f their training, they will re-
turn to their localities and set
up citizenship schools which
will teach reading and writing,
simplified civics, and govern-
ment, undnrstanding politics
and how to register to vote.
Other subjects to he taught
include The Philosophy of Non-
("violence, Picketing, Boycotting,ivil Disobedience, Direct Mass
Action.
This program will create a
continuing increase in political
and social awareness in the
Negro community, and will pro-
vide greater voter registration
which is basic to the enjoy-
ment of full citizenship, SCLC
said:
Many of the above courses
will also be available to the
public through the SCLC Cor-
respondence Institute. The
opening da'e for the Correspon-
dence Institute will be announc-
ed soon.
RALEIGH, N. C. — Members
of the student chapter of the
Music Educators National Con-
ference at St. Augustine's Col-
lege will present -God's Trom-
bones," a dramatic sequence in
Taylor Hall, Feb. 26.
The group, composed of mu-
sic majors and interested per-
sons will give performances of
musical arrangements of Jame
Weldon Johnson and Fred War.
Attacks Labor i
Union Bias, Too
WILBERFORCE, Ohio — it involves a civil rights revolu•
,
Union leader A. Philip Ran- tion — the historical mission
dolph, in a speech at Central of which is to sweep away all
State college last week, ripped of the vestiges, remnants and
into the complacency of the survivals of the old slave order.
Negro and the unfair labor This alone will constitute the
practices of some locals of na- completion of the incomplete
Lionel unions. Civil War Revolution."
The AFL-C10 vice-president "Perhaps the biggest task
was the guest speaker during confronting the Negro today is
Citizenship Day of Negro His- the transformation of a body of
tory Week, being celebrated unskilled workers into highly
at the college. skilled, technical craftsmen and
"Civil Rights are stems of technological experts."
I
human rights. Human rights Randolph dealt communism a
are God-given, not man-made." blow when he stated, "neither
The words formed the theme the civil rights movement or
of Randolph's talk, and were the labor movement can sr-
the foundation of a thought- sive and function and make
provoking challenge to rise and progress except within the
seek better things which be framework of the democratic
rendered to the Negro. society.
NEGROES NOT FREE Thus, .Negroes, along with
Speaking before a mixed aud- other minorities and labor, have
ience which packed the audi-
torium far beyond its 900 seat-
ing capacity, Randolph contend-
no alternative except to support
the Western Democracies as
against the Russian and Chinese
ed that "Negroes are not fully Communist totalitarian re-
free. They are not fully free gimes."
because the Civil War Revolu- LIBERTY . SLUMPS
tion was never completed." He called upon his audience
This was true, he stated, "be- to, "note the silence of liberals,
cause the new industrial and North as well as South." He
financial circles of America no bemoaned the fact that, "lib-
longer needed to complete the erty is in a slump."
Revolution in order to comb- "Look," he challenged, "at
date their forces as the econo- the spectacle of 101 Congress-
mic masters of the new nation." men from the South signing and
The speaker complained that glorifying a manifesto against
"While the Civil War abolished the free public school system
slavery, destroyed the Confede- in which all children...may ex-
racy at Appomattox, liberated ercise their God-given right to
the slaves, centralized political secure an education..."
power in a federal system, and He warned his listeners that,
effected the economic unifica- "While material goods of this
tion of the counrty, it failed to world are necessary, they are
transform the the former slaves not the sine qua non for the
into free workers. It failed to good life."
give them land. The veracious orator Closed
Instead Freedmen were by reminding his audience that,
transformed into tenant. share- "The night, however dark, is ii
crop and debt farmers, or vent- never endless." The applause 
Unvers ty observes the 94th
able peons."
'MOCKERY OF SUFFRAGE'
"The Civil War Revolution
never established free public dolph was asked about the pea-
schools," he continued. "There sibilities of applying "pressure"
were no free ballots. The poll in Congress in order to secure a- In., 
in Cramton Auditorium,
tax, white primaries, grand- firmer backing of labor and
father clauses — designed to civil rights legislation. He re-
make a mockery of suffrage plied that pressure was being
and the so-called citizenship of applied via lobbying groups, but
the freedmen — were enaoted warned that for each group lob-
into law." hying for a project, there was
"Hence, the central struggle. one lobbying against that pro-
of the Negro today is not just, ject.
securing the right to vote in lie further warned against
Alabama; the right to sit in a ! pressuring those who have al-
park in Pensacola: ride in a' ready shown inclination to sup-
seat in a bus in Montgomery or port this type of legislature. lie
Tallahassee; become a stew-quipped, "you don't put bait
ardess on an airplane; or se-1 on the hook for fish you've al.
cure a house in Levittown; but ready caught."
was deafening. anniversary of 
its founding.
At a press conference which Awards will be presented
followed the address, Mr. Ran- March 2nd at the annual
Charter Day assemblyt 10.30
Wins Ph. D At
U. Of Arkansas
Dr. Victor D. Starlard receiv-
ed his Doctor of Education de-
gree from the University of
Arkansas, Fayetteville, during
the January convocation. The
title of his dissertation w a s
"Factors Associated with Negro
Voting in A Delta County in
Arkansas."
Dr. Starlard is a native of
Hot Springs, Ark. He graduat-
ed with honors from Arkansas
AM&N college with A. B. de-
gree in History. He received
his Master's of Education de-
gree from the University of
Arkansas.
Dr. Starlard served two years
in the Armed Forces and was
the first Negro to graduate hon-
or student from the Sixth Army
Leadership School, Camp Rob-
erts, California in 1952.
He is a member of Phi Delta
Kappa Professional Fraternity
for Men in education, Ameri-
can Association of University
Professors, NEA, Alpha Kappa
Mu National Honor Society, and
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity,
Inc.
Dr. Starlard is now serving
OFF TO AFRICA — in his
new role as Assistant Secret-
Wry of State for African Af-
fairs, former Michigan Gov-
log. ernor G. Mennen Williams and
as assistant director of Fresh-
man Studies at A.M.&N. col-
lege. He is also assistant com-
missioner of the Tr -county Di-
vision of Quapaw Area Council,
Boy Scout of America.
DR. VICTOR STARLARD
Mrs. Williams departed from
National Airport in Washing-
ton, last week, for a month-
long tour of African nations.
Dr. BARTSCH-DUNNE
Sixth and Fairmount Streets,
northwest. Acceptance re-
marks will be made by the
honorees at the Charter Day
Banquet which will be held at
8 p. m. in Baldwin Hall, Fourth
and College streets, northwest.
Recipients of the 1961 awards
for distinguished post-graduate
achievement are Dr. Anna
Bartsch-Dunne, Dr. Ulysses L.
Houston and Dr. Inabel B.
Lindsay. all of Washington, D.
C.
HOWARD COLLEGE
Dr. Dunne, a gynecologist
and proctologist, will be cited
for achievement in the field of
medicine; Dr. Houston, a
member of the faculty of the
Howard College of Medicine
from 1931 to 1959, will be cited
for achievement in medical
education; and Dr. Lindsay
dean of tile Howard School of
Social Work, will be cited for
achievement in social work.
Dr. Dunne, a naturalized
citizen who was born in
Germany, received the Doctor
of Medicine degree at Howard
in 1902. She interned at the
Philadelphia Lying-In Hospital
and joined the medical faculty
at Howard in 1903. She served
until 1908 as associate profes-
sor of histology and experi-
mental physiology, while main-
taining a private practice and
serving as a clinician at the
Women's Clinic in Washington.
She did post-graduate study in
Vienna, London and Paris.
From 1916 to 1932 she serv-
ed in several capacities on the
Howard medical faculty — as
assistant in histology, clinical
assistant in medicine, clinical
instructor in obstetrics, and as
assistant professor of histology.
Dr. Dunne has established
two scholarship funds for wom-
en medical students, one at
Howard and one at the George
Washington University School of
Medicine, She Is a member of
SCOUT LEADER CITED:
Dr. James H. M. Henderson,
chairman of the Carver Divi-
sion, Boy Scouts of America,
wears a smile and the Silver
Beaver Scout Award, the
highest local council award
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
Three distinguished graduates
of Howard university will re-
ceive alumni achievement
awards in March when the
possible to an adult volunteer
scout worker. Dr. Ilenderson,
head of the biology depart-
ment at Tuskegee Institute,
was presented the award at a
recent appreciation banquet
of the Tukabatchee Council.
the Twentieth Century Club, the
Women's City Club and the
Arts Club of Washington. Dr.
Dunne, who lives at 2900 Con-
necticut avenue, northwest, re-
tired from the active practice
of medicine in 1950.
A native of Evansville, Ind.,
Dr. Houston moved to Wash-
ington as a child. He attended
the public schools of the Dis-
trict and was graduated from
the Howard Preparatory school
in 1899.
EAR, NOSE, TIIROAT
He received the Doctor of
Medicine degree at the Bennet
Medical School, Loyola univer-
sity, Chicago, in 1912. Dr.
Houston was appointed to the
staff of the Otolaryngology
rear, nose and throat) Clinic at
Freedmen's Hospital in 1914
and to the Howard faculty in
1931.
He was named chief of
otolaryngology in 1936, and
clinical professor of oto-'
laryngology in 1947. He was
certified by the American
Board of Otolaryngology in
1938.
DR. LINDSAY
Boy Scouts of America, In
Montgomery, Ala. Looking on
are Mrs. Henderson, Ernell
11111, district executive, and
Jack Grady, scout executive,
presenting citation to Dr.
Henderson.
Dr. liouston retired in 1959
following 28 years of service at
the University and 44 years at
Freedmen's Hospital. The 79-
year old physician continues to
maintain a private practice of
medicine at Washington,
lie holds membership in
several scientific, professional
and civic organizations, includ-
ing the District Medical So-
ciety, Medico-Chirurgical So-
ciety, Sigma Pi Phi. and Chi
Delta Mu. Dr. Houston lives at
1832 15th street, northwest.
Dr. Lindsay, a native of St.
Joseph, Mo., received the
Bachelor of Arts degree at
Howard university, the Master
of Arts degree at the Universi-
ty of Chicago School of Social
Service Administration, and
the Doctor of Social Work de-,
gree at the University of
Pittsburgh.
She joined the Howard
faculty in 1935, the first year
In which social work courses
were offered at Howard. With-
in 10 years, the social work
program was expanded to an
accredited School of Social
DR. HOUSTON
Cotton Yields
To Machine Age
DURHAM, N. C. — It the
preient trend in mechanized
cotton production continues,
one half the cotton acreage in
the Southeastern part of the
United States will be mechani-
cally harvested within the next
few years.
This prediction was made re-
cently by R. P. Upchurch, as-
sociate professor of field crops
at North Carolina State col-
lege. His prediction is based
on a recent survey of chemical
weed eontrol and mechanical
harvesting tre.ids in some of
the impontant cotton producing
States.
Upchurch finds that the
Southern States of North and
South Carolina, Georgia, and
Alabama are following the
trend set earlier by the Delta
States of Arkansas, Louisiana.
Mississippi, and Tennessee
which are moving rapidly
ahead with cotton mechaniza-
tion.
The professor predicts that
75 percent of the cotton acre-
age in lie Delta States will be
treated with pre-emerg-
ence herbicides by 1964 to re-
duce the need for chopping; and
by the same time, 75 percent
of the acreage will be machine
harvested.
U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture officials point out that cot-
ton mechanization is associated
with a decline in the farm op-
erator population. Since 1954,
the number of farmers in the
South has declined by 870,000.
Of this number, 194 000 were
colored farmers.
However, nearly a fourth of
the change is due to a change
in the definition of a farm by
the 1959 census. Now a farm
must either contain as much as
10 acres with $50 worth of pro-
duction, OT It must produce $230
worth of products for market
if it is less than 10 acres in
size.
Formorly, three acres or less
were considered a farm if 3150
worth of commodities [or mar-
ket was produced on them.
DEFENDER
Week Of
Feb. 25 - March 3, 1361
Cubans Try
Entry From
Jamaica
KINGSTON, Ja. — Cubans
fleeing the Castro austerity
program are flocking to this
metropolis in the hope of ob-
taining U. S. visas for entry
into the North American Re-
public.
There are over 300 persona
at present on the waiting list
and applicants are trickling in
to swell the pool, a U. S. con-
sulate official said.
Robert McGregor, U. S. con-
sul general in Kingston explain-
ed that it was not a stampede
but the forerunner of a steady
movement which was expected
to continue. Since the breaking
off of diplomatic relations with
Cuba by the United States, hun-
dreds of Cubans were caught
on the Havana visa waiting list.
Those who can afford It are
making their way to Jamacia,
only 90 miles off, to get clear-
ance through the consulate
here.
The only difficulty in which
the consulate had been placed
it is understood, was that it had
been caught without Spanish in-
terpreters and without applica-
tion forms in the Spanish tangs
iage, which was soon remedi-
ed.
In Havana, the Swiss Govern-
ment took over the interests of
co.sular business but could not
issue visas. The British em-
bossy in Havana graciously as-
sented to Cubans' request to
seek visas to Jarnacia and the
rush started.
The influx has been slowed
since Jamaican Government de-
mands an entrance deposit of
$200 for each adult and $100
for each child entering the is.
land. Jamaican social agencies
have organized to provide aid
for the refugee Cubans.
Work, with Dr. Lindsay as
dean.
This semester Dean Lindsay
is serving as a visiting profes-
sor at the University College
of the West Indies at Jamaica,
where she is directing the in.
service social work training
program of the college. In 1958,
she was one of five American
social workers selected by the
U. S. Department of State to
study social welfare programs
in Europe. Dr. Lindsay spent
two months in Sweden and
Norway.
Interested in problems of the
aging, Dean Lindsay serves on
the committee on rehabilitation
of the District of Columbia
Council on Aging, ano the com-
mittee on aging of the Ilealth
and Welfare Council of Metro-
politan Washington.
A former member of the
board of directors of the Na-
tional Association of Social
Welfare Assembly, she is a
member of the National
Association of Social
Workers, the Council of Social
Work Education, the American
Public Welfare Association and
the National Conference on
Social Work. She lives at 3300
18th street, southeast.
Fr. Brooks
Heads Drive
TALLAHASSEE, Fla. — Fr
David H. Brooks, a vice presi-
dent of the Florida State Con-
ference of NACCP Branches,
will head the Freedom Fund
program for Florida this year.
"Emphases will be placed on
the need for funds to defend
the Negro against such attacks
as that involving Fr. Theodore
R. Gibson,. Fr. Brooks said
Plans are underway for a
"Gibson Day" in the State.
Every citizen who believes in
freedom, will be called on to
make a contribution and take
out a membership in the NAA-
CP," he said.
CHURCH GROUP ACTIVE
In addition to the above plans.
the Church Committee for the
Florida NAACP is active with
a plan to raise ten thousand
dollars among Florida's church-
es. Chairman of the committee
is the Rev. J. B. F. Williams,
of Jacksonville.
Churches and ministers are
asked to pledge 50 or 100 dol.
lars to be paid by May 14th.
All reports will be made at the
May 17th observance of the U.
S. Supreme Court's 1054 de-
cision ending racial segrega-
tion in education, Rev. Wil-
liams reported.
Pledges should be mailed to
the Committee at the NAACP
office in Tampa. Rev. Williams
said.
A.B.C.
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Tragedy In The Congo
Lumumba's assassination has touch-
ed off a chain reaction of extreme grav-
ity. Most members of the Western bloc
itad under-estimated the impact of his
personality on world politics. In fact
they had discarded this African leader
as a factor in Congolese affairs, and less
so in the international arena.
Now, in death Lumumba has fanned
a mighty flame that threatens not only
te existence of the 16-year-old United
nations, but the security of the world
at large. The brutal assassination has
divided an already torn world into two
camps: Pro Lumumba, and anti Lu-
mumba.
The division serves to sharpen the
differences between the West and the
East, and raises the temperature of the
cold war to a dangerous thermal point.
Unless a quick equitable solution is
worked out, another Korea may be in
the making with implications that may
prove to be a prelude to a third world
conflict.
Let us not be lulled into believing
that the white world is ready to commit
suicide over the fate of the black man in
Africa. Should war come in the Congo
and its theatre of operation widen be-
yond the Central African perimeter, it
won't be for the sake of preserving hu-
man rights.
Of course, we would be fed with the
propaganda on both sides that a war is
being fought in the defense of Africa's
territorial integrity and political au-
tonomy. When in truth it would be a
fanatical struggle for the supremacy of
one of two hostile political ideologies
and for an extension of the sphere of po-
litical and economic influence.
The countries that profess an abid-
ing concern about African independence,
are merely giving lip service to the doc-
trine of self-determination. The Congo
crisis arose out of the fear that the Lu-
mumba government was pursuing a po-
litical course that was not to the liking
of the Western bloc.
Intrigues and plots were set off in
order to discredit Lumumba in the eyes
of the Western world. They called him
"Communist," politically irresponsible,
and an embezzling postal clerk. Yet it
was Lumumba who invited the United
Nations into the Congo and who sought
to normalize political conditions and
bring order out of chaos.
His conflict with Dag Hammarsk-
jold, the UN Secretary General, and
with his deputy, Dr. Ralph Bunche, was
on the fundamental principle of his
recognition as the constitutional head of
his government. A fact that the UN of-
ficials wanted to ignore or at most di-
minish its importance.
Thus Lumumba's arrest and subse-
quent beating received tacit approval in
the West. He was in the way; he was too
independent, too aggressive and too
daringly nationalistic. The more inde.
pendence he showed, the more insuffer-
able he became in the sight of his de-
tractors•
The United Nations could have de-
manded his release under the provision
of the UN charter which places particu-
lar emphasis on human rights. Lumum-
ba's jailing was illegal and in violation
of his rights. But his enemies applaud-
ed and la ughe d, just as they are ap-
plauding and rejoicing at his murder.
They could have prevented his assassi-
nation had they wanted to do so. They
didn't. Had they done so, the crisis
which has descended upon us would
have been avoided.
Diplomatic Assignments
President Kennedy's diplomatic team
Is now mostly assembled and some parts
have already been assigned; other mem-
bers of the cast are lined up waiting for
theirs. The changes will take place in
two phases, with some major and many
minor players not being shifted until
the summer.
The list of those actually appointed,
or whose names are likely to be an-
nounced soon is not unfortunately, win-
ning as enthusiastic a reception as most
of the President 's earlier choices
secured.
This is not because they are not
first-class men, both among the career
diplomats he has picked and those he
has brought in from outside. David
Bruce, who is now to add London to his
earlier ambassadorships to Paris and
Bonn, is outstanding and is as nearly a
professional as any man can be who has
not devoted his whole life to the service.
Professor Galbraith, who seems cer-
tain to go to India, will take with him
the Administration's almost feverish
conviction that, out of a new approach to
economic aid, a weapon can be fashioned
to win the cold war. Professor Reischau-
er, the far Eastern expert from Har-
Being Frank
Ily
About People, Please
And Problem's
FRANK I— STANLEY
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — It is re-
freshing when good deeds are
performed even in a small way,
which indicate that white people
of good will seek to do some-
thing about the injustices dealt
Negroes.
Not too long ago a white read-
er of the Defender came to see
me. Our records reveal that he
has been a subscriber through
the years. However, I shall not
name him because he is not in-
terested in publicity. His small
deed is of more importance than
his name.
This man is retired and lives
on his Social Security benefits.
Hence, he is not only of modest
means but must have to budget
rather closely to make ends
meet.
But he came out of sympathy
and concern to contribute $5 to
aid Fayette County, Tenn., Ne-
gro families. Said he: "This isn't
much but it will help a little".
This act particularly struck
me because the Defender was
not conducting a drive to aid
these distressed families and
thus far no other person has
come forth to offer aid or sug-
gest such a drive locally. To be
frank, I felt guilty of neglect.
All of which pointed up again,
our need as Negroes to dig a lit-
tle deeper and more voluntarily
to alleviate our groups' socio-
economic problems.
This is not to say that we have
not responded in the past. We
have. But the task requires even
greater contributions from those
of us who can make them, to
those less-fortunate than we.
Admittedly we are the most
discriminated against people in
the world and there is great
justification that segregation it-
self is mostly responsible for
our being the poorest economic
group, the worst housed, the
most dependent on Public Wel-
fare, the least educated and
America's most inarticulate poli-
tical segment.
The time has come, however,
when we can no longer placate
yard, will take to Japan not only his ex-
pertness in Asian economics, but also a
wife who is Japanese by birth.
The decisions to send Mr. Kennan,
with his Moscow experience, to Jugo-
slavia, Mr. Merchant back to Canada,
and Finletter to the North Atlantic
:Treaty Organization, are all applauded.
The choice of General Gavin for
Paris seems more doubtful. It is believ-
ed to be a response to General de Gaul-
le's request for someone of military
rank who is close to the President, but
they will have to converse through an
interpreter.
The real objections are to a handful
of rumored appointments which can be
explained only on the ground of patron-
age or personal ties. Such appointments
are no worse than, indeed probably not
as bad as, many in the past. But Mr.
Kennedy promised the best available
men and went to some trouble to make
certain that lack of means should not
prevent them from accepting. Our col.
leges and universities are full of com-
petent, well trained Negro professors
who should be given an opportunity to
serve the country in the diplomatic
field. No doubt President Kennedy has
that under advisement,
Bishops Take Commendable Stand
ourselves by blaming all of our
shortcomings on segregation.
We have to take the initiative
and contribute more fully of our
means to correct our conditions
of poverty, crime and illiteracy.
Actually such self-investment
will aid our cause in at least
two ways: (1) Whites will re-
spect and appreciate us more
not only for recognizing but do-
ing something about our prob-
lems. (2) These problems are
ours alone to solve and they will
not disappear through the grace
of some good white folks —
rather more whites will join us
when we demonstrate that we
are more readily assuming the
burden of lifting ourselves cul-
turally and economically.
Actually we have to do more
than lament our low condition
—more than explain that ghet-
tos, poverty and ignorance
breed crime wherever people
live. We have to openly combat
delinquency and crime and
stop getting mad over the bad
publicity that springs therefrom.
The truth is we have won the
court decisions, but lost the
propaganda war. Segregation
has brain-washed many Ameri-
cans and created in a large
number of whites a low, degrad-
ing image of the Negro. At the
same time it has created in
many Negroes a depressing and
hopeless image of themselves.
American Negroes are badly
in need of an expert public rela-
tions job — but this cannot be
fully achieved until we lift our-
selves from the lowest rung of
the human ladder.
The watch words of today are
the "Time Is Now." They are
applicable to everything we do
—but most importantly to our
need to indulge in greater en-
lightened self-interest in the se-
cure knowledge that as long as
some members of our race con-
stitute the highest incidences of
everything bad — such stunts
the growth of any who aspire
to achieve the heights of cul-
ture and human worthiness.
Jamaica Faces
Independence
By PHIL NEWSOM
KINGSTON, Jamaica —
From Kingston, Jamaica's cap-
ital and industrial hub, to Mon-
tego Bay, where vacationing
Americans escape the rigors
of winter on white beaches and
in luxury hotels, it is 120 miles.
In those 120 miles, and at
either end, are the elements
which epitomize Jamaica's
problems and its promise as
one of the 10 principal islands
of the West Indies Federal
which in the next year or so
will take its place among this
hemisphere's independent na-
tions.
Here in this westernmost of
the West Indies islands, there
is an acute awareness of Ja-
maica's proximity to Castro's
Cuba and to troubled Haiti and
the Dominican Republic.
Here also is awareness that
Jamaica's exploding popula-
tion, with a heritage based 90
per cent on that of the slave
and the indentured servant,
could result in a race problem
based neither on Castroism or
Communism.
But with it is a determina-
tion that Jamaica, benefited
by a stable government, can
lick its own problems through
its own resources and inge-
nuity.
The road from Kingston
winds narrowly upward through
tropical hills, climbs steeply
Roman Catholic bishops of Atlanta, This is their three-point policy:
Savannah, Ga., and Charleston, S. C., 1 — Integration of schools as soon as
have vowed to integrate parochial possible.
2 — Continuation of Negro schools
schools in their states without waiting
as long as there is need for them "to
until public schools are open to all reach and teach the Negro, not to segre-
pupils. gate him."
Vows are not lightly entered into by 3 — Preparation of the people dur-
ranking churchmen, so their utterances ing 1961 by "pastoral letters, sermons,
command attention, study clubs and school instructions" to
The move towards integration will explain "the full Catholic teaching on
be made "as soon as this can be done racial justice."
with safety to the children and the This bold enterprise will be carried
schools," they said, out by churchmen whose parishioners
This is an encouraging announce- constitute only about two per cent of
ment from church leaders in two recal- their area's population.
citrant states whose opposition to inte- The bishops are deserving of wide-
gration is exceeded only by the inflex- spread commendation and public sup-
ibility of Mississippi, Alabama and Lou- port. They'll need both to put the meg-
Isiana. sage across to die-hard Dixiecrats.
across Diablo Mountain and
then plunges by twists a n d
turns to Montego Bay on the
north coast. It passes through
Spanish Town, Jamaica's for-
mer capital, and along hillsides
where earth moving machines
dig bauxite which will become
aluminum.
Along the roadway and in
sun-baked villages the popula-
tion seems to spring from the
earth itself.
Jamaica's promise lies in an
aggressive program of indus-
trialization which encourages
foreign investment in the pat-
tern of Puerto Rico, in its ex-
panding drive to encourage
tourism, in a broad program
of education and in an agricul-
tural drive to get the most
from its crowded acres.
The problem lies in the fact
that for 300 years Jamaica
slept in the sun under an ag-
ricultural economy, where
time was determined only by
sunrise and sunset. It neither
had nor felt the need of indus-
try's time-clock precision or
the education that went with
it.
Jamaica's awakening dates
from not much than 10 years
ago.
Its sunny beaches began at-
tracting visitors in large num-
bers only about eight years
ago. Today it is a $30 million
a year business.
SO WHAT?
"WALK SLOWER BABY NIAKE THIS
SCENE LAST.-
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
"In the opinion of some peo-
ple I know who would be hips-
ters," said Simple, "work is
the last refuge of a square,
but hustling is an honorable
hype."
"With which I totally dis-
agree," I said. "Work saves
the human race from sin, bore-
dom, stagnation, and running
amuck. Without work, what
would you do with your day?"
"Waste it away," said Sim-
ple. "I could waste without
haste. Me, I could find plenty
of wonderful ways to occupy
my time, if I was not working.
But I am not constituted to
hustle."
"That I believe," I said "You
are no hypster. Fortunately,
with all your faults, you have
not got a dishonest bone in
your body. In fact, you cannot
even lie with a straight face.
But you certainly can con your
friends out of beers. At this
very bar, how many times
have I treated you to drinks
without any recompense what-
soever?"
"I reckon your recompense
has been by recompensing in
spirit, if not in fact," said
Simple, "because I give back
all I can for what I have got
in my pocket. You know, me
and Joyce have to balance our
budget, and my wife does not
count in beers."
"I have to balance my budg-
et, too," I said.
"Yes," said Simple, "but a
woman balances different from
a man. You are not married
so, whenever you want to, you
can shift your balance around—
and pull a hype on yourself.
But my wife wants our budget
to come out the same every
week. So when I drink, I can-
not over-drink. Do, and I will
get caught in the riffle. A
woman's voice is sweet to hear
when it is full of love, but not
when the budget don't balance.
"Joyce can figure backwards,
count pennies down to the last
Indian head, and don't mess
with dollar bills! Every time I
break a dollar, I think about
what will happen at home.
When I was a single man, I
didn't care whichaway or
where dollars went."
Hipsters, Hypes And Hustling
"But your landlady did," I
said. "I recall many a time,
you had to borrow from me to
pay your rent."
"Bring up not such unpleas-
ant subjects," said Simple.
"That were far away and long
ago. My wife keeps me and
the landlord straight now. But,
at least, I borrowed. I did not
beg, neither steal, con, nor
hype anybody out of a cent. I
would not even take money
from Zarita who loved me,
even if she had no legal ties.
"But to be a decent old bar
girl, Zarita could lay down
plenty of hypes herself — and
still does, I reckon wherever she
may be. Zarita and my Cousin
Minnie both know how to get
the ups on a man without giv-
ing in to him. Many a poor
joker has sacrificed his week's
wages just for a smile. Zarita
was pretty, anyhow, but Min-
nie looks like come-what-may.
"Still and yet, that cousin of
mine has got something that
glues a man to a bar stool, be
he setting next to her. Without
being a hustler, she is one of
the best lady hypsters I know.
Some people, male or either
female, just have talent for
laying down a hype. I don't.
which is probably why I do not
bother."
"You have a conscience," I
said, "which in our day and
time not everyone is born with.
The typical hipster is what the
psychology books term a
moral, if not actually im-
moral — unconscious of sin,
really, even though a sinner."
"I wish I could be uncons-
cious of my budget," said Sim-
ple. "Say, brother —."
"I did not know we were re-
lated," I said, sensing what
was coming.
"Well then, friend — listen,"
said Simple. "Before you em-
barrassed me, I was going to
ask you a favor. Lend me a
Ten."
"Until when?" I asked. "May
Day when you May pay?"
"Why be technical?" said
Simple. "But if you did lend
me a Ten, I was going to treat
you to a beer."
"On such a rare occasion, I
cannot resist," I said. "Here!"
"Bartender," cried Simple,
"a beer for this unbedgeted
steer!"
Mixing Foe On
Tuskegee Board
MONTGOMERY — (ANP) —
A white businessman who testi-
fied against Negro leaders dur-
ing a boycott trial at Tuskegee
has been appointed to the board
of trustees of Tuskegee Institute.
Gov. John Patterson announced
the choice of H. D. (Bunny)
Cohn, Tuskegee clothing store
owner, as one of the state's
five members of the board.
Although the school .s private-
ly endowed the state has rep-
resentation on the board because
the legislature appropriates pub-
lic funds to the institution.
When Patterson was Attorney
general early in 1958, he filed
a suit against members of the
Tuskegee Civic Association
charging them with responsibili-
ty for a mass Negro boycott
against white Tuskegee
chants.
He asked for a court order toe
prohibit association members
from urging other Negroes to
withhold their patronage from
the white stores, but the late
Circuit Judge Will 0. Walton
ruled thate sae had
to link the Negro leaders to the
boycott.
Cohn was one of the witnesses
called by Patterson to support
his claim. The merchant testi-
fied that Negroes had stopped
trading with him after .be boy-
cott started in 1957.
1960 Accident Costs
Set At $13.4 Billion
The National Safety Council
(NSC) said accidents last year:
—killed 93,000 persons in the
U. S.
—Injured 9,300,000 others.
—Cost an estimated $13.4 bil-
lion.
The all-accidents death toll
was up 1 per cent from the
1959 toll of 92,080, the Safety
Council said. But the popula-
tion death rate from accidents
dropped to an all-time low of
51.7 per 100,000 persons.
The previous low rate was
52.2 accidental deaths per 100,-
000 in 1959. The council said a
2 per cent population increase
caused the death rate to de-
cline.
The No. 1 accidental killer,
the Council said, was motor
vehicle mishaps. They claim-
ed 38,200 lives last year com-
pared to 37,910 the year before.
Home accidents scrawled
for 27,000 deaths, 500 more than
In 1959, and work accidents
claimed 13,800 lives. Public ac-
cidents other than those in-
volving motor vehicles were
responsible for 16,500 deaths.
The Council said the overall
total of 93,000 accidental deaths
was less than the total of the
motor vehicle, home, work and
public tolls. This was because
some deaths counted in home
or work categories also were
counted as motor vehicle
deaths. The NSC explained that
the overall and motor fehicle
totals were supplied by the of-
fice of vital statistics; t h e
other figures were NSC esti-
mates,
The traffic death toll in 1960
was the highest since 38,702
persons were killed on the
highways in 1957, the Council
said. But the mileage death
rate was at an all-time low of
5.9 fatalities per 100 million
miles of travel. In 1980 the
mileage rate was 5.4 deaths*
per 100 million miles.
The Council said one of
every 19 persons in the nation
suffered a disabling injury
during 1960. It estimated 1.4
million persons suffered in-
juries in traffic accidents that
were disabling beyond the day
the injury was incurred.
As always, falls were a maj-
or killer. They killed 18,700
persons last year. That was
the same as In 1959.
Fires and burns killed 7,300
persons, 6 per cent more
than the previous year; drown-
ings totaled 6,500, up 1 per
cent; and firearms killed 2,-
300, about 2 per cent more than
in 1959.
The Council said its estimate
of a $13 4 billion economic lost.
from accidents included wage
losses, medical expense, in- ,
surance costs, production de-
lays and property damage.
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Fight To Preserve Hull House
I By BARNEY SEIBERT
Chicago's famed Hull House
a stairway to dreams for waves
of the oppressed, may become
a casualty to the social con-
science it awakend.
After 72 years of introducing
a new way of life to generations
of immigrants and the down-
trodden, the world's third old-
est and most famous settlement
house is threatened with oblit-
eration by a university.
Hull House, block-square
sprawl of smoke-blackened red
brick buildings stands on a
trite, recommended as the site
of the University of Illinois'
proposed Chicago campus. Plan-
ners say the whole slum area
must be levelled, including the
structures in which the late
Jane Addams achieved a scoial
revolution.
But the institution created by
one of the century's most mili-
tant women could not be ex-
pected to expire without a strug-
gle. It won't. Its friends have
met as great challenges in the
past and they hope to conquer
this one.
LIVING SHRINE
"I am hopeful that the people
of this city have enough social
intelligence to preserve this
place as a living shrine—I don't
want to preside over a dusty
memorial," Russell Ballard,
Hull House director for the past
17 years, said.
Hull House was once the quiet
suburban home of the Charles
Hull family. By the time Miss
Addams and her companion, El-
len Gates Starr bought it in
1889, it was a rundown struc-
ture crowded against a livery
stable and saloon.
A block east just 18 years be-
fore, Mrs. O'Leary's legendary
cow is supposed to have kicked
over the lantern which set off
the Great Chicago Fire. Some
30 years later, the neighborhood
was to become the heartland of
rum runners, gangsters, alky
cookers and the site of some
of their bloodiest wars.
In this area, known as the
"valley," the White Hat Boys,
forerunners of the Capone gang,
strutted the narrow sidewalks.
Nearby the 42 gang was found-
ed. Cape Mafiosos visited the
scantily-stocked stores and
shops, collecting their extor-
tion.
AIDED KIDS
Here Miss Addams built one
of Chicago's first gymnasiums
to give tenement young a place
to romp. From here she sent
hordes of underprivileged boys
to summer camp in the year the
Boy Scout movement began.
Here was nourished the infant
American labor movement dur-
ing the trials of the Pullman
strike and the great garment
strike. Here Miss Addams bat-
tled for the cause of pacifism
TREASURE BOX: To this
farmer and his wife in Greece
the rake, shovel and hoes in
the $11 CADE hand tool pack-
age they received are treas-
ures that will yield them big-
ger crops, more Income. For
lack of tools, farmers, me-
chanics, carpenters and other
artistsans overseas cannot
earn their living. Contributions
sent to the CARE Self-Help
Program, 1 South State Street,
Chicago 3, III., will give them
the tools they need to help
themselves.
in World War I. and the cause
of women suffrage. Here she
won for herself scorn and ostra-
cism. Here she won the Noble
Peace Prize in 1931.
Here came the future great
to study. The late Prime Min-
ister MacKenzie King of Can-
ada lived in Hull House for a
year while a student at the Uni-
versity of Chicago. Julia Lath-
rop, first head of the U. S.
Children's bureau when it was
organized by President McKin-
ley, studied here. So did her
successor, Edith Abbott.
Jazz immortal Benny Good-
man got some of his first musi-
cal training here.
Through the years there were
additions until a maze of build-
ings, connected by winding
passages and ranging in height
from two to five stories, cover-
ed the block along Halsted st.
Irish immigrants were succeed-
ed by Italians, who in turn gave
way to Jews from the ghettoes
of Eastern Europe, only to
move out to make way for Mex-
icans, Greeks and Negroes. All
came to Hull House for help.
It taught them English and
instructed them in citizenship.
Mothers were taught to care
for their babies. Children found
refuge while their mothers
worked. Young and old learned
handicrafts. A world of hooks
and music was opened to eager
minds. The hungry were fed,
the homeless housed.
TEMPO GROWS
About six years ago the great,
sprawling slum around Hull
House began giving way to in-
dustrial plants, expressways, ur-
ban rehabilitation. But 1,300
persons are still enrolled in Hull
House activities. The number
does not include half a hundred
mentally retarded teen-agers
who come there daily to work
and learn. Neither does it in-
clude the students in the na-
tional training center of the Na-
tional Federation of Settlement
Houses—the social workers of
tomorrow.
"One hundred years from now
little boys and girls will come
here as to a shrine," Ballard
said. "You can't rebuild a tra-
dition somewhere else. Some
must be preserved. You don't
tear down Lincoln's home."
A settlement house cannot ex-
ist with no one to serve. But
Ballard has a solution.
"After all, these people have
to go somewhere, and it will
be new and strange and they
will need us more than ever,"
he said.
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
reader of your column and I
believe if someone wants some-
thing in life they can find it
through your column. I am 51.
dark brownskin and no bad
habits. Would like a nice clean
gentleman. Please send picture
in first letter, I will do likewise.
All letters will be answered.
Mrs. Mary Handles,
315 W. 6th st., Peoria, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
very lonesome person and would
like for you to help me find
some nice woman who would
be interested in writing to me.
1 am 40 years old, 5 feet, 10
inches tall, brownskin, black
graying hair and black eyes.
Would like for some woman to
write to me and tell me some.
thing about herself and also
send a picture. Looks don't
mean a thing to me nor does
the age as long as the woman
is kind and understanding. All
letters will be answered and
pictures exchanged.
James Neal, R.S.H. Bldg.
No. 19, Ward 29,
Orangeburg, N. J.
• •
Dear Mme. Chanto: I am a
man looking for a companion
or a nice wife. I am 66 years
old and would like for her to
he around my age. I am brown-
skin, 180 lbs. She must not
weigh over 165 lbs.
Charles Birden, 6611 Drex-
el ave., Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: It is won-
derful what you are doing for
people. Your work is world-
wide and you have touched
many lives. Please include me
in your long list of persons
helped. Bachelor, desires to
correspond with young woman
who is a Christian, as I am a
God-fearing man. She need not
be pretty, nor rich. Real friend-
ship I seek and marriage is
hoped for.
Ray E. Thomas, 714 W. 56th at.
Los Angeles 37, Calif.
• • •
Dear Mine. Chante: I am a
lady 50 years of age but look
40. I am very lonely, 5 feet,
54s inches tall and weigh 160 lbs.
Like writing, TV, reading, cook-
ing and sewing. Would like to
find a nice man between 55 and
60 who would like to write me.
Would also welcome letters
from shut-ins.
C. Dos Reis, 1187 Fulton st.,
Brooklyn 16, N. Y.
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: Will you
help me as you've helped others.
I am seeking a wife who really
wants to advance in life and
live a happy life with Inc. I am
28, brownskin, 5 feet 6 inches
tall, 145 lbs. Shall appreciate
hearing from interested young
ladies between the ages of 22
and 35, serious-minded with an
educational background. I like
dancing, radio, TV, movies and
plays. I am a bookkeeper and
clerk-typist by trade. I want to
hear from young ladies all over
the country. Only serious
minded women answer.
Grady O'Cummings, care of
O'Neal, 543 Brook ave., Apt. 3B,
Bronx 55, N. Y.
• • e
Dear Mme. Chante: I think
your column is wonderful, for
it helped a friend of mine get
a good wifc. I am a lonely man
who would like to meet a good
lady friend under 35, race does
not matter. I am 53, 6 feet,
1-4 in. tall, 198 lbs. dark brown
complexion.
William Johnson, 4646 S. Evans
ave., Chicago, Ill.
Seafarer 'Lands'
After 34 Years
By RICHARD A. GRADDICK
Chief Journalist, USN
The difference between suc-
cess and failure is perseverance
which paid off with dividends
recently when a Negro veteran
seafarer completed 34 years of
federal civilian service.
Ile is William McDermot
Moodie, Chief Steward on the
USNS General Simon B. Buck-
ner, a passenger ship operated
by the Military Sea Transpor-
tation Service, Atlantic Area,
Jailers Give Version
Of Lumumba 'Escape,
(Editro's Note: UPI corre-
spondent photographer Dieter
Steiner visited the farmhouse
which had been used as a jail
for Patrice Lumumba and re-
lates in the following die-
patch the jailers' version of
his escape.)
MUNGULUNGA, Katanga, The
Congo — (UPI) — Patrice Lu-
mumba's dungeon was a sand-
stone-walled shack where he
and two other captives were
held in a room with one bed,
four chairs and a table.
Evidence was shown me by
Belgian Capt. Julien Gat and
the Katanga soldiers and po-
lice assigned to guard them
to indicate that there indeed
had been an escape. Two of the
native soldiers appeared to have
been struck on the head, a hole
had been gouged out of the
soft stone wall of the shack.
Capt. Gat insisted the three
men, Lumumha, Maurice Mpolo
and Joseph Okito, never could
survive in the bush country sur-
rounding the settlement of Mun-
gulunga.
Gat commended eight soldiers
and eight native policemen who
formed the guard detachment.
THREE IN ONE BED
NER.E'S YOUR
Kvi...1200
315
WANK
YOU
The shack consisted of one
room, 9 by 15 feet. The three
prisoners slept in the one dou-
ble bed. Gat said they were ex-
ercised for an hour every morn-
ing and evening and were hand-
cuffed each time.
In a corner of the room stood
a child's cot containing two
dolls which whistled when
squeezed. No one seemed to
know who owned them.
Gat said Lumumba and his
companions were in good health
"and were fed the same food
as my men."
ONE DOOR, ONE WINDOW
The shack had one door. Its
one window was barred by
wooden slats Gat said a soldier
and a policeman were on guard
•
Sometime Thursday night,
Gat said, the prisoners forced
a hole through the side of the
shack, using a piece of iron
to cut through the sandstone.
How they got the iron was a
mystery, according to Gat.
He said the three prisoners
made clubs of branches from a
tree and stole up behind the
guards at the door, knocking
them unconscious.
(Katanga authorities believe
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the guards had fallen asleep).
There was no doubt the two
guards had been struck a heavy
blow. I saw them. They said
they were tied up with strips
of torn-up blanket. Nearby was
parked a Ford sedan used as a
police car.
According to Gat, Lumumba,
Mpolo and Okito stole past an-
other hut where Gat and the
other men were sleeping got to
the car and pushed it noiseless-
ly a quarter of a mile down a
dirt road.
Linking the ignition wires, the
started the car and drove 30
miles before they lost their way,
Gat said.
He said the car was wrecked
and abandoned.
Howard To Install
Nabrit,, April 26
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Dr.
James Madison Nabrit, jr., will
be formally installed as four-
teenth president of Howard Uni-
versity during inaugural cere-
monies at the University 'April
26th at 11 a.m. The ceremonies
will be held in Cramton Audi-
terium, Sixth and Fairmont
Streets, northwest.
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with headquarters in Brooklyn,
New York.
Chief Moodie, a civilian ma-
rine employee, has the honor
of retiring not only with more
than 30 years of government
service, but the distinction of
being the senior chief steward
on passenger ships operated by
MSTS, Atlaatic Area.
The 55 -year-old aristocrat
among chief stewards came up
through the ranks with a type
of success story Americans love
best. His perseverance paid off
with dividends.
$6,000 FOR LIFE
Starting out with the old Army
Transport Service as a waiter-
room steward, "Bill" advanced
to the position of chief steward
at $11,000 a year and upon re-
tirement recently, he will re-
ceive the sum of $6,000 annual-
ly, for life.
The reflective and quiet-spok-
en seafarer unfolded the saga
of his life which started Nov.
15, 1905 in Kingston, Jamaica,
British West Indies. Moodie
moved to Panama with his
mother when ne was 12-years-
old and graduated from the
Colon Grammar School in Pan-
ama.
With the exception of a few
months with the United Fruit
Company in the United States,
he has worked continuously on
a half dozen Army transports
where he advanced from a wait-
er on the ST. MIHIEL to second
steward aboard the BARRY.
He has sailed with MSTS ships
since 1949 when the agency was
established. During that time,
he has served for 11 years on
the USNS GOETHALS, with
one year as second steward be-
•
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$19,588 Grant
For Research
PRINCESS ANNE. Md. — A
research grant for $19,588 has
been awarded to Dr. Louis G.
•
DR. L. G. AUSTIN
Austin, professor of biology at
Maryland State college here,
Dr. John Taylor Williams, presis
dent of the school, announced.
Dr. Austin will be concerned
with studies in "antibody pro-
duction in rana pipiens." This
work was started as the serolo-
gy phase of a project in cans
cer research conducted at the
University of Michigan when
Dr. Austin was an American
physiological society research
fellow.
Dr. Ray Daggs, executive sec-
retary of the Society, and Dr.
George W. Nace were instru-
mental in getting the grant for
doing the work on the Mary.
land State college campus.
Authority came from the of-
fice of the surgeon general of
the United States.
fore his appointment as chief.
lie was employed for five years
as chief steward on the USNS
BUCKNER.
300 PASSENGERS
With the civilian rating of
chief steward, Moodie was in
charge of planning meals and
caring for the needs of more
than 300 cabin passengers
aboard ships operated by MSTS
including the USNS GOETH-
ALS, PATCH and BUCKNER.
In addition to ordering the
supplies, planning the ship's
menu and supervising the prep-
aration of the food, he also
directed the operation of the
food storage, the ship's bakery
and cold storage plant.
The ship's main dining salon
as well as the many other stew-
ards who care for the ship's
cabin passengers were under
his personal supervision. There
has been as many as 139 men
under him at one time. He was
the only colored head of a de-
partment on passenger ships
operated by MSTS, Atlantic
Area. 
Moodie has trained several
thousands of men of all races
during his numerous years as
the senior chief steward in the
MSTS nucleus fleet.
During his tenure as chief
steward, he has trained three
members of his race who have
since advanced in their jobs
and are now employed as chief
stewards on cargo ships operat-
ed by MSTS, Atlantic Area.
EARNED CITATIONS
Through his many years of
devoted federal civilian service,
Moodie has won many com-
mendations and letters of ap-
preciation for outstanding per-
formance of duty. He was cited
numerous times "for maintain-
ing excellent standards . . . for
alertness to his responsibilities.
and discharging them with corn.
petence and skill."
He was commended for "a
culinary job well done as well
as for the cheerful and efficient
services rendered by the men ft
his department...the high qual-
ity of the food, and preparation
and serving of food and cour-
tesy to the troops and passeng-
ers never varied. The resulting
good will has reflected great
credit on the stewards and oil
MSTS."
Moodie has been awarded a
10, 20 and 30 year Federal serv-
ice pin. He has completed a
correspondence course in Naval
leadership; the Navy's instruc-
tor's course in sanitary food
Service and a fire fighting
course at Fort Schuyler, New
YorkChief Moodie, who is a mem-
ber of Beacon Light 76 Masonic
Lodge of New York City, re-
sides with his wife, the former
Miss Fanny McBride of Ches.
wold, Delaware, at 392 Central
Park West in New York City.
His wife has been employed for
the past 33 years as a supervi-
sor at the Quartermaster Laun-
dry at the Brooklyn Army Ter-
minal.
Commenting on his future
plans, Moodie remarked that he
plans to relax and take it
easy, but he doesn't intend to
become dormant. "Me and the
missus are going to take a
cruise to Europe," he said,
"when she retires from her
job."
JUDGING THE HAMPTON
Institute student designs tub-
milted for the first annual
Reynolds Aluminum prise for
architectural students are
' 4 •
ss.
(left to right): David Cooper.
a Hampton, Vs., architect for
Robert Ames, architect for
the College of William and
a r y, Williamsburg, Va.;
and tlphonso King. a member
of the architectural censtrue-
tion trim of Bryant and Sing,
Hampton, Vs.
4
DEFENDER
Week Of
Feb. 25 - March 3, 1961
BACK FROM FLORIDA —
Miss Aline Blakely, a junior
at LeMoyne college, has re-
turned from Bethune-Cook-
man college at Daytona
Beach, Fla., where she rep-
resented LeMoyne in the
'Miss UNCF' contest con-
ducted annually by the Unit-
ed Negro College Fund
Alumni Councils.
GOVERNMENT KNOCKS
They Answer — With all gov-
ernment agencies looking for
bright young employees,
three Tennessee State Uni-
versity students (standing
left to richti Louis 0. Bry•
son, graduate student in
FISK CLUB AIDS NAACP—
Carol Rainey, president of
the Fisk University sociolo-
gy club, presents payment
on the club's NAACP life
membership to Mrs. John C.
BOOKWORMS — and preilv
bookworms at that, are three
of the 53 Tennessee A & I
State university students who
made straight A averages
EGGHEAD PROGRAM — A
spectil program for ,vcognix-
ing Booker T. Washington
honor students was held re-
cently at the school. Speaker
for the occasion was Dr.
Juanita Williamson, instruc-
tor at LeMoyne college. She
business administration: Stu-
dent Council prexy Ronnie E.
Payne, senior business ad-
ministration major; and Miss
Anita Merritt, senior business
education major, are among
the University's students in-
terviewed for federal employ-
ment with the Federal lions-
Hull, chairman of NAACP
life memberships. From left
are Mrs. Jewel Raymond,
NAACP volunteer office as-
sistant; Mrs. Hull, and Fisk
sociology majors Miss Rain-
during t h e Winter quarter.
From left, reclining on the
books which they evidently
look at once in a while are
delivered an inspiring address
on "The Pursuit of Excel-
lence." Three groups were
honored. (Left to right) front
row, Janet Turner, Dianne
Melville, Norish Truman,
Prof. J. D. Springer, princi-
pal; Rosa White, Birdeen
ing Authority. In keeping with
the recent Fisk • Tennessee
State sponsored conference in
preparing more college
graduates for federal employ-
ment, FHA top brass (seat-
ed) Don Frye and Dr. George
Snowden conducted the inter-
views.—Foto By Clanton III
ey, senior from Newport,
Va.: Clara Ann Twigs, jun-
ior from Memphis and Glo-
ria Jean Harper, senior from
Atlanta, Ga. (Photo by Gun-
ter)
Margaret K. James of Chat-
tanooga. Tenn., and Nashvil-
lians Aaronetta Hamilton and
Anita MerritL
Golden, Bettye Myers a n d
Dr. Williamson. Second row
(left to right) Evelyn Works,
Marilyn Terry, William
James, Dorothy Dawkins,
Bobby Collins, Cedric Moore,
Rose 011ie, Eddie Jones, Ro-
bert Mitchell, Bobbie Joyner,
Ruby Washington. Not pic-
tured: Thelma Knox, Alex-
ander Miller, Erroll Thomas
and Carita Andeisoi..
DARK
SMOBNICINVIE!
g by NAT D WILLIAMS 
UNCLE TOM
RECONSIDERED
The Negro History Week ob-
servance of last week would
have been an overwhelming
success, if it had made the mass
of Negroes better acquainted
with Uncle Tom.
Uncle Tom is the fictional
character brought to life by the
white woman abolitionist, Hor-
net Beecher Stowe. Mrs. Stowe's
epochal novel, "Uncle Tom's
Cabin," struck a blow against
slavery that was heard around
the world. It provided the
states that fought to preserve
the Union, one of their best
and most effective "war aims"
and propaganda supports. And
Uncle Tom was the character
in the book that most moved
people to aggressive opposition
to the institution of human bond-
age that existed in the United
States barely a hundred years
ago.
Now, it's known that most
articulate Negroes hve a deep
and fairly understandable re-
luctance to look back upon
the horrors of slavery. Most
men don't want to remember the
scene in which their mothers
were whiplashed before them
and their father's eyes. Slavery
was tough viewed from any
angle .. .and can't be glorified.
ILL WIND
But, then again, that old song
about "it's an ill wind that
blows nobody good," is well
illustrated by the Negro's ex-
perience in slavery. In the first
place, slavery was a flaming
furnace, whose heat refined the
soul of the Negro. Out of the
furnace of slavery only the
strongest and the best surviv-
ed. Present-day Negroes ought
to be proud of their heritage of
strength. It was handed down
to them by folks who were
strong enough to endure 246
years of full slavery, and a hun-
dred years of half slavery .
lasting down to now.
The Negro has been handed
a strength of spirit that could
not be destroyed by the wattl-
ing bite of the slave whip, the
brutality of Simon Legree-type
masters, the respair of the de-
nied, the misery of overwork
and hopelessness. -The Negro's
spirit was never broken by slav-
ery. And Uncle Tom, as de-
picted in Mrs. Stowe's novel,
was the embodiment of the Ne-
gro's will to live, even while
enduring all the forst that slav-
ery could pile on him.
True, Unce Tom died from
the last brutal beating he re-
ceived at the hands of sadistic
Simon Legree, his last master.
True, Uncle Tom refused to
raise his hand to strike back
when he could have easily done
so. True he conuselled the other
slaves against violence or con-
siderations of physical resist-
ance to the system. True, Un-
cle Tom epitomized and advis-
ed humility, patience, forgive-
ness.
CHRLST AND TORMENTORS
But didn't Christ do the same
thing about his tormentors?
That's why it's hoped here
that this past Negro History
Week observance led somebody
in the ranks of Negroes to re-
consider Uncle Tom. For Un-
cle Tom. was in fact. the black
symbol of Christ, drawn by a
white woman, who at the same
time made Simon L,egree, a
white character in her novel,
the symbol of the Devil.
A reading of the book, Uncle
Tom's Cabin," with special at-
tention to the character of Un-
cle Tom, will bring home to
many folk, a fact that too many
have overlooked. Uncle Tom
was Christ in Ebony, whose
lilt was spent in the "wilder-
nerrof American slavery," and
whoserross was a system black
men had to bear with patience
and hope.
It will be noted by those who
take time to read Uncle Tom's
Cabin with care and analysis,
that Uncle Tom's character is
that of a strong man of great
spiritual as well as physical
strength, but endowed most of
all with great moral strength of
character. He believed in and
practiced non-violence . . . like
91,000 FOR LeMOYNE —
The Memphis club of Le-
Moyne college's General
Alumni Association present-
ed a $1,000 check to the col-
lege's library building fund
at the closing stages of Alum-
ni Day. Left to right: Mrs.
Earline Somerville, general
chairman of the program;
Dr. Charles L. Dinkins,
Owen college president,
guest speaker; Dr. Holt, Fah
Price, president of the collegial
Mrs. Ann L. Weathers, presi-
dent of the alumni club, and
Elmer Henderson, vice presi-
dent.
Open Occupancy Bill
Backed By Wis. Leader
MANITOWOC, Wis. — (UPI)
— Gov. Gaylord Nelson said
Wisconsin has done well in the
field of civil rights, but that it
could do better by supporting
our present-day Rev. Martin
Luther King.
He was not, as too many Ne-
groes have been led to believe
a hypocrite, grinning and fawn-
ing at the feet of white men.
Uncle Tom had dignity. He was
not a "snitcher" on other mem-
bers of the despised and misused
race. But he was a man of
truth. He endured some beat-
ings for refusing to "tell on"
other slaves. He was not a
coward, although he did coun-
sel younger and more hot-
blooded slaves against physical
resistance.
Uncle Tom conquered hi s
cruel masters with the virtues
of Christianity. No matter how
they handled him as a slave,
they couldn't degrade his Chris-
tian character nor goad him into
the sins of madness.
So, Uncle Tom has become
one of the most unforgettable
characters in the literature of
the world and of history. And,
it is a tragedy that the people
he was meant to symbolize at
their best under the worst con-
ditions, have grown to hate his
name . . . and are teaching
their children to associate his
name and character with every
undesirable trait of human na-
ture.
Uncle Tom was just the op-
posite. The only thing wrong
with him from the viewpoint
of far too many of today's Ne-
groes is that he didn't get
drunk with the wine of the
world and forget God . . .nor
did he turn in a fit of mad-
ness to strike a death -blow
against the hounds of hate that
goaded the footsteps of h i s
life.
He didn't strike back with the
sword. Neither did Christ.
Uncle Tom needs to be recon-
sidered. He could be a force
for good in shaping things to
come for today's and tomor-
row's Negro. Now, whatchubetl
his proposed program.
Nelson told a National Con-
ference of Christians and Jews
banquet it was not true "that
there is no unfinished business
on the agenda of civil rights
in Wisconsin."
The governor said several
proposals he made to the Leg-
islature in his "state of the
state" message last month must
be adopted if Wisconsin is to
be a better place "for all peo-
ple" to live in.
Nelson said "I regard my
proposals for legislative reap-
portionment as being in t h e
civil rights area, since they in-
volve the right to vote on equal
terms."
Nelson urged support for hi,
proposal to combine the fair
employment division of the In-
dustrial commission and the
Commission on Human Rights
in a single agency.
The governor also endors,
a bill by the Human Rigt.0
commission which he s a
would "establish equal oppor-
tunity in the sale, leasing and
rental of real property and in
the granting of real estate
financing."
aps Tougher
olicy In Congo
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y.— among former Lumumba fol-
(UPI) — The United Nations
was reported ready to get
tough with the Congo to stop
a growing new wave of ter-
rorism, murder and civil war-
fare.
The 11-nation Security coun-
cil, returning from a weekend
recess, was confronted with a
fresh report from Leopoldville
that seven or more supporters
of slain Premier Patrice Lu-
mumba had been assassinated.
Rajeshwar Dayal of India,
top United Nations official in
the Congo, said the men had
been arrested by the Leopold-
ville regime and sent to the
Kasai province capital of Bak-
wanga.
NUNS ASSAILED
"There have been persistent
rumors of the physical liquida-
tion of the deported persons on
arrival in Bakwanga," Dayal
reported.
In addition, weekend press
dispatches told of attacks by
pro-Lumumba youths on Rom-
an Catholic priests and nuns in
Bukavu, a power struggle
CONSTRUCTION on this new
classroom building at A & T
College will begin shortly. ad In time for the opening I —
The structure, to be complet• of the fall term, will house
 
the Music and Art Depart- I  
Weathermen Give And Dormitory which was torn 
ments. It is being construct-
ed on the site of old North
down two weeks ago.
Take In Forecasting Gold Rocks HerNo Mr_is, She,:
The most looked forward to
and, often lambasted person-
alities on television are the men
who forecast weather condi-
! ions of the future.
Whenever snow is predicted
and sun shows instead, view-
ers chuckle. Then when sun-
shine is predicted for follow-
ing day and snow falls in-
stead the poor weather men
are lambasted hy viewers.
However, it is generally
agreed that the weathermen
are more often right than
wrong. Usually when P. J.
Hoff, channel 2; Harry Volk-
man, channel 5 and Ned Lock,
channel 9 suggest rain or
snow looms for Chicago they
are found to be correct. So
why be so hard on the fel-
lows when on occasions their
"slips are showing"? Haven't
cohrereekcedt aonnd thewropenrgcehnitiatg esourof
guess is strongly in favor at
"ngr
LONDON — (UPI) — Police
gallantly prepared to beck into
the apartment of German ac-
tress Sabine Seaselman when
"really alarming" screams is-
sued from her luxurious Carl-
ton Tower suite.
They were forestalled by Miss
Sesselman throwing open the
door, gesticulating wildly at the
gold wallpaper, gold carpet and
gold furniture and sobb lig:
"Take away all this golf, It
gives rne an inferiority corn-
lowers in oriental province and
battling between Katangese
troops and Baluba tribesmen
in northern Katanga province.
United Nations diplomats
feared a complete collapse
the United Nations operatio.
in the Congo unless United
Nations forces started getting
tough.
A draft resolution by the
United Arab republic, Ceylon
and Liberia would strengthen
the international army in the
Congo and let it use force, if
necessary, to restore order.
This was likely to run into
a veto from the Soviet Union
which has demanded that Sec-
retary General Dag Hammar-
skjold resign and the United
Nations peace force get out of
the Congo in 30 days. If so,
African nations probably
would demand an emergency
meeting of the 99-nation Gen-
eral Assembly.
Says Red Tape
Hurts Jobless
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Rep. Samuel S. Stratton, D-
N.Y., says the government's
food surplus program is hamp-
ered by red tape which de-
nies food to jobless persons
who need it.
Stratton urged Agriculture
Secretary Orville Freeman to
permit distribution of the food-
stuffs to families of persons
out of work at least four
weeks.
He said food now goes only
to individuals certified as
needy "in accordance with
a complicated formula" tied
program standards.
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Greek Letter Coif Artists Honor Beauty Magazine Editor
• PAYING TRIBUTE to the outstanding work of
Miss Bernice Calvin of New York City "in behalf of
sill beauticians," the United Beauty School Owners
and Teachers Association and Alpha Chi Pi Omega
., Sorority and fraternity, Greek letter organization ofÔ top drawer beauticians all over the country, recentlypresented the charming and talented editor of Beauty
• Trade magazine with an inscribed plaque. The pre-
sentation was made at a luncheon sponsored by Al.
FROM all over the country attend-
ed the trade show's three day sessions which also an-
natinced the 16th International Convention of UBS-
OTA and Alpha Chi Pi Omega which is scheduled for
• BEAUTY SCHOOL Owners and Teachers present-
ed a stunning front to illustrate their trade during
IIP the luncheon which jam-packed the Crystal Foyer of
the Sheraton-Towers hotel. Group (photo left) in-
cludes Rose Parker, Waukegan Americana Beauty
pha Chi Pi Omega during the recent Beauty Trade
Show in Chicago's Sheraton-Towers hotel on No.
Michigan boulevard. Mme. Marjorie Stewart Joyner
(second from left), founder and national supervisor
of the sorority and fraternity, presents the plaque
to Miss Calvin. Looking on are (from left) Mrs. Evelyn
Mortimer, anti-grand basileus of Alpha Chi Pi Ome-
ga; Mrs. Willa Lee Calvin, the honoree's mother and
editor-in-chief of Beauty Trade magazine and Mrs.
April 20 through 22 in Portland, Oregon and April 23
through 25 in Seattle, Wash. Photo left: Chicago
beauticians pose with out-of-towners (from left seat-
ed) Lorenzo Brown Porter, Ann Fook, Vera Melton
college; Annie G. Garter of Chicago's Apex School of
Beauty Culture; Sadye Ridley Carter, Sadye's School
of Beauty elilture and Dorothy Walker, also of
Sadye's School of Beauty culture; Katherine Frazier,
Scientific School of Beauty Culture; Selma Johnson,
Bernice Kent, grand basileus from Indianapolis, Ind.
Photo top right: Fifteen chapters of the national or-
ganization of beauticians were present to honor Miss
Calvin. From Chicago's Xi Rho chapter came Toi Ben-
son, Fannie Tucker, Ora Duke, Beulah Moore, Helen
Dixon, Alberta Lambert, Lula Ward, Maggie Land-
rum, Sallie Sharp, Lottie Terre! 1, Julia E. Brown,
Pearlie Brooks, Georgia Barnes, Carrie Bennett, Ar-
menta Turner. Mabel Houston, Helen Whittaker, De-
Brown and (standing) Rose Parker, Waukegan, Ill.;
Ida M. Robinson, Houston, Texas, and Mary E. Brown,
Chicago. Photo right: Alpha Iota Mu chapter in Mil-
waukee, Wis., was represented by (seated) Verline
No-Tex School of Beauty Culture; Lygoria V. May-
nor, Advanced Hair Styling Studio; Helen A. Graine,
Unique School of Beauty Culture. Photo right: Chi
Mu Delta sorority of Gary, Ind., was represented by
(seated) Nana Glenn, Bettye Batton, Loulila Thomp-
lydia Ellison, Christella Corneliu s, Vera Melton
Brooks and Cathleen Barrett. Photo bottom right:
The Windy City's Pi Eta chapter was represented by
Ernestine Goudeau, Bertha Benton, Mollie Mickle,
Katherine Scott, Flint Johnson, Lena Jones, Doris
Whitelow, Marie Smith, Etherline Eubanks, Millie
Carter, a guest of the chapter; Carrie Walls, Stormy
Clark, Thelma McGee, Evelyn Mortimer, anti grand
basilens of Alpha Chi Pi Omega; Olivia Smith and
(not shown) Roxieanna McGrew.
Childs, recording secretary and Wilhelmena Hardy,
treasurer. Standing: Mu Delta Phi chapter in South
Bend sent Willie Bobo, advisor; Hattie C. Gray, Ins
Spearman. Gussie Perkins and Elizabeth Cobbins.
son, Elyse Hobbs, Maude Maxie, Lena Edwards and
(standing) Vera Shumpert, Henrietta Smith. Leslie
Garner, Ophelia Abrams, Jessie Protho and Eloise
Johnson. (Photos by Rhoden)
THE PATS (Pad and Tally McLemore Avenue apartment
let) were the guests of petite in soignee green velvet slim
Bose Coleman at her home on pants topped with lovely floral
0outh Parkway East . . the blouse and dainty handkerchief
bouse charming to no end, with apron.
Its comfortable and "way out" Cocktails set the tone for the
den and its decorative color fun of dub's bridge, real hilari-
scheme and appointments to set ous fun that was the talk of the
. the tone for a cozy party. evening. Combining delicious,
and chatter dominat- food with her beautiful china
:;td early hours of the gay and silver appointments atop
,,., ride's party . . . followed by lovely linens, guests and mem-
succulent buffet dinner serv- hers were enthralled with smok-
ed from the dining room. ed barbecued chicken, mace-
. Bridge, the pasttime of the ron; and cheese and a molded
group, followed the dinner and iced creamed salad. Colorful
the lucky ones were the win- green vegetables and coffee hit
ners of prizes of perfumes, the right spot for all. .
apothecary jars of fragrant Assisted by member Ida Mae
soaps, waxed plants . . . going Walker, whose chic figure was
to Molly Carter and Euralia adorned with black knit pants
Fletcher of the club and guests and scooped neck black jersey,
Faye Gentry and Elsie Robin- blouse adorned with a dainty
son. Movies and Recordings of organdy apron . . . and friend
past parties were shown in the Jocelyn Lovelace and husband
.. glen afterwards and the con- Roscoe . . . the bridge party
..-vivality made one and all at- was an interlude of fun with
,.,tending linger awhile after- the new version of bridge play-
wards. Guests at the party ing. Enjoying 'very minute of
were Helen Burns, Earline the party were prize winners
,.-Mobley, Mickey Fugh, Josie Helen Prater, Ida Mae Walker
'lowers, Beulah Preston. Rubye and Almazine Davis of the
.,9adison, Jacqueline Flowers, club, who received beautiful
--Nlyrtle Smith and members bed linens.
Jean Evans, Ezelle Parks, Another charming assistant
Ethel Isabel, Hazel Lee, Alice was May D. Fitzgerald, who
Helm; and sorely missed from directed the hilarious venous
the party w a s Wilhelmien of bridge. Other members pres-
Eockard whc was ill at E. H. ent were Gloria Howard, The!-
Crump hospital after an auto- ma Harris, Rose Nell Iles,
mobile accident. Rubyc Gadison, Grace Collins,
Juanita Poston, Jessie McNeely
and Ruth Mimms. Missing was
Mildred Williams who was im-
bedded at E. H. Crump hospi-
MARDI GRAS FUN . . . Co-
Ettes and their guests shown
at the Co-Ettes Mardi Grad
party given at Lakeview
county Club are shown seated
on floor left to right: Junienne
Briscoe, Co•Ette Irene Taylor,
Johnny Rutland, Benetta Nel-
son, and CoEtte Anne Bur-
ford. Second row seated left
to right; Raymond Neal,
Claudette Cliff, Jackie Walk-
er, Major Deberry, Doris
Fent, Floyd Price, Maurine
Allen, Dorothy Peete, Lavern
Brandon, and Floydel: Ham-
ilton. Third row left to right:
Ricki McGraw, Helen Park-
er, James Rudd, Co-Ette
Jackie Brodnax, Charles Pep-
pers, Leo Kolheim, David
Greene, Co-Ette Yvonne Ow-
ens, Lawrence Trotter, Caro-
lyn Randle, Lynn Howell, Co-
Ettes Marilyn Isabel and
Eleanor Williams.
by
iljimiarlIMV Anna C. Cooke.
The weather seems to be the MeNairy High school in Sel-
topic of discussion in all mer, Tenn., last Saturday. At
phases of news here of late but this meeting, Miss Angelyn
with the sudden change, I don't Craft, a Merry High school
think we have any right to junior, was elected as presi-
complain for we have really dent of the district. Miss Craft
swank party at Top Hat and i had some beautiful days this is well versed in the organize-
:rails Club last Friday night SURPRISE BIRTHDAY past week. T h e beautiful lion, having attended state
made like crazy. With a combo 
'Twas a surprse party indeed weather Was welcomed too, for meetings and one national
•iraaking the right sounds and for Mrs. Marguerite Albright, the Greek lines on the campus meeting held in Atlanta, Ga.,
• heats, sharp guests in heat given by her daughter Marion of Lane college with probates in 1959. She is also president
garb, a view of the mad world L. Peete, held at the home of of six Greek letter organiza• of the Junior Civic Pride
through smoke colored glasses Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Albright on lions crossing the burning club. Others in attendance
gastronomic fare cued to the sands. The organizations on theValentine's Day The feast of the
tranquilized mood of the party day of love could not be ..'ore campus are Delta Sigma The-
. . . all added up to one of ta, Sigma Gamma Rho andfitting for the occasion . . . and
Memphis' real-gone blasts in Alpha Kappa Alpha sororitiesdelighting with the love offer-
many a moon.
DINNER CLUB MEMBERS
- Real pretty beat belles, turn-
'ea out in white leather pants
litd red blouses . . greeted
guests at the door . . . who ar-
Med. Dr. H. H. Johnson and
Dr. Leland Atkins were sinis-
ter in black garb . . H. H.,
with a really mad, mad mask
to cue his opinion of the world
. . . his charming spouse Cath-
erine in a prettier mood, wear-
ing black leotards and a bright
sweater, and lovely tresses tied
tlp ale beatnik chic in a silk
firarf. Julia Atkins chose black
;rants and matching dark blouse
to reflect the tones of her hus-
ked's mood.
Robert Lewis, counterpart of
ing of Marion to her beloved and Kappa Alpha Psi,, Omega
meter were Mr. and Mrs. Psi Phi and Alpha Phi Alpha
James Woods, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. fraternities. We wish for them
Herman Morris, Mr. and Mrs. happiness in their choices of
Emmitt Suggs, Mrs. Hattie Greekdom.
House, Mrs. Bettye Darnell, jr., And speaking of Greekdom,
Mrs. Celia Woods, Mrs. Guy members of Beta Chi and
Darnell, sr., Mr. and Mrs. Lo- Gamma Alpha Omega chap-
renza Bills, Mrs. M. Plump, ters of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Durnell Crowley, Gus Plump, sorority celebrated their 53rd
Miss Bernice Lewis, Mr. and Founder's Day in the. Lane
Mrs. Alston Lewis and Mrs. college chapel on last Sunday
Gloria Alexandra. afternoon. Noted speaker for
BUSY CO-E1TES the occasion was Mrs. Julia
Still feeling the glow of their Purnell, Southeastern regional
recent costume party, t h e director for the sorority. Mrs.
Memphis Co-Ettes met with Purnell is from Southern uni-
lovely Elizabeth Prudent last' vesity in Louisiana. Dr. C. D.
Sunday at her charming home Bigger professor of English at
on Decatur st., where Mr. Paul Lane college basileus of
Ragan, executive director of l Gamma Alpha Omega chapter.
gliember Ruth Lewis. was a the Easter Seal Society showed' A reception followed in the col-
_real gone authentic beatnik . . .
'films of the first encampment lege cafeteria.
held for crippled children at MERRY CHAPTER
Fuller State Park, under the ATTENDS MEETING
direction of Rev. J. A. McDan- Representatives of the Her-
iels and Mrs. Phillip Booth. ry High school chapter of the
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DINNER CLUB APES
BEAT GENERATION
' -Mac . . . The Dinnei Club's
-beard and all, complete with
Iblack beret.
Doubtless the cutest beatnik
was Laurie Sugarmon, in her
band, Russell's, red Rutgers U.
sweater.
The sharpest beatnik, Augus-
ta Cash, awed them all in
'black leather pants and match-
ing vest.
Leave it to the Dinner Club
•
Ito break the social doldrums
'with a truly unique gala . . .
g playing havoc with an earthy
I menu of hot dogs, spaghetti,
g slaw and piping hot garlic
bread, wrapped in foil, finished
with steaming brew—coffee to
you . . . all the compliments
of socialite members and hus-
bands and dates Helen and C.
C. Sawyer, Martelle Trigg and
A. B. Owen, "Bootsie" and
g "Trees" Speight, Bettye C.
• Bland, Addie and William Ow-
ens, Frances and Taylor Hayes,
Grace and Dr. W. H. Young,
Ruth and Robert Lewis, Dr.
• Jimmy Byes and spouse, Or-
• phelia still in Montclair, N. J.
: since the death of her uncle,
, Margaret and Dr. Fred Rivers.
! Having much fun with the
g continental twist were guests
! A. A. Latting and his Marietta,
Dorothy and Joe Westbrooks,
; he just back from a principal's
i confab in the Motor City, still
g more guests, Walterine and
• John Outlaw, Marion and Dr.
Walter Gibson, Lil and Floyd
; Campbell, John and Juanita
i Brinkley, Rubye Gadison. Ann
g and Atty. A. W. Willis, Rachel
and Dr. A. B. Carter, Cecelia
! and Lawrence Westley. Ted and
Ruth Beauchamp, Chicago's
Red Sanders, Dr. E. Frank
s White, Sally and Caffrey Bar-
tholomew, Longino and Helen
! Cooke, Neete and Dr. Ike Wit-
son, Martha and Cornelius
House, Howard and Johnsie
• Sims, Louise and John Whit-
taker, Dr. Arthur Flowers and
' Jewel Gentry, Ruth Parker.
• Your scribe was ill, and missed
; it all, but pal Rubye Gadison
and others filled me in on the
• details and made us drool over
i our misfortune to have to pass
▪ up the bid.
McWELLIAMS CHOOSES
SEQUINS
Last Saturday night found the
Sequins Club members donning
pants for their party with Mar-
garet Rush McWilliams, who
received her guests at her cozy
modern dance leotards, the en girls delighted in seeing New Homemakers of America
black top covered with her hus- Crystal Strong, one of the °rig- attended a district meeting at
inal Memphis Co-Ettes, now a 
student at Buffalo University,
majoring in physical therapy,
who was a volunteer worker at
the camp last summer.
CHIT CHAT
The community mourns the
loss of the dean of local den-
tists, the late Dr. 0. B. Braith-
waite, a personal friend and
dearly loved by all whose lives
he has touched during his long
span of years giving service to
the Mid-South. Our sympathy
reaches out to his devoted wi-
dow. Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite,
and the members of his im-
mediate family, Mrs. Rita B.
Lavender of Detroit, Michigan;
Mrs. Eddie Scott of Buffalo,
N.Y.; and Oswald B. Braith-
waite, jr., of Compton. Calif.;
and Mr and Mrs. Harry Cash
and Dr. and Mrs. Frederick
Rivers.
Cultural fare and family en-
joyment are in store for all who
plan to see the famed Louis
Johnson Dancers at Ellis Audi-
torium's Music Hall, come Sun-
day night, Feb. 26. 8 p.m.
Sponsored by graduate mem-
bers of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority to benefit their sicke
cell anemia and community
projects, the program will also
witness the crowning of Miss
AKA Deb by Mr. Johnson, the
star of the show, climaxing a
contest to raise funds and '11
tickets among local high school 
were Elaine Shear!, Elinor
Redd, Jacqueline Cole, Patri-
cia Jamison, Rhcda Beaskey,
Jeanette Brinkley, Jeanette
Spann, Delores Perine, Castle
Curry, Theresia Womack, Car-
olyn Cheatham Mayce J.
Chatman and Freddie Harris.
Miss Cole was highly com-
mended for her rendition of a
vocal solo. The advisors travel-
ing along with the NHA'ers
were Mesdames Bernice Lucas
and Merietta Hughes, home
economics instructors at Mer-
ry.
Negro History Week was
well celebrate(' at Merry last
week spearheaded by the So-
cial Studies department. Each
day programs were held over
the intercom, climaxed by an
assembly on Friday keyed to
the theme 'Freedom and De-
mocrecy for the Negro after
One Hundred Years, 1861-
1961."
Mrs. Annie M. Bond, popular
teacher at South Jackson
school, celebrated her birth-
day recently by having a few
friends in to dinner. Gracing
the living room was a beauti-
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ful bouquet of flowers which
had been sent by husband hon-
oring her birthday. Each guest
brought a beautiful handker-
chief.
Members of the As You Like
It club were entertained on
Wednesday night in the home
of Mrs. 0. C. Beck on Hays
ave. Mrs. V. M. Bell, national
president of the Ladies Auxil-
iary to the National Dental As-
sociation had just returned the
night before from the Board
meeting of the organization
which was held in Washington.
Members were happy to hear
of her thrilling experiences
while she was in Washington.
Yes, the date is drawing
near for the Miss Bronze West
Tennessee Pageant. The date
is March 10 in the Merry High
school auditorium. There is
one added entry who was not
mentioned with participating
young ladies. She is Miss Lor-
etha Robinson of Selmer, Tenn.
The noted pianist will be in
competition with nineteen
other charming young ladies.
One of her competitors on the
piano will be Miss Loretta
Jean Kirkendoll who was'Miss
Debutante' of 1960. Only that
night will tell who that charm-
ing young miss will be. Won't
you make it a date to be there?
Everywhere You Look
A 'Jacquelyn Dress'
From college campus to Capi-
tol Hill, American women are
adopting the chic "Jackie Ken-
nedy look" in clothing and coif-
fures. Now, the First Lady, with,
her artistic tastes and a flair
for something just a little dif-
ferent, is picking flowers for
the White House. Her floral
styles will undoubtedly influ-
ence smart homemakers all
o'er the country.
At the Kennedys' first official
reception, Mrs. Kennedy used
small silver bowls of bright
yellow tulips to add sparkle to
the tea tabs in the dining room.
In the Red Room, the theme
was continued with small clu-
sters of white tulips accented
with deep red carnations; pale
yellow and white carnations
bloomed in the Blue Room.
Although you may never set
foot in the White House, there's
every chance that you will be
NEW PLANT — EXCELLENT WORKING CONDITIONS
GROW WITH ONE OF AMERICA'S FASTEST
GROWING DAILIES WRITE TO:
wow DAILY 0
12400 S. MICHIGAN AVE. CHICAGO 16, ILL
lovelies. 
COOD FOOD AT LOW COST!
lotatjfill
Croamed and non-Fat
Oa*
a weekend guest in a friend's
home soon. At times such as
these, the traditional gift is
flowers sent to your host prior
to your visit or after you've
returned home. This provides
an ideal opportunity for you to
be among the first to introduce
the charming Jackie Kennedy
"floral look" to your friends
by wiring several small bunch-
es of flowers as your official
calling card or thank-you note.
Any FTD florist can advise you
on the flowers in season at
point of destination, that will
work well for carrying out the
new First Lady's floral theme.
Choose whatever blossom you
like best to interpret Mrs. Ken-
nedy's lovely idea. These
"multi-tonquets" are bound to
make any woman in the world
feel like the First Lady of the
Land.
Mardi Gras Party
Held By Co-Ettes
It was really hard to tell the
locale at the Co-Ettes' Mardi
Gras party Saturday night,
Feb. 11, at the Lakeview
Country club. The Co-Ette dec-
orations committee consisting
of Prexy Sylvia Williams,
Carolyn Brandon and Regina
Thigpen. really outdid them-
selves with the authentic Mardi
Gras decorations. The country
club was beautifully trans-
formed into a scene of carni-
val gaiety with multi colored
balloons festooned from the
ceiling and serpentine strung
from the ceiling; sequined
masks adorning the walls, mur-
als depicting carnival scenes
and an archway was graced
with the club name.
The club members a n d
guests went all out for cos-
tumes; Eleanor Faye Wil-
liams, "Miss Co-Ette of 1961",
was a pretty prima donna in
a white ballerina outfit com-
plete with the toe shoes no
less; Carolyn Brandon looked
very mysterious in a beauti-
ful coral sari complete with a
jewel on her forehead.
'Tis no wonder she looked
"for real" having been dressed
by Dr. Sudershaun, instructor
at LeMoyne college, who hails
from India; twirling away do-
ing the Watusi was Senorita
Irene Taylor in a beautiful
black and gold Spanish outfit
complete with black lace man-
tilla. Anne Burford chose black
and gold also but she too, chose
the Far East and was pretty in
her long skirt with black blouse
covering one arm with a jewel-
ed arm band on the other arm
and ropes of beads around her
neck.
EASTERN ATMOSPHERE
Speaking of the East, there
was never a more glamorous
coolie than Jackie Broadnax
in red Chinese pajamas, gold
shoes and a gold coolie hat; Re-
gina Thigpen was adorable, her
hair done up in braids and rib-
bons, wearing saddle oxfords
and bobby socks and carrying
a giant over stuffed toy dog,
depicting the role of a "little
Miss." Looking quite fetching
as "Carmen" with a Spanish
skirt and blouse with a beauti-
ful red rose on the side of her
black tresses was Marilyn Isa-
bel. 'Twas quite an appropriate
role for Marilyn to choose be-
ing possessed with such a
beautiful voice.
Like cool man, was Prexy
Sylvia Williams in a black
beatnik outfit of black skirt,
sweater, tam, knee stockings
and shoes. And it seems there
was a generation of beats
among her Co-Ette sisters,
namely CrIxria Lowers, who
chose to liven up her outfit
with a red plaid skirt; Betty
Phillips, in a red skirt, but a
beat no less; Yvonne Owens,
black skirt, sweater, stockirgs
and even black shades and
Yvonne Jordan wore black
capri pants and black weat-
er. That beat generation!
With Dr. Frank R Veal. President of Allen University, Dean Cumbo discusses
second semester plans during coffee break. "Most of us here at school prefer
Carnation to cream in our coffee," Miss Cumbo points out. "It makes coffee taste
so delicious-and it'e nice to know Carnation cuts fat calories in half"
Dean of Students at Allen University tells why...
"Carnation is the milk I use like cream
for coffee and cooking-even whipping!"
During her busy day at Allen Univer-
sity in Columbia, South Carolina, Miss
T. Lorraine Cunnbo likes to relax for a
coffee break now and then. After school
she cornea home to her attractive apart.
ment on the campus - and relaxes by
serving dinner to student guests!
"Cooking is my hobby-but I'm careful
about calories. That's why I cook with
Carnation. It makes everything taste so
creamy - but it has only 1/3 the fat cal.
ones of cream."
Today's Carnation Is evaporated a spe-
cial way that makes it look, pour and
even whip like (ream-with 1/2 the fat
calories, and at 1/2 the cost of cream.
Even when you mix it with an equal
amount of water, Carnation gives
smoother cooking results than ordinary
milk, at far leis cost.
"Hoot man," said Scottish Co-
Ette lassie Ricki McGraw, in
plaid kilts, black stockings and
ta mmie.
Guests enjoying the watusi
and twist numbers were: Malik
jor Deberry, in a white flappelfr
costume with ropes of beads
stringing back to the roaring
twenties; Junieene Briscoe,
"Little Red Riding Hood", in a
red ensemble of dress, bonnet,
stockings, shoes, cape and
even a red mask replete with
red eye lashes.
ON THE HIGH SEAS
Nothing seems more astven-
turoin than to sail the high
seas and that's exactly what
James Rudd and Ben Peete
chose to do, and what could
be more beautiful to a couple
of gobs than a pretty harem
girl, Ruby Hawkins. Was that
Jose Greco executing those
intricate steps of the Watusi
with cutie Jackie Walker who
was a "Little Miss" in her
short black and white skirt salmi
blouse and also carrying. air
small stuffed animal whorn.for
some peculiar reason she_in.
sisted on calling "Harry", or
was that Johnny Rutland, in
Flamenco dancer's costume et
black tight Spanish pants, with
red panels at the cuffs, white
puffed sleeve blouse and a
fringed sombrero.
I declare I saw Little Lord
Fauntleroy, but then I could be
mistaken because someone
said that was Albert Griffin.
But I do know I saw Farmer
Jones and not William Titus
as someone tried to tell me.
Will wonders never cease, do
you know Dracula came and
brought Morris Woods with
him. --
Then there was beatnik
Theodore Pickett and among
his clan of beats were: Lyn.
Marie Ilowell, Leon Kolhein
Lawrence Trotter, Doris Fant,
Floyd Price, Maurine Allen,
Floydell Hamilton, Helen
Parker, Billy Lambert, Billy
Jean Young, Thomas Elrod,
Everett McKissack, Emma
Jean Langley, David Flagg,
Robbye Herron, William John-
son, Margaret Richardson,
Frank Reynolds, Jasper Wil-
liams, Samuel Goodlch., Charles
Peppers, Maurice Whitten,
Tyrone Beale, Maurice Spruill
and Melvin Little.
Enjoying the delicious fruit
punch and tasty party fare
which the CoEttes prepared
themselves w e r e: Lavern
Brandon, who like her sister,
Carolyn was also from India
having also been dressed by
Dr. Sudershaunn with Mrs. A.
E. Hunnicutt, another instruct-
or At LeMoyne loaning her, her
long silken braids which shift
cut from her hair recentlyW
Then there were cowboys and
what would cowboys be with-
out Injuns and Pocohantas had
nothing on pretty Dorothy
Peete who was an Indian
squaw with her long braids
giving her the real look.
Allen University students gather for an
informal supper at Dean Cumbo's apart-
ment. Left to right are Sitrena Burris,
Miss Combo and Gloria Massey. Main
dish will be chicken with Carnation
cream sauce (recipe below). "Carnation
has been the milk in my home as long
as I can remember," Miss Cumbo ittlYs•
"In fact, it was my formula milk wlsen
I was a baby." This milk in the red and
white can is the world's favorite, by far.
I-- —1
recipe: 
— 
—1
Creamed Chicken with
CARNATION LUMP-FREE
CREAM SAUCE
(Mahn about 4 sen-mngs)
2 tablespoons flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons butter
1% cups (large can)
undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
Blend flour, salt and butter together
In saucepan over low heat until smooth.
Gradually add undiluted Carnation to
butter-flour mixture. Stir constantly un-
til thickened and smooth. For Creamed
Chicken or Turkey: Pour "Lump-Free"
Cream Sauce over
mixture of 2 cups
chopped cooked
chicken or turkey,
th cup chopped
celery, th cup sliced
stuffed olives. Serve
over toast slices or
toested buns.
L--
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'CELEBRATE 'BIRTHDAY —
'Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Coulter
of 2552 Supreme entertained
many friends recently at Mrs.
Coulter's blithday party at
:their home. The cateress,
M r s. Christine Harrington
eierved a most delicious tur-
key dinner with all the trim-
mings on a dining table over-
laid with a centerpiece of red
and white gladioli. The bar-
tender, Clifton Howard, did a
splendid job. On hand to help
celebrate were Miss Willie
McGhee and Andrew Gray,
Wallace Wilburn, Mrs. Mavis
Gholston and Thomas Dog-
Celebrates Birthday
When the Delta 24 Club cele-
brated its 10th Anniversary last
giluday afternoon, Mrs. Essie
Neal, a member of Ebenezer
Baptist church and vice presi-
dent of the Nightengaie Thrift
club, was the featured speaker.
The affair was held at the Mary
Wayne kindergarten on Eld-
ridge st.
The club was organized on
Feo. 17 in 1951 by Mrs. Dorenza
Simmon, who is the present
president, an office she has
hettt nine years. The secretary,
Mrs. Paul E. Gibson, has serv-
gett, Miss Mame Holmes
and Clifton Mosby, Miss
Gladys Dean and Leo Hunter,
Mr. and Mrs. Evell Campbell,
Mr. and Mrs. J D. Sample,
Mrs. Marguerite Moody, Mrs.
Leona Garrett, Mr. and Mrs.
Marion Tolliver a n d Mrs.
Ann Williamson.
ed in that capacity since the
club was organized.
Representatives from other
clubs attending the program
and reception which followed
were: The Springdale Civic
club, Soldsmith club, St a r
Light club, Gardenia Garden
club, Friendly Ten club and
the Nightengale club.
Mrs. 011ie L. King is the
club's reporter.
HUMBOLDT TENN. Silhouette
National Youth Week was
observed at Lane Chapel CME
church, Jan 29 - Feb. 3. The
general theme: "Into All the
World Together." Sande y
night, Jan. 29, the youth of the
church gave a musical pro-
gram under the direction of
Mesdames Frances Givens,
pianist and Addie Roe, direc-
tor of Christian Board of Edu-
cation. Miss Birdie F. Mathis
was narrator. The program
consisted of solos, readings
and group numbers.
On Thursday night, t h e
Board of Christian Education
sponsored a Fellowship social.
The young people from the
other churches in the city were
invited to attend. A large num-
ber of young people enjoyed
the evening in the Educational
Department of the church.
Mrs. Essie Dennis Perry
supervised the games; she was
assisted by Arthur Gillespie and
Birdie Mathis. A number of
new games were intr-duced to
the group. The members of the
Board served as hostesses and
served a variety of sandwich-
es, cookies and punch.
On Sunday afternoon, Feb.
5. the activities closed for the
week with a Panel discussion.
Devotion was given by St
James Baptist church youth
choir under the direction of
Mesdames Dorothy McKinney
and Mary Porter. Arthus Gil-
lespie gave the welcome. Bun-
ice Carr, Morning Star Baptist
church, responded.
The general theme, "Into All
the World Together" was used
for the panel discussion. Rev.
Edward McKelvy was moder-
ator, the panelists were Misses
Lennette Landers, Faith Tem-
ple Church of God in Christ;
Joyce Thomas, Williamson
Shop At Your BIG STAR
Stores For The Best In
EVERYTHING . . .
Food And Those Wonderful
Quality Stamps.
Visit The Quality Stamp Redemption Center Near You!
Yes Madame,
It's time to start "sparking" up to
Dad again. He is so smart he will never
catch on. Jack Sprat and I have worked
out a special pie for Dad called "Dad's
Roast Beef Pie," that the small fry will
also ask for seconds of. It is chuck full
of succulent beef cakes and vegetables
with brown gravy under flaky Jack
Sprat pie crust. Good to the last bite.
DAD'S ROAST BEEF PIE
PLAIN PASTRY TOPPING
1 cup Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour.
1/2 teaspoon salt. 1-3 cup shortening.
2 to 3 tablespoons cold water
Sift flour and salt; cut in shortening
until pieces are size of small peas.
Slowly add cold water tossing with fork
until mixture will just hold together.
AGAIN Big Star Food Stores of Memphis and the
Mid-South triumphed with the excellent talent show
heard on a recent Saturday via the radio waves.
He a r d each Saturday over powerful 50,000 Watt
WDIA, the Big Star Stores are Justly proud of this
weekly feature. The above group more than justified
the faith that Big Star has in the young talent of
Memphis. This fine bunch of young gentlemen and
young women are only typical of the kind of enthusi-
•
BIG
t STAR
FILLING
Vs cup minced onion, ½ cup minced
celery; 2 tbsp. fat; 2 tbsp Jack Sprat
Flour; 2 cups cubed left over beef
or veal; 1 cup diced cooked potatoes;
1 cup sliced cooked carrots; 2 tbsp.
chopped parsley; 1 tbsp. Worehester-
shire sauce; 1 9-ounce can browned
mushrooms and broth; 1 teaspoon salt;
1-8 teaspoon pepper; 1 cup gravy.
Cook onion and celery in hot fat until
golden. Stir in flour. Add remaining
ingredients. Simmer 10 minutes. Pour
mixture into well-greased, deep 8 inch
pie pan. Cover with plain pastry. Bake
in hot oven (450 degrees) for 20 min-
utes. I would like to see the smile on
Dad's face. Bye for now.
JANA PORTER
 
Awasussamsrouti
astie talent that Big Star is glad to have before the
public. It's very easy to get on the show, too. All you
have to do is get in touch with Radio Station WDIA
for an audition. If they think you have talent worthy
enough of following up, then you're in. Call WDIA
today. The show also loves to have groups Perform
on the show. Remember, the show belongs to you.
So join in the fun by listening every Saturday morning
to this popular segment.
Chapel Baptist church; Birdie
Mathis, Lane Chapel; Charlie
Mae Rutherford, St. James
Baptist; Jerry Marable, Lane
Chapel; Nad Ervie T. Warren.
Morning Star Baptist.
A very interesting question
and answer period followed.
Miss Mary Jo Bonds served as
mistress of ceremonies. "Fish.
ion On Parade" was the theme
of the fashion show given by
the Home Economics depart-
ment of Stigall High school.
Approximately 50 girls mod-
eled aprons, dresses, suits and
hate made in the department.
Special feature of the show was
the "Show Case Scene" when
Ernestine Wilson went shop-
ping. She was shown aprons
modeled by Emma Lee Hotta-
man and Bobby Jean McCur-
rie; jumper dresses worn by
Mary Lois Newhouse and Mar-
tits Coleman; jerkin suits
—cum by Peggy Donaldson and
Barbara Lenon; wool skirts
worn by Erline Jackoks and
Florine House: wool two piece
dresses worn by Bunice Carr
and Mary Jo Bond'- a white
wool sheath dress with match-
ing hat both trimmed with fur
worn by Gwendolyn Thomas
and a pink satin brocade with
hat to match worn by Myra
Bryson.
Sales girls were Mettle
Cleaves, Eva Donato and
Maxine Ellison. Josephine
Herron was announcer. Mrs.
Nelda Williams is the Home
Economics teacher.
Forty-seven girls of the
Home Economics department
with their advisor, Mrs. Nelda
Williams and your scribe as
co-worker traveled to Selmer,
Tenn., Saturday to attend the
District meeting of New Home-
makers of America.
The Stigall coapter was rep-
resented on the panel discus-
sion by Bunice Carr. Misses
Peggy White and Birdie Faye
Mathis were voting delegates.
Two other girls attended Alicia
Brown, an 8th grade student,
and Deborah Thomas. a 5th
grader and daughter of your
scribe.
Mrs. Williams was selected
as one of the two Home Eco-
nomics teachers to serve as
advisor at the National NIIA
meeting in Hot Springs, Ark.,
in June.
The Sewing club met recent-
ly in the home of Mrs. Lerlis
Lyons on 120 ave. The order
of business was the election
of officers. Miss Enid Sims
presided over the meeting for
the election of the following
officer; Mrs. Addie Roe, presi-
dent; Mrs. Freddie Thomas,
vice president; Mrs. Addle
Rawls, secretary; Mrs. Lerlia
Lyons, treasurer; Miss Enid
Sims, welfare chairman. After
the business session a very
tasty menu was served.
The Book Lovers' club met in
the home of Mr. and Mrs. D.
H. Tuggle Friday night with
Mrs. Tuggle as hostess. The
meeting was presided over by
President Mattie Davis A
Club Meets
The Silhouette Social club
met at the home of the presi-
dent, Mrs. C. Mobly, last Sun-
day. Two new mmbers were
accepted into ,he club. They
were Mrs. Loucille Edwardil
and Mrs. Ida Ruth Clowers.
The president appointed Mrs.
Katherine Matlock as chair-
man of the sick committee and
Mrs. Loucille Edwards as chair-
man of the gift committee.
Among other members at-
tending were Mrs. Greta Hunt,
Mrs. Katherine Hollingsworth,
Mrs. Ellorine Hunt, Mrs. Ber-
nice Thomas, Mrs. Mary Pear-
son, Mrs. Evelyn Smith, and
Mrs. Ida Clowers.
tasty menu of baked ham,
asparagus casserole, congeal-
ed salad, hot rolls, tea and
dessert was enjoyed by those
present. Members present be-
sides the hostess and president
were Medames Carrie Seat,
Johnella Bryant, Lavern Rad-
ford, Esther Johnson, Nelda
Williams and Dorothy McKin-
ney. Each year the club gives
a radio away. Little Angela
Radford received the radio.
The annual Sweetheart Tea
sponsored by the City Federa-
tion of Women's club was giv-
en Sunday, Feb. 12 in the
library of Stigall High school
Seven tables were beautifully
decorated carrying out the val-
entine motif. The I.iterary Art
and Music club received first
prize for having the prettiest
table, Gloxinia Art and Garden
club received second prize,
Lo y a I Friendship received
third and Thursday Sewing,
honorable mentjon.
Mrs. Erna I. Bonds, a mem-
ber of Literary Art and Music
club was crowned "Mrs. City
Federation," for 1961. Mrs.
Bonds was beautiful in red
brocade satin with a white fur
stole. Mrs. Dorothy McKinney
"Mrs. Federation" for 1960,
crowned Mrs. Bonds.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sims re-
ceived a prize for having been
married the greatest number
of years, while Mr. and Mrs.
George Cooper received the
prize for having been married
for only four years. A very in-
teresting program was present-
ed tinder the direction of Mrs.
Louise Cooper.
AME Alliance To
Install Heads
The AME Ministers Alliance
will hold Installation Services
for its officers, Sunday, Feb.
26, 7:30 p.m. at St. Andrew
AME church, 148 E. Calhoun
ave. Rev. W. E. Pruitt, will
deliver the installation mes-
sage.
The local Ministerial Alliances
are cordially invited to attend.
Rev. H. L. Starks, president;
Rev. R. L. Beckett, chairman,
Publicity Committee.
Musing: Marriage, Be truth-
ful. A little lie usually leads to
a big one in order to protect
that little one. A lie that is re-
peated always falls under sus-
picion. Don't expect to live
long together if you lie even
foi a short time to each other.
Don't get the idea that the big-
ger the lie the better and if re-
peated frequently enough will
ultimately be believed.
Dear Counselor Stewart Wat-
son: I recently wrote to a boy
overseas whose address I got
from the newspaper. After an
exchange of a few letters and
photographs, he began signing
his letters "Love, Bill." Does
this mean any thing? A. D.
Dear A. D. This does not
mean one thing. The one idea
to avoid when wri t in g to
strange men is not to read into
their letters a devotion not In-
tended. Lonely boys may write
that which they would not say
In person. Just accept the cor-
respondence as basis.
"Dear Counselor: I am 21
and married to a fine nan. I
have two children and expect
another in a short time. For
the past two years our mar-
riage had not been a success.
My husband and I have grown
farther and farther apart. Re-
cently I met a wonderful man
and we are in love. My husband
is willing to give me a divorce
if I will take the children, but
the youngsters don't want an-
other father. If their own fath-
er won't take them, what can
I do/ C. A. N.
Dear C. A. N.: You 'can' try
staying home and being a de-
cent mother to the children.
Even making allowances for
the fact that you were married
when young, you should by now
have acquired some sense of
responsibility. What are your
plans? Abandon these three
.....
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children, then set up another
household so you can repeat
the performance? You have
many bitter tears to shed, my
girl, if you follow your present
inclinations Give some good
thought and pr a ye r to your
problem before you ma ke a
disastrous mistake.
SuAmigos In
First Meet
The SuAir. igo Bridge club
held its first regular meeting
for the year of 1961, Saturday
night Jan. 28, at the home of
Mrs. Marie P. Smith. After a
brief business session, Mrs.
Smith, the club's consultant
gave a survey test on bridge.
A tasty menu of Chop-Suey
and all the other knick-knacks
and beverages that make up a
delightful menu were enjoyed
by all.
Members present were Law-
rence Bridges, Juanita Allen,
Betsie Jones, Leanther Willett,
Mamie Dillard Louise Hobbs,
Lorraine l'hillips, and Mattie
Jackson. Mrs. Jean Haywood
was absent due to illness and
the club granted Mrs. Haywood
a leave of absence because of
illness.
Club prizes were wo.k by Law-
rence Bridges, Mamie Matti
and I.eanther Willett. Guest
nrizes were won by Louise
Ward. Willie Mae Alexander,
and Erma Black.
SWEET POTATOES
ATLANTA— Sweet potatoes
are the driest of the common
vegetables, containing only
about twice as much water
contents as any of the bone-
dry materials. 
• A
SAVE 80* 'under price ofhome deliveredmilk
each time you buy 2 half-gallons of
MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
Evelybody profits . . . because
you belong • • •
The Publist.et of this Newspaper is often asked what kind
of person you are? ... What you like and don't like? ...
What you buy and why? From whom and where?
Why is the Defender Publisher asked? Because the ad-
vertisers insist upon knowing the kind of people for whom
the Defender is edited ... and how many of them respond
to direct appeals made to them through their own news-
paper.
Every time you indicate to the business where you buy
that you read the Defender you show that YOU BELONG
you show also that you appreciate direct recognition of
you as a consumer whose trade is invited through your
owe newspaper
BUY FROM DEFENDER ADVERTISERS AND BE SURE
That You're Wanted, Appreciated and Afforded Every Courtesy!
Show that You Know How To Buy Intelligently!
Demonstrate That YOU BELONG To America's Fastest
Advancing Economical Group and Everybody Will Profit
. o e  ra eMat-  Al-
teaspoons of attitude, one and thews, Mildred Bolton, Evon yin Junior followed with 15
three-fourths cups sifted co- Brown. Berniece Lee, James points. Charles Terry scored
optration, three cups of ambi- double figures to the tune of 10
points.
RUMORS
Current couples: Harry Man-
ning and Carlean Pearson, Em-
ma Longley and Guy Anderson,
Victoria Alexander and Chester
Visor, Delores Flynn and Wil-
liam Pruitt, Larry Mitchell and
Norma Dandridge, Richard Fos-
leadership abilities . . . Addle ter and Brenda Harold, Ann
Add gradually ability, ltaetfu-: Holmes wasn't Miss NDCC Johnson and Harold Smith and
— ness a n d responsibilities, here at our school . . . Clifton Charles Terry and Georgia Car-
Sprinkle liberally with cheerful- Tucker wasn't the young man roll.
mess. Bake in an oven of de- with a voice (Wonder will hel Fashion Plates: Lois Davis,
,. tefmination. When absorbed use charms and voice on any Essie Boyd, Samuel Love, Mel-
1
 
-, 
crie N.IL: Jet M a g*. Hooks.
coil and spread with common
a 
girl here-my-friends-BEWARE)vin Hill, Betty Bowen, Osbie
the sharpest and well-dressed Howard and Patricia ksTH A
ushers on one of our programs. Talented Lads and Lassies:
The Manassas Chapter of (As remarked by many young Shirley Newby, Maxine Foster,
Qqill and Scroll wishes to ladies, he was lookin' good)i Rose Cooper, Antoninette Mit-
11
s '
. ,
1 think the Melrose chapter
fore an enjoyable and yet un-
forgettable morning pm-ram
jusf recently which correlated
I their observance of Na-
SP
svi
tio 1 Negro History Week.
TLIGHT
-*is week's spotlight falls
en % young lady for whom
ter heights in vocal music
already been predicted.ha
been frequently stated,
she may become another
Marian Anderson. She has
au
on radio for quite some ,
ti Perhaps you have heard
sing.
am certain you have guess-
eduthis young • lady's identity
fn0 she is none
oilier than Le-
rata Thomas,
a:junior in the
11e3 homeroom
by which Mrs.
E. Perkins is
instruc-
tit Lenora re-
sides with her
parents, Mr.
MI Mrs. Wil-
lithe findeers
. Thomas L. THOMAS
i0 1546 Barton st.
social ,life Lenora is a
member of the Mixed Chorus,
assistant secretary of the Girl
Scouts and a member of the
Y-Teens.
TEEN
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Manassas High News
CRIME PREVENTION WEEK
Last week was Crime Pre-
vefition week and in observ-
ance of this week we had a
chapel program to emphasize
the true essence of preventing
crime especially among us,
the teenagers. Our speaker on
this occasion was Detective
Ben Whitney, who pointed out
that according to the FBI time-
clock one murder is committed
every hour, one forcible as-
sault every half hour, one rob-
bery every seven minutes, and
larceny and theft every 23
seconds.
From this timeclock we find
that we as teenagers, have a
very important part to play
In the fight against crime.
Judging from the ef f ect of
Detective Whitney's message
It is certain that crimes will
go - down among the teenagers.
Along with Detective Whit-
ney for this program were
several distinguished guests
and they were policewomen
Mrs. H. Shores and Mrs. J.
Esmidge, Officers J. Albright
and W. Robinson and patrol-
men W. Harris, A. Murphy,
and J. Small.
SOCIAL SCIENCE CLUB
Our Social Science depart-
ment this week has shown it-
self to be quite active and has
inspired us every morning
with a brief devotional period
highlighting the works of great
Negroes correlating with the
obsevance of Negro National
History Week. The Social
Science department climaxed
the' week's activities with an
assembly program. The im-
mi0ent Dr. C. Dinkins, presi-
dent of S. A. Owen Junior col-
lege, was the guest speaker.
Another highlight of the -ye-
n ag included the Negro Spiri-
tual medley rendered by the
Mixed Chorus that was cer-
tainly enjoyed by all.
Students participating in the
week's activities were Jean
Williamson, Doris Benton,
Shirley Hunt, Pinkie Austin,
Odell Swift. Delores Brown.
Clifton Tucker and Nellie
Critter.
Officers of the Social Science
club are Shirley Hunt, presi-
dent; Irving Thomas, vice
president; Verna Bass, secre-
tary; Loretta Shores, assistant
secretary; Pinkie Austin, chap-
lain; Jesse Evans. treasurer;
CoSy Smith, parliamentarian
and. Mervin Bledsoe, reporter.
S. Moss is chairman of the
Social Science department and
he, along with his co-workers,
have done a wonderful job to
make the week's activities a
euttess.
Ede A SUCCESSFUL
WORKSHOP
Four cups of intelligence;
one and one-half cups of re-
sponsibility: two cups of open-
mindedness, one quart of un-
derstanding, two and one-half
come a twosome. They only they, too, will be adults and
have eyes for each other! want respect.!
Verdia Foster and "Peewee" VICTORY FOR THE
are still trying to make it! WILDCATS
Feb. 8, was a great day for
the Hamilton Wildcats. The
team met with the Manassas
Austin, Classic Wilson, Vivian Tigers to test skills on the hard-
Reams, Don Cook, Joseph Gat- wood. After having played a
lin, Shirley Wheeler, Frank whole season of losses the Wild-
McGree, Marietta Wells, Ce- cats managed to edge the Tig-
leste McKinney, Helen Hill, ers for a 56-54 victory.
"Jackie" Green, Delores Wil- Robert Jones led Hamilton's
son R si Miles, F nki  team by scoring 17 points. 
hop, two cups of unbeaten
cheerfulness, one cup of tact-
fulness and four cups of abili-
ty.;
save all the ingredients at
bo8y temperature. Sift intel-
ligince, ambition and under-
standing together. Mix cooper-
ation, attitude and open
mindedness until dissolved.
be
In religious life she is an
active member of the Pearly
Gates Baptist church in which
Rev. W. C. Jackson is pastor.
Upon graduation from o u r
school, Lenora plans to furth-
er her education at th,. Touga-
loo Christian college, then on
to the Juilliard School of Mu-
sic in the field of music as a
concert singer. ''May success
follow you always."
FAMOUS LAST WORDS
"He didn't come to my house
so we quit but now we are
'tighter,' "— Linnie Lott; "I
likes that Marie Kirk"—Mil-
ton Brooks; "He's a thousand
miles away"—Milton Brooks;
"I am not prepared"—Calvin
Woodard; "In 1972 I plan to
have six kids!"—Alton Crow-
der; "I think I should select
my sponsor, after all I am
the one who has to go out
with her!"—Charlie Morris.
"Of all the geometric figures
I know such as circles, squares,
cones, I prefer my own paral-
lelogram" — Matthew Bober-
son — Jerline Shaw; won-
der why a certain young lady
broke down and cried when she
looked at me, could it be that
I have the power?"—Bertrand
Shores; "The three circles on
my shoulder mean that I am
the cutest boy in the NDCC"—
James Phillips; "I saw one
young man here at school
yesterday and he's about the
'cutest boy' I have ever seen
over here and his name is
Charles McGhee"—Lela Carr.
"I just went to see my aunt! DECCRUM
—Odell Swift; "Margo and I Have you ever stopped to
had to run out!" — Matti.
------,think what the other person
James; "Wait a minute!" — thought about you? Sometimes
Helen Fields; "Trifling mat- •it can be a great help to have
ters such as those never wor- people think well of you. There
ry me!" — Beverly Alien; "1
- are many things that determine
am flat broke" — Doris Ben- what others think of you. The
. . Billy Atkins wasn't one of
. . . Etta Lanier wasn't known
for her "cool" walk . . . Jes-
sie Pritchart would concentrate
on a young man over here and
reveal the young man of her
drea ms.
Frank McGraw wasn't a
swell fellow . . . Thelma Phil-
lips hadn't improved since last
semester (She was really un-
bearable) . . . Clarence Nel-
son would reveal his dream
girl . . . The juniors hadn't
read the "House of the Seven
IGables" . . . James Boswell
'wasn't the object of Marva
Lovelace's affections! . . Lu-
la Tucker wasn't so nice! . . .
Jettie Johnson and Mary Es-
ther Jones were inseparable...
June Matthews did not live by
the compact, powder and lip-
stick . . . Addie Reese didn't
have such a sweet personality
. Lora Taylor wasn't
smart ... William Burton
wasn't good in chemistry . . .
'Roderick Diggs hadn't cooled
d o w n! . . . Addle Jamieson
thought she could hide her one
and only from the public.
BCNU.
CROWNED: Emma Jean
Rankine and George Erby of
LaRose school reigned as Val-
entine Sweethearts last week
at the Dance party given for
ha.idicapped children by the
Zuber Bynum Council, The
Capleville Junior high band,
in the background, provided
HAMILTON
Scribblings
By
Brenda Jeffries
and
Joan Williams
the music. Crowns are being
bestowed by their teachers,
Large Crowd Zu
Approximately 350 children
attended the Valentine Dance
party given for handicapped
children recently at the Abe
Scharff YMCA. This was an-
ton. most impoieant, I think, is
JUICY TIDBITS how. you conduct yourself in
Maxine Brown thinks only of ' public. It s an asset to anyone,
Charles Hooks day and night
i
to be accepted socially.
(My. My, Percy Hughes says T
Anne Stevens of BTW is "all o do this your conduct and
in his mind." He says she is manners in public should be
a knock-out!) Billie Doss and above board. Some hints are to
Velma Cannon are trying to never talk too loudly unless it is
become shall we say swingin, ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY;
(Say Billie did the party have be considerate of the other per-
any thing to do with this?) son and always exhibit the
Gene O'Neal is crazy about
Jessie Balfour but she has a
"slight" crush on V. M. (Gene
—I do believe you are blush-
ing!)
Josephine McClellan and
Ernest Moore are trying to be-
manners of a lady or gentle-
man. All high school students
should act in accordance with
the rules and regulations of
their school.
Teenagers should learn to be
respectful, and remember,
(Here we go again!)
CAMPUS PERSONALITIES
Mary Ella Hobson, Lillie M.
Marshall, Rudolph Myers,
Rodgers Matlock, Susie Jones,
Robert Williams, Charlie El-
lis, Blanchie Stone, Marvin
Bledsoe, Nova Montgomery,
Leste r LaShure, Mildred
Smith, C. L. Matthews, Lan-
nie Vaulx, and Delores Wash-
ington.
Alma Mitchell didn't have
chell, Billie Gale Baker, Clau-
dette Greene, Patricia Moore
and Ann Buford.
Outstanding Sports-
men: George Mutton, Robert
Jones, Charles Terry, Steve
Payton, Alan Junior, Denver
Terry, Booker T. Jones, Calvin
Junior and Donald Brownlee,
SUPPOSE
Richard Foster didn't like
girls. Lois Davis had another
boyfriend. Claudette Green
wasn't so fat!! Billie Gale Bak-
er had a boyfriend. Joyce Steed
couldn't talk. Rose Ann Cooper
couldn't drive. David Carnes
was six feet tall. George Mot-
ion had a steady girlfriend. P.
B., L. A., L. S. and H. S. knew
Dorothy Perry didn't like Rob-
ert Askew. A basketball team
that hasn't lost a game.
OUTSTANDING JUNIORS
Donald Brownlee, Michael
Bradswell, David Briggs, Billie
Davis, Alvin Green, Betty Dav-
is, Barbara Artar, Ella Parker,
Ida Edward and Maureen Al
len.
CITY-WIDE TOPS
Hamilton—George Mutton and
Erma Burton, Lester—Edward
Sheffa and Ann Bromley, Mel-
rose—Betty Cuningan and Jew-
ell Reed, Bertrand — Kenneth
Hayes and Helen King, BTW—
E. S. Washington and Roseanne
Guinn.
FIGURE FOR YOURSELF
G. C. is still trying to fool C.
T. about E. B. (Douglass), C.
P. says she is going home to 0.
T. (TSU), How about that, J.
S.? E. B's heart has finally
been captured. I believe it was
by a "sandwich and drink." L.
M. has a certain junior on
"cloud nine," namely N. D.
B. M. and C. J. have true love.
TOP TEN
Erma Clark, Carrie Brown,
Alfreda Wooten, Maxine Foster,
Doris Allen, Victoria Alexander,
Barbara Thomas, Shirley New-
by, Carlean Pearson and Lois
Davis,
David Carnes, Robert Wil-
liams, George Motion, Melvin
Hill, Charles Jones, Nolen Wad-
lington, Willie Scales, Talvern
Wilhite, George McKinney and
Larry Mitchell.
MORE FUN REVELERS —
As you can see the Co-Ettea
and their guests really went
all out for costumes at the
Mardi Gras party and shown
left to right first row are:
Garland Briggs, Co-File
Regina Thigpen, and James
Manna. Second row left to
right are: Co-Ette President
Sylvia Williams, Morris
Woods, Co-Ette Carolyn Bran-
don, Major Deberry, Janienne
Briscoe, Co-Ette Marilyn
Isabel and Albert Griffin.
Miss F.. Carruthers and Mrs.
M. J Fisher. (Withers photo)
FOR TEENS and
PRE -TEENS
B. T. W.
School Notes
By
DAVID PORTER
WHAT A GAME!
The topic was all you could
say after witnessing one of the
classics of the year between
the Faculty and the All - Star
gym class. This game was fill-
ed with echoeu of laughter
from the stands and from the
floor.
The teachers clad in shorts
ber Program Applauds
other in a series of monthly
activities sponsored by the
Council for the handicapped
children of Memphis and teach-
ers relinquished their time
MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS
By
Bernice Gooch - Gloria Crawford
Willie Frank Taylor
Well here are your reporters
from around Mitchell high
with the latest dope and data
of the week. Settle back and
take these lines in.
SPOTLIGHT
Stepping in-
to the dazzling
rays of t h e
spotlight this
week is a very
outs tending
senior, Miss
Dorothy Jones.
Dorothy is the
daughter o f
Mr. and Mrs.
S. L. Jones. In
religious 1 if e
Dorothy Jones Dorothy is a
member of the Washington
Chapel Methodist chur ch
where she serves as pianist.
Around school Dorothy is
known for her pleasing person-
ality and her outstanding musi-
cal ability. Some of the activi-
ties in which she participates
are student pianist of the Glee
club, secretary of the Drama-
tics club, parliamentarian of
the "21" club, sergeant-at-
arms of the French club, sec-
retary of the Musette Music
club and member of the Eng-
lish club. After completing
high school Dorothy plans to
attend Tennessee A & M State
university. Hats off to you,
Miss Jones.
YMI CONTEST ENDS
Miss Bernice Gooch Is
crowned sweetheart. The YMI
sweetheart contest came to an
end Wednesday night, Feb. 15
with a fabulous ball at the
Fuller State Park 'clubhouse.
Miss Bernice Gooch was
crowned sweetheart w I th
Carolyn Davis first alternate
and Jewelene Owens second
alternate.
The sweetheart, Miss Gooch,
was dressed in a striking white
satin balloon dress with spa-
ghetti straps, green satin
shoes with bag and gloves to
match, and white pearl tear-
drop earrings. Her escort was
Mr. Samuel Washington.
ate with hearts and cuddly
ate with hearts and corny
teddy bears gracing the walls.
One of the highlights of this
affair was a shrimp dinner
served buffet style.
The sweetheart was present-
ed a twenty-five dollar savings
bond.
Some of the couples present
at this gala affair were Willis
Jean Blevins and Herman
Walls, Carolyn Davis and Dav-
id Exton, Jewelene Owens and
Frank Dillworth, Lula Wrush-
en and Percell Duckett, Mar-
gie Deloach and Owen Lewis,
Clarence King and Charlene
Livingston, Charlene Denton
and Willie Jones, Clarence
Mitchell and Kay Kerr, and
Debris Denton and Charles
Hawkins.
CARNIVAL TIME
T h • seventh and eighth
grade classes presented a car-
nival on Feb. 14 in an effort
to purchase a television for the
school. The carnival was a
complete success. There was
dancing, eating, bathing betu-
ties and many, many interest-
ing attractions. One of the
highlights of the carnival was
the crowning of the Prince and
Princess.
The senior class presented a
very interesting and informa-
tive program observ'ng Negro
History Week, Friday, Feb. 17
in the school cafetorium. The
participants portrayed many
of the outstanding Negroes of
the past and present. some of
those who participated were
Maragaret Hall, Maggie Mc-
Farland, Joy Patton, Clarence
King, Jo Ann Young, Lenora
Williams Thomas Townes,
Charles Jackson, George Mar-
tin, Melvin Lewis, Felix Jenk-
ins, Archie Branch, Norma Bil-
lups and many others. The pro-
gram was formulated by Ish-
mal Durden and Mrs. F. Wood.
SPORTSso isadvisor.
The Mitchell Tigers played
Barrets Chapel Wednesday,
Feb. 15, in a very interesting
game. The B team won with
the score 38-30. The A team
lost with the score 89-57. High
point man was William Partee
shooting 16 points. Clarence
King scored 14 points and
James Noland scored 10 points.
N.H.A.
The members of the Mitchell
High chapter of the N.H.A. at-
tended the district N.H.A.
meeting in Selma, Tenn., Sat.
children.
Among firms contributing to
the success of the affair were
the Pet Milk co., through their
gra 'bus hostes., Mrs. Mildred
Riley. The Wonder Bread co.,
the Double Cola Bottling co.,
National Life Insurance co.,
Southern Bell Telephone co.
and Katz drug store. The Caple-
ville Junior high school band
provided the music. Mrs. El.
nora Tawnsend, teacher at
from other important engage.
menu to have fun with their
West Tennassee TB hospital
was chairman of the affair.
Feb. 11. Mitchell was well rep-
resented on the talent show by
three young ladies, Doris
Wrushen, Minnie Harris and
Bettie Crittenden. 'Minnie was
elected historian at the meet-
ing.
ST R [CCM' CONFIDENTIAL
Archie Branch stands No. 2
on the list of a certain chick
from around Carver namely
Lena Derden ... Joy Ann Pat-
ton will attend Washington's
Senior Dance. (What about
that Elvis) . . . Edith Deloach
received a lovely five pound
box of candy for Valentine's
Day . . . Dorothy Jones is al-
ready dated up for our Senior
Dance ( I wonder Lloyde
knows about that) . . . A cer-
tain senior boy has eyes for
Pelmetria Stone (and a h e
knows it).
TOP 10
Kittens: Dorothy Jones, Jew-
elene Owens, Carolyn Davis,
Minnie Harris, Joy Patton,
Gloria Willis Payola Green,
Verna Hamilton, Pasty Payne,
and Charlene Livingston.
Rats: William Partee, Lewis
Woodard, Joseph Jackson, Fe-
lix Jenkins, Clarence King,
Milton Harris, Charles Ford,
James Noland Lester Echols
and Charles Martin.
Now signing off until next
week is Gloria, Bernice and
Willie Frank saying The Name
We Print May Be Your Own.
In The Swing
By
Morris Webb and Bernard Bates
 ••••••,,
HELLO GUYS AND DOLLS
This is Morris Webb bringing
you the latest, to all of you
about some of you. Time and
space will not permit me to
linger with this needless chat-
ter.
Questions of the week—Au-
brey Walton have you made it
with Ruby Washington, how
much more can Thomas Elrod
stand? Johnnie Lumpkins have
you reached your goal of open-
ing Willie Johnson's nose? Does
Flora Fleming really care for
Fred Griffin? William Lambert
when will you cotne off your
mountain top? Can one rely on
Laura Wiley's words?
William Perry when will you
learn your lesson? Lois Bolden,
haven't you heard the old say-
ing 'You never miss your water
until the well runs dry). Joan
McCullen when will you learn,
that being jealous doesn't pay?
Dorothy White do you love
Isaac Young or are you out for
a good time? Yvonne Lester
why are you trying to be what
you aren't?
NOTICES
Carrie Littlejohn the truth
will soon be written and it will
tell the reason you and James
Lewis are on bad terms. Eliza-
beth Prudent, Clarence Smith
says he knows you love him,
so he thinks. William Lambert
don't start a war that you can
not finish. Yvonne Lester, you
must have something before
society accepts you.
Addle Holmes, you should
observe more closely in the
mirror. Beauty Richmond you
should be hipped to what your
lover boy is putting down
Laura Wiley, you aren't mak
tog a mistake in choosing a
certain young man, but you
still have a lot to learn about
this young man. Percy Macon,
you still have a lot to learn
about love.
Latest Dope and Data—James
Lewis bought Carrie Littlejohn
so much Valentine candy, he
had to call Carl Carson to move
it. Dorothy Lewis is looking for
someone to take her to the
Senior Dance. Roy Hopkins, has
finally captured Bonnie Collins'
heart. Lois Bolden got caught
with her lover. Edward John-
son has been labeled (The
Girls' Choice). Betty Cunigan
and Yvette Lester soon will be
singing "Blues Get Off My
Shoulder." E. J. Washington is
a Nincompoop.
Martha Purned says all of her
love goes out for Bernard Wil-
liams. Jimmie Johnson is "Hen
Pecked." Ruby Hardy has more
than one lover. Mettle Camp-
bell, says she's the best singer
at Carver, "how about that."
Leroy Weakley has been carry-
ing Sandra Davis' books to
class. Lena Darden is the short-
est air! at Carver. Gloria Tuck-
er has eyes for James Gray.
Joseph Brooks is from Greens-
ville. Bobby Lovett is trying to
put sweet nothing Into Martha
Purnell'a ears. Frank McGhee,
is a roaming playboy. Jerry
Smith is looking for a female
companion. Gemildine Gray is
trying to hide the fact that she
has more than one boy friend.
School News—B. T. Washing-
ton will hold Its Annual Senior
Dance on the 20th of this month
and jerseys with the help of a
mixed gym class fought a close
game all the way. The stands
were filled with cheers, some
for the teachers and some for
the gym students.
Coach 'Wild" Bill Fowlkes
created laugh after laugh with
his floor show tricks, ranging fiL
from dribbling over three play- Mir
ers, to making points behind
the goal. Mr. Fred Jordan had
the stands rocking with laugh-
ter when he missed blocking a
shot and fell fiat on his back.
Mr. Charles h a d everyone
laughing when he would sneak
to a quiet part o, the court to
rest. Some of he other teachers
appearing and creating a lot
of laughter were: Mr. Walter
Martain, Mr. hoses Alexander,
Mr. Otis Brown, Mr. Thomp-
son, Mr. Durr, Mr. Erred
Davis, and Mr. Joe Carr.
Some of the outstanding play-
ers on the gym team were:
Walter Perrino, Charles Trib-
ble, Persey Scullark, Poo-Gals-
Goo-Moo, Howard Nelson, An-
drew Pattern, and James
Brown.
Are you wondering what the .
score was? What a game! The
score was 36 to 35 in favor of
the teachers.
NOTE TO J. W. WESTBROOKS
Mr. Westbrooks, all of us
missed you when you were
gone. We just wanted you to
know that. Signed—All Wash-
ingtonians.
WHAT ARE YOU DOING
TO PREVENT CRIME?
Have you ever asked yourself
that question? What was your
answer? Many of us neglect
this question until Crime Pre-
vention Week. We as citizens
should try to prevent crime
the year round. We say it's the
police's job, hut no, ills every-
one's job. If you treasure free-
dom, treasure peace, treasure
happiness, then take it upon
yourself to be a crime prevent-
er the year round.
FIVE POPULAR NAMES
Spencer Wiggins, Vivi an
Barnes, James Kilgore, Willie
Ward and the Marquettes.
TWO PUG HOUNDS
William Lambert and Jimmy
Yarbrough.
FOUR NOSEY PEOPLE
Jeanette Bates, Janice Clem-
ons, James Moore and Velma
Spencer.
COMMENTS FROM ROOM 202
You may think you don't pos-
sess any degree of intelligence.
The Guidance Counselors sae
there is much Intelligence. Go
to the guidance room and see
what type of intelligence you
possess.
THE ROVING LUNATIC
You May Not Believe It But I
Saw . . .
A cavity In Percy Wigg . • •
mouth; a hole in Eddie Hugh
. . . shoe; A dog in Marion
Brow . . . house; The rain ilk
come in William Lambert's imp
front room; E. J. Washington
riding a pony In one of his
tests; Yummie Kirk with a
chain around his neck; a turtle
disected by Milo Wells; Jimmy
Yarbrough admit he was wrong.
Bernard Bates 2C years from
today; Janice Prudent sing a
solo; Carla Thomas making a
whole lot of money; Everybody
getting ready for the senior
dance. Feb. 28, at Curries.
TOP FIVE YOUNG LADIES
Norris Truman, Viv ia it
Barnes, Joan Hampton, Bever-
ly Buntyn and Vernon Walker.
TOP FIVE FELLOWS
Bernard Bates, Willie J. Wil-
liams, Eddie Wrench, Roy Hop-
kins and Charles King.
It takes more than a bath to
make you a clean person.
at Curry's Tropicana. Musie
will be provided by Ben Branch
and the Largo's. Tickets in ad- ath
vance 81.00. at the door 11.25.
The NDCC, Military Ball. wil:
be held at Melrose on the 24th
of this month. Only Officers
and their sponsors will attend
this affair. All High hchoels
will participate in this gay oc-
casion.
Top Couples—Robert Hardy
& Mabel Hernden, Kenneth
Brown & Delores Washington,
Joseph Brooks & Vivian Chaney,
Maurice White & Elizabeth
Prudent, Walter Pollard & De-
lores Joyner, Frank Farwell &
Geraldine Gray, Betty Jefferies
& Charles Marshall, Sandra
Taylor & Percy Ward, Frank
McGhee & Joyce Duckett.
"A Word From The Wise"
—To each of you that didn't
receive Valentine Candy, may-
be it was because Cupid ran
out of arrows.
Until next week this is Morris
Webb, signing off.
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TEEN HIGHLIGHTS
By
JANA DAVIS
And
ELEANOR F. WILLIAMS
•
•
•
The Las Jacintas Social club 14. Miss Charlesetta Mayo was
the Valentine Queen chosen by
the student body. The main at-
traction was the way out band
of Mr. Willie Mitchell, which
played some kool numbers.
The dance contest was won
by Miss Georgia Garmon, a
freshman and Mr. Melvin Lon-
don, a junior. Some other stu-
dents seen swinging to the mu-
sic include Tommye Kaye
Clarence Daniels, and Report- Hayes, Kenneth Hayes, Marye
Cr,Charlene Washington. The Alice Bland, Fred Coffey, Cy-
club's advisor is Miss Lois
Weddington.
The junior class of Father
Sertrand high school sponsor-d a swinging Valentine Dance
in the school gymnasium Feb.
Initiated its new members Sun-
day, Feb. 12, at the home of
Miss Betty Jones. The new
members include Evelyn Jones,
Gloria Copeland, Margaret
Powell, and Hazel Wright. The
officers of the club are Presi-
dent, Mary Stiles; Vice Presi-
dent, Marion Hassell; Secre-
tary, Betty Jones; Treasurer,
Joan Shaw; Parliamentarian,
Arrest King's
Kin As Drunk
FAYETTEVILLE, N. C. —
(ANP) — The Rev. A. D. King,
brother of Dr. Martin Luther
King, jr., was arreeted near
here last week on charges of
driving under the influence of
alcohol, the State Patrol re-
ported.
The Rev. A. D. King admitted
that he had been "drinking
beer," and was in a "stagger-
ing condition," according to the
arresting officers, Patrol Cpl.
AK. N. Hendrix and Trooper B.
Ur. Williams.
The 30-year-old Coweta County
rinister was lodged in the Fay-
ette County jail. He was later re-
leaased on a 9900 property bond,
signed by his father, the Rev.
Martin Luther King, Sr.
It was A. D. King's second
arrest within a year, the State
Petri,' said. Trooper C. M. Stal-
lings said Rev. King was ar-
rested April 2C in Coweta coun-
ty on charges of failing to re-
port an accident and losing con-
trol of a vehicle.
dene Peterson, Frank Reynolds,
Charlene Washington, Bonnie
Little, Jackie Brodnax, Frank
Yates, Ricki McGraw, Hubert
McGee, Jackie Walker, Geral-
dine Parks, Louie Weddington,
Pauline Robinson, John Arnold,
Cheryl Walton and Patricia
McClellan.
The Fabulous Bondads had a
kool dance and slumber party
at the home of Miss Janice
Ciemmons on Lauderdale Fri-
day, Feb. 17. The Counts, Mar-
quette, their dates and the
sweetheart Mr. Kenneth Hayes
were present at the dance.
The Patriotic Concert given
by Father Bertrand high school
was most entertaining. The
band and mixed chorus played
and sang such numbers as
"You're a Grand Old Flag,"
"Balladiar,'' "Patriots Prayer"
and "Your Land and My Land."
The concert was highly attend-
ed by parents and students.
Maxine and Bonnie Draper
gave a party at their home on
Ridgeway Friday, Feb. 17.
Guests seen dancing to crazy
music were Victoria Alexan-
der, Norman Malone, Fred
Carr, Paul Hawkins, Cluster
D a ug hte ry, Evelyn Johnson,
Harry Johnson, An Williams,
Teresa Thompson, Arabelle
Garmon, Georgia Garmon,
Mary Stiles, June Matthews,
Doris Font, George Jones,
Jackie Malker, Helen King, Ira
Walton, and Joyce Walton, Tom-
mye Kaye Hayes, James Set-
Anita Wood Given
Raves By Nashville
dik -Music City, U.S.A." h a a
Mr- en Anita Wood, versatile
s'ar of radio, television and
records, one of its most en-
th•isiastic ovations.
Her performance as t h e
guest celebrity at the Miss
Nashville High School contest
Saturday night was so im-
pressive, she received out-
bursts of applause said to be
unequalled in this Tennessee
capital city in some time.
Her fresh, new approach to
the popular and rock 'n roll
fields was presented at the
beauty pageant to determine
audience reaction since she
only recently signed an ex-
clusive recording contract
with Sun Record co. of Hem-
- phis and Nashville.
The response was so fan-
e't,tic that Sun president, Samhaps plans several record-
ing sessions here before the
first of the month, with discs
VALENTINE P1RTY — King
Valentine party was held at
the Brooks Kindergarten last
week with many officers of
the school and parents attend-
ing. From left are Mesdames
Rubenstein Thomas, teacher;
Shirley Ann Evans, president;
Novella McGhee, business
manager; Emma Jean King,
supervisor, Mr. Ruben Tate,
vice president; Mrs. Fannie
Cole, program chairman:
Prof. Freeman Evans Sr.
and Edward Wicks Sr. (Photo
by Billy Duncan)
Tyler Celebrates
Its 97th Birthday
It was in the early winter of
1864 that the New Tyler AME
church was organized and to-
tars. Tyrone and Stanley Beal,
Thomas Elrod, Horner Fouche
and many others.
The Co-Ettes Mardi Gras Ball
was a great success. Many peo-
ple attended. Some very out-
standing costumes were worn
By Elbert Griffin, Claudette
Cliff, Raymond Neal, Junienne
Briscoe and Ruby Hawkins.
scheduled for national release
immediately thereafter.
Miss Wood, a poised and
pretty beauty queen in her ownI
right, was introduced to the
capacity house at Isaac Lit-
ton high school auditorium by
Bob Lobertini, WLAC-TV per-
sonality.
From the moment Miss Wood
stepped before the mike, back-
ed by the Papa John Gordy
Orchestra, she captured the
hearts of the listeners, just as
she did not too long ago when
she appeared as hostess on the
Andy Williams national televi-
sion show for 19 weeks.
Exhibiting the same profes-
sional touch she used on three
appearances on the Jack Pear
show, Miss Wood — a blonde
beauty from Memphis — gave
every indication of the type
music she will market through
Sun Recording co.
day its realization resounds In
the community, the city, the
state and elsewhere.
The church's 97th birthday
was celebrated last Sunday.
The guest speaker for the oc-
casion was Rev. B. L. Hooks of
the Middle Baptist church. His
church choir accompanied him
with spirituals that will long be
remembered.
Taking part on the program
also was Charles Turner, Lon-
die Brown, Samuel Owens, Har-
old Goodrich, Mrs. Katherine
Wary!, Mrs. Annie B. Nave.
Ministers who have served it
the house of worship are Rev.
L. Lawrence Hickman. Rev. C.
H. Hardin, Rev. W. Pruitt, Rev.
A. D. Brown, Rev. I. T. Jef-
ferson, Rev. Joseph R. Reid
and Rev. H. W. Henninga.
In the fall of 1957, in Jackson,
Tenn. at the 81 session of the
West Tennessee Annual Con-
ference, Bishop F. Lawrence
Hickman assigned to New Tyler
the present pastor, Rev. Robert
L. McRae.
Under the administration of
Rev. McRae. the church has
been redecorated on the ex-
terior and interior. In addition
the adjoining lot has been pur-
chased for $1800.
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
INC.
248 Vance Ave. JA 7-9320
Memphis, Tonnioss••
'YOUR Company Makes Who. You Ask Par And
Creates Whet You Think Of"
DEAR HAVE YOU
SEEN THE RYATT5
NEXT DOOR?
„wit
Clean, Convenient
Hotel
QUEEN
ANNE
Home Cooked Meals
228 Vance at Third
• 
Telephone JA 6-1481
NOPE, DONt NEED TO WE'VE GOT
PLENTY OF 'THEM HERE."
America's Preferred Bourbon
DEFENDER la
a
Week Of
Feb. 25 - Murat 3, 1961*
StorliStops
Born at John Gaston Hospital
FEB. 11
Daughter Betty, to Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Lawson f 585 Mis-
sissippi.
Son, Channcy. to Mrs. and
Mrs. Alvin C. Grey of 2103 Stov-
all.
Son, Gary, to Mrs. and Mrs.
Louis Long of 2505 Shasta.
Daughter, Vernita, to Mr. and
Mrs. J. C. Davis of 310N. Main.
Son, Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Curtis Boone of 477 Simpson.
Daughter, Cynthia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Panes of 1422
James.
Daughter, Debora, to Mr. and
Mrs. Louis Greenleaf of 2359
Shasta.
Son, Don, to Mr. and Mrs.
George Schaeffer of 859 Lane.
Daughter. Blondie, to Mr. and
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
John D. Moore of 932 Florida.
Mrs. Robert Fulton of 230
Green] aw.
FEB. 12
Daughter. Sharon, to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Cunningham of
1879 Cloverdale.
Daughter, Joan, to Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Clark of 488 Hazel-
wood,
Daughter, 51ahalia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Rogers of 1075
Lavon.
Twins, to Mr. and Mrs. James
1). Robinson of 1990 Warren.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. James
Boggs of 957 Florida.
Son, Maurice, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Henderson of 280 Gas-
ton.
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Nunnally of 2150 Stovall.
Daughter, Carolyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Harry Echols of 1893 Cali-
'Great Truths
Not In Books'
A & I Speaker
An audience at A&T College
was told last week that some
of the greatest truths of the
world are not to be found in
books and the archives.
The speaker was Dr. W. L.
Greene, Raleigh, executive sec-
retary of the North Carolina
Teachers Association. He deliv-
ered the main address on lest
Tuesday, February 14 at the
opening of the A&T observance
of annual Negro History Week.
"Some of the greatest stories
on the development of world
civilization," h e continued,
"doubtless, remain hidden and
unexcavated in the ruins of
Africa and South America."
He said that the information
now available on the part the
Negro has played in the devel-
opment of the world and Ameri-
ca is further limited by, per-
haps, deliberate ommiesions by
world historians.
Other speakers scheduled to
appear during the week includ-
ed: Robert Barclay, director,
Redevelopment Commission of
Greensboro and Curtis Tood,
Winston-Salem attorney and a
member of the North Carolina
Advisory Committee of the Uni-
ted States Commission on Civil
Rights,
The A&T observance was con-
ducted under the supervision of
a committee headed by Gordon
T. Saddler, assistant professor
of history.
Son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert McBride of 1629 lium-
ber.
Daughter, Rosie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Essie Frost of 1344 Gill.
Son, Kenneth, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Conard of 584 Han-
dy Mall.
Daughter, Kim, to Mr. and
Mrs. Claude Lee of 2217 Eiridge
FEB. 13
Daughter, Deborah, to Mr.
and Mrs. Roscoe Wilke of 681
Robeson.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs
.1. W. Fitzpatrick of 1065 S
Fourth.
Son, Frankie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Leaks of 1495 Whitmore.
Son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
Alonzo Jackson of 868 Porter,
Daughter, Penny, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Woods of 917 Nep-
tune, C.
Son, Percy. to Mr. and Mrs.
Percy Nichols of 342 Lucy.
Daughter, Pamela. to Mr.
and Mrs. George Sanders of 264
Baltic.
FEB 14
Son, Kevin, to Mr. and Mrs.
John N. Moore of 3146 Alta,
Daughter, Diane, to Mr. and
Mrs. George Walk of 1257 Effie.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Sammie
McDaniel of 1638 S. Third.
Daughter, Sharon, to Mr and
Mrs. John E. Lee of 1238 Brown,
Son, Allen, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ellie Williams of 276 S. Park-
way E.
Son, Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Dodson of 1615 Oriole.
Daughter Sharon, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmie Shives of 249 E.
Georgia.
Daughter, Brenda, to Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Moore of 1971
Perry.
Daughter, Marlins, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Bolton of 359
S. Lauderdale.
Son, Otis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Carruthers of 1841 Keltner.
Daughter, Luvenia, to Mr.
and Mrs. Percy Johnson of 5725
Ramsey.
Son, Lloyd, to Mr. and Mrs.
Moses Mumphrey of 1015 Mit-
chell.
Son, Randy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Galloway of 2489 Staton.
Daughter, Felicia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Hankins of 2320 K.
Warren.
FEB. 15
Son, Lewis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis McLeon of 1614 Hanauer.
Son, Jeffrey, to Mr. and Mrs.
James Craigen of 171 E Oliver
SVC
Daughter, Sheryl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Bonner of 1382
Kansas,
Daughter, Angela, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Cobb of 1436
Hyde Park.
Twins, Clarence and Clarice,
to Mr. and Mrs. John Bowers ad
1.614 Oriole.
Son, Zellery. to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Conwell of 927 Seattle.
FEB. 16
Son, Jackie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Zack Erving of 1243 NePtunn,
Daughter, Dawn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie McClure of 368
Gracewood.
Son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene McClendon of 689
Wright.
Daughter, Shelia, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Walton of 2220 Cur-
ry.
Son, Desi, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Hall of 850 Buntyn.
Daughter, Davy, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jessie Margon of 376 Dix-
ie rd.
Son, Bob, to Mr. and Mrs.
Bob Parker of 576 Plum.
Son, Thomas, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Laird of 684 Mason.
Son, Roy, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Martin of 885 S. Fourth No,
29.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mn.
Tommy Traylor of 789 Waldorf,
Daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eugene Webb of 407 .1. .
Foot Park.
Daughter, Melline, to Mr.
and Mrs. Mel Brookins of 1002
Turnstall.
Daughter, Anita, to Mr. and
Mrs. Nathaniel Tate of 9664
Democrat.
FEB. 17
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Horton of 355 Lauderdale.
Daughter, Cherry, to Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Matthews of 1941
Caotalia.
Son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs„
Guylon Greer of 974 Seattle. .
Son, Fredrick, to Mr. and Mn.
Charles McKissick of 3008 Cry-
st a I .
Daughter, Renee, to Mn. and
Mrs. David Wirt of 691 Mar-
ble
Son, Joe, to Mr. and Mil. JOe
J. Taylor of 132t Vollentine.
Daughter, Terry, to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert L. Ivy of 884 Ma-
son.
Son, Tracy, to Mn. and Mrs. •
Sam Boyland of 802 Lucas.
eautiful
SPRING DRESSES
Now In Stock
Sizes 3-141—Name Brands
We Invite You To Shop At
MANNE'S
LADIES SHOP
1727 Lamar BR 4-3140
Plenty Of Parking Space
3Acinh Saw:
"It's Cheaper
By The Dozen 9
BUY ASSORTED CASES AT CASE PRICESl
ALL POPULAR BRANDS • LADIES INVITED
FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE
327 SO. MAIN AT VANCE OPEN S A.M. TILL 11:00 P.M.
Independent Liquor Dealer
"We Don't RI anna Get Rich" Free Parking ,,pace
THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY GO.. FRANKFORT, KY.. 
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBOn WHISKEY. 90 PROOF
a
Week Archie Signs To Fight Guilio RinaIdih.,;: FEN
LEE D. JENKINS
Stokes' Story
Sure Remedy
For Gripers
Griping is a universal language. The world holds no'boun-
ii daries or barriers in the complaint department. And for those
,of us crying out against the unfairness of it all with a loaf
under each arm it takes a little shaking up to realize that
our 'pitiful' existence is not such a burden to bear.
In Cincinnati's Christ Hospi-
tal, Maurice Stokes, college All-
American and National Profes-
sional Association All-Pro selec-
tion, is lay* in a bed trying
to learn to talk and move. In
his prime as one of the na-
tion's top cagers, Stokes was
stricken with brain destroying
traumatic encephalopathy.
Since March 15, 1958 he has
been in the same hospital bed
unable to talk. Only recently
he been able to move at all.
The thought of 6-6, 240 pound
Stokes motionless is a pathetic
enough. The pity of it all is
that he has been in this help-
less condition for almost three
years and must still undergo
an estimated five more years
of treatment. Even at that time
there is little assurance that
he will have the fullest use of
MAURICE STOKES his mind and body.
••• The image of the powerful and keenly attuned physical
„attributes the like of Stokes' lying almost dormant in a hospital
,lied is enough to make you count your blessings a thousand
.igimes oven It's another story that raises a great big 'why?'.
— The answer to it all may be another of the Master Direc-
tor's marvelous bits of subtleties. In His pattern of things,
Stokes' case is a perfect medium to portray His hopes for
this troubled civilization through the self-- less display of
Jack Twyman.
In one of the greatest showings of man's humanity to man,
Twyman has stood at the troubled bed-side of his Royals'
teammate from the day that he was stricken. In addition
to maintaining his pace with the NBA's leading shot-makers,
Twyman is making plays around the Stokes bed-side that
▪ wil be long remembered after his basketball abilities have
ubeen shelved and forgotten.
0- He has asked for and been given the legal guardianship
of the helpless Stokes. He has insisted that the accountability
for Stokes' well-being and needs be his. Legally and with the;
truest dedication, Twyman is his brother's keeper. His dedica- 1
bon shows a sense of brotherhood little seen. Twyman is not
a seven day a year show-case for brotherhood but a year-
round, day-in and day-out unfolding of one of this decade's
'most beautiful and stirring stories.
In the sincerest humility, Twyman lauds the spirit of Stokes
Aivith no concern for his own efforts. "If it had been me I
.Wouldn't have had the courage," he says. "I would have taken
window. When the guy didn't move three years ago, we
prayed for any sound or movement. It will take a lot more
lime than we anticipated, but it will work out.
2, "The strength is there. He must learn the simplest things
• n over again."
Stokes can't talk. It takes him maybe five minutes to do
one pushup. But he can laugh . . and he does. It could be
that he's laughing at us who think we have troubles.
• JOE (The Jet) Perry, the Na-
tional Football League's all-
time leading ground gainer,
I was traded 'ty the San Fran-
cisco 49ers to the Baltimore
, Colts for an undisclosed draft
i choice. Perry, a 13 - year
veteran with the 49ers, shows
his golfing partner, Donald
V. Welcher, he can still play
the part of "work
-horse" by
doing a few knee-bends with
heavy bag during round of
golf. (UPI Telephoto)
Ga, Legislator. Eyes
Holmes' Athletic
•
• Prowess Eagerly
= ATHENS, Ga. — (ANP) —
I—Hamilton Earl Holmes, the
19-year-old Negro student
s who with Charlayne A. Hun-
• ter has braved the abuses of
bigots at the University of
Georgia, has excelled in both
acedemic and athletic fields.
However, his athletic ability
has recently come under the
scrutiny of a member of the
Georgia Legislature.
The university football
, team, the Georgia Bulldogs,
. Is often rated among the most
i powerful in the nation, though
Its 1960 season did not match
Its achievements of a year
! before.
The legislator, a former
Bulldog wild is jealous for
the university's football rep-
utation was musing aloud
recently on the athletic
ties of young Holmes.
"You know," lie said, "Cie
more I look at that boy the
whiter he gets.''
Taking Holmes' athletic rec-
ord into account, the la *mak-
er's "position" is under-
standable. Holmes was half-
back and co-captain of the
football team and a guard and
captain of the basketball
team at the all Negro Henry
McNeal Turner High school
in Atlanta. He was varsity
halfback for two years at
Morehouse college, a Baptist
affiliated institutim in Atlan-
ta.
Match Set
For Garden
June 10
NEW YORK—(UPI)—Archie
Moore, notified the New York
State Athletic Commission that
he has signed contracts for a
defense of his light heavy-
weight title against Giulio Ri-
naldi of Italy at Madison
Square Garden June 10.
Moore, still recognized as
champion in New York, Mas-
sachuetts, California, Europe
and British Empire, notified
the commission by means of a
telephone call from his attor-
ney, Bill Yale, in San Diego.
Chairman Melvin K. Krule-
witch of the commission an-
nounced the notification from
Moore and said that it ap-
parently satisfied the de-
mands of the commission,
which had ordered Moore
earlier this week to arrange
for a defense "forthwith" or
risk having his title vacated.
However, Krulewitch said the
Moore-Rinaldi situation prob-
ably will be discussed at the
commission meeting.
Harry Markson, managing
director of boxing at the Gar-
den, said Attorney Yale also
had phoned him that Moore
had signed the contracts and
that they were being mailed
to New York.
Markson said Moore will re-
ceive 40 per cent of all net re-
ceipts from the gate and tele-
vision. What amount will be
received for the nationally-tele.!
vised 15-round fight from the
sponsor .Jarkson did not know
as yet.
Meanwhile, Lew Burston,
the Garden's foreign repre-
sentative, was scheduled to
fly to Rome to sign Rinaidi,
the high-ranking contender
who won a non-title decision
over Archie at Rome last
Oct. 29.
Forty-six - year old Moore,
who hasn't defended in 18
months, had his title vacated
by the National Boxing Asso-
ciation last year for his long
delay in defending. Harold John-
son of Philadelphia won the
vacant NBA version of the 175-
pound crown by stopping Jesse
Bowdry of St. Louis at Miami
Beach.
Moore's signing to fight for
Madison Square Garden repre-
sented a victory for the Garden
over the rival Feature Sports,
Inc., which had been negotiat-
ing for nearly a year with
Archie to fight either Eric
Schoeppner of Germany, Euro-
pean Champion, or Rinaldi.
Promoter Humbert (Jack)
Fugazy of Feature Sports
claims his organization had ad
vanced $26,000 to Moore and
manager Jack Kearns during
the negotiations. tl is expected
that Feature Sports now may
seek a legal recovery of the
money.
EARY SPORT
TEHERAN, Iran — (UPI) —
The world game of hockey is
field hockey and not ice hockey.
which is 'mown so well in the
United States and Canada. Field
hockey is believed to have been
played first in Persia about
2000 B.C.
Davey Moore
Risks Crown;
Fights Valdez
NEW YORK — (UPI)—World
featherweight champion Davey
Moore may make his next title
defense against California's
Danny Valdez at Los Angeles,
March 23, Davey said on his
return from a triumphal Euro-
pean tour.
After debarking from an Ali-
talia Airlines jet from Rome
with manager Willie Ketchum,
27-year old Davey said he would
welcome the Valdez title fight
"if the terms are right."
Valdez of Los Angeles is
ranked third among contend-
ers by the NBA.
Moore took another plane
later for his home at Spring-
field, 0., where he plans to re-
main a few days until manager
Ketchum closes with pro,noter
George Parnassus ot Los An-
geles for the Valdez bout. Then
he will go to Los Angeles to
train.
Davey's last defense of the
126-pound crown was on Aug.
29, when he outpointed Kazaii,
Takayama at I okyo, Japan.
On his recent European to:
he scored three straight no
title victories by outpointim,
Frenchman Gracieux Lamper-
ti, European champion, at
Paris; by knocking out Span-
iard r'red Galiana (4) at Ma-
drid, and by outpointing Rai-
mondo Nubile of Italy at Rome.
BUFFALO, N. Y. — (UPI)—
Reno, Nevada, has been award-
ed the 1961 Gold Cup race by
the American Power Boat As-
sociation.
ALBANY, Calif. — (UPI)—
Golden Gate Fields will pre-
sent a nine-race program dur-
ing its spring meeting which
opens March 11. Track vice
president Webb Everett said
that he felt the public enjoyed
having an eira race.
Charley Sifford Proving
Popular Golf Path-Finder
Charley Sifford Proving no. 21
TUCSON, Ariz. — (UPI) —
The Negro ambassador to pro-
fessional golf is Charley Sif-
ford, a 37-year-old, cigar-smok-
ing shotmaker from Los Ange-
les.
And if you can believe some
of the other golfers on the
tour, Charley is one of the most
popular men on the PGA cir-
cuit—northern division, that is.
"He's a. fine competitor,"
says PGA champion Jay He-
bert, who hails from Lafay-
ette, La. "He has problems
and pressures that don't ap-
ply to the rest of us. But I've
never, seen Charley anything
but a perfect gentleman.
"He's one of the few men in
golf who evaluates every shot.
He saves strokes on the first
round or two that may earn
hint 9500 on the final round. I
always seem to play at my best
when playing with him, and he
plays at his best playing with
me. I'd like to vote for more
men like Charley on the tour."
Sifford stands only 5 feet, 7
inches, and weighs 175 pounds.
He has been a pro since 1947
and he first tried out the PGA
circuit with the aid of Joe Louis
in 1952. Bill Spitler and Ted
Rhodes were two other Ne-
groes on that tour.
But Sifford, many-times Na-
tional Negro champion, is the
only one still in business.
"I've been treated royal,"
says Sifford, who is married
and has a 13-year-old son.
"I've found no discrimina-
tion. Bing Crosby treats me
wonderful. And they were
fine to me at Palm Springs."
Some have compared Sif-
ford's task the same as that
confronting Jackie Robinson
when he broke the "color line"
in professional baseball with
the old Brooklyn Dodgers.
"But my job is tougher than
Jackie's ever was," says Sif-
ford. "First off, he had a set
salary. I have no sponsor and
have to finance my own way.
I am on the payroll of U. S.
Royal golf balls and Croydon
of England. But that doesn't
bring in much.
"Additionally, Robinson had
a team backing him up. I'm
playing alone."
Sifford says that it was Rob-
inson who gave him the advice
to continue golf as a profes-
sional.
"He told me to keep at the
game and I'd make a go of it,"
says Sifford.
Charley made about $14,000
last year. His biggest win was
the Long Beach event in 1957.
So far this year, in the first
six weeks of play, he has won
about $2,800—which is pretty
good money in any league.
He already has qualified twice
for the National Open. Both
times he played well enough
to go the full four rounds and
each time won around $350.
His best round has been 63—
shot in the first round of the
Canadian Open in 1955.
"My ambition, of course," he
says, "is to win any major
PGA, 72-hole tournament. The
tops, however, would be to win
the National Open."
Says PGA tournament super-
visor Harvey Raynor:
"No matter how you look at
it, he's a credit to the gams
I wish we had more like him."
CHARLEY SIFFORD
rand Jury Holds Robinson
FLOYD Patterson arrived in Beach. Patterson is shown as
Miami late to begin training he departed from the train,
for his upcoming bout with signing autographs for fans
Ingemar Johansson at Miami across the fence. (UPI Tele-
photo)
SIU's Charley Vaughn
Eligibility Feud Rages
KANSAS CITY, Mo.—(UPI)
—The executive secretary of
the National Association of In-
tercollegiate Athletics (NAIA),
A. 0. Duer, charged again that
Southern Illinois University
failed to cooperate in an inves-
tigation into the eligibility of
basketball star Charlie Vaughn.
Southern Illinois withdrew
its membership in the NAIA.
At that time, Duer charged the
university had balked at an in-
vestigation.
Southern Illinois University
athletic Director Don Boyds-
ton said he wired Duer last
Saturday that the school
would welcome an investiga-
tion of Vaughn so long as it
was not conducted by John
Masley, athletic director of
Eastern Illinois University.
Boydston said Duer wrote him
stating that the NAIA had not
authorized an investigation of
the Vaughn case by Eastern
Illinois or Masley. Duer said
Boydston quoted him "out of
context."
"I told the eligibility chair-
man to secure such informa-
tion concerning any specific
athlete as he saw fit to deter-
mine the eligibility of athletes
within their institutions," Duer
said. "This is standard pro-
cedure in every area. While I
did not actually authorize the
securing of information in this
instance it wasn't necessary
that I do so."
Duer said the wire referred
to by Boydston was received
by him at the same hour as
was the school's notice of
withdrawal from member-
ship. "I regret that Dr. Boyd-
ston determined to involve
personalities rather than
facts," Doer added.
"My last statement that Dr.
Boydston and Southern Illinois
University had failed to coop-
erate with our duly authorized
committee is a fact," he said.
EMBRYO COACH — Ozadun-
}oye Adokola of lbadan, Ni-
geria is being given the line
points of sprint starts at the
Maindy athletics stadium in
Cardiff. Wales, by Jim Al
frod, Amateur Athletics As.
sedation coach rot Wales
Adokela has bete studying
British reaching methods wed
techniques for ever three
months, under a Illiritish Coun-
cil fellowship. Upon comple-
tion of his course of training
Adokola intends to return to
Nigeria and train athletes of
his own country for participa-
tion In AAU and Olympic
Games.---(ANPhote)
Jesse Owens
To Receive
Top Award
Jesse Owens, Olympic hero
of 1936, will join one of Ameri-
ca's most notable sports rost-
ers on February 24.
Owen, whose Olympic vic-
tories in Berlin made him a
figure of international signifi-
cance far beyond the speed of
his flying feet, will receive th,
annual award of The Sport,
manship Brotherhood at
luncheon in the Hotel Astor
The Sportsmanship Award
recognizes national sports
figures whose careers ha‘c
combined victory with dis-
tinguished service to the
American sports ideal. Wal-
ter Johnson was the first re-
cipient, in 1927. Bobby Jones
followed him in 1928. Lou
Gehrle. Mel Ott, Jack Moak-
ley, Holcomb Ward, "Sunny
Jim" Fitzsimmons, Lou Lit.
tie and Stan Musial have
been among the others.
Owens, who won four gold -
medals at Berlin, is now a
member of the Illinois Youth
Commission, devoting his life
to the welfare and actvities of
the younger generation.
Sharing the stage with Owens
will be 'Daniel Chase, veteran
of amateur sports administra-
tion and long-time executive
director of The Sportsmanship
Brotherhood. At the insistence
of his fellow members, Chase
has been induced to accept
the John Perry Bowditch
Award established in 1956 by
Charles Sumner Bird of Boston
to recognize outstanding con-
tribution to amateur sports
standards. Chase recently cele-
brated his 75th birthday and
his 15th anniversary as direct-
or of the Brotherhood.
Spider Webb
In Training
For Comeback
Spider Webb, one-time No. 1
contender for the world middle-
weight championship who quit
boxing a year ago, has return-
ed to training and probably
will make his first fight on a
"comeback" campaign next
month.
Webb. originally from Los
Angeles and a four-time NCAA
boxing champion from Idaho
State, quit boxing after his
match with Rory Calhoun in
January, 196o.
But he began working out
again last Jan. 8 and his hand-
ler, Carl Nelson, said he prob-
ably would fight in early
March, probably in New York.
"We trained at Hot Springs
for three weeks," he said, "and
he's been working 25 days
since we got back. He looks
very very good, and is down
to 166 pounds or so. I think he
was stale and I think the year
layoff did him good."
YONKERS, N. Y. —
False Step, known as the "Dui,
land, has been signed by Yonk-
ers Raceway for appearances
In' t h e $50,000 International
Pace, May 4, the 915,000 Good
Time Pace, May 11, and the
$50,00 Nat'onal Championship
Pace, May 18 The 8-year-old
False Step is currently the
greatest long-distance pacer in
New Zealand and Australia.
Reds' Star May
Get Jail Term.
CINCINNATI, Ohio—( UPI )—
Cincinnati Reds star Frank
Robinson was bound over to
Hamilton County Grand Jury
on a charge of carrying a con-
cealed loaded pistol.
The outfielder-first basemans
$1,000 bond, which he posted
when he was arrested last week
SAN FRANCISCO Giants out-
fielder Willie Mays poses
with some of his trophies at
his home here. Willie will soon
be leaving for spring training
at Phoenix, Ariz. (UPI Tele-
photo)
North-South
Play Draws
Top Golfers
MIAMI, Fla.-*-?-1 Ray Mit-
chell's 8th Annual North-South
Winter Golf Tournament here is
shaping up as the biggest sports
and social event of the season.
Northerners, blitzed under by
snow storm, are expecting to
have the largest representation
in the eight years of Play.
Groaps from as far west as
Caltfornia have made reser-
vations at the Sir John, the
Mary Elizabeth, the Interna-
tional and other hotels issuring
a greater success for the an-
nual event.
With $2,500 in pro prizes and
trophies to cover a myriad of
tee and social events, the
tournament will be a great sun
full week for all those who go
down to the greens with a driv-
er in their hands. The tourna-
ment will be played for five
days over the panoramic beauty
of the Miami Springs Golf and
Country club. It will be a five
day event with 27 holes of play
daily. Both one day and nine
hole shave been added to the
annual affair.
There will be many special
social events ranging from a
bathing beauty contest through
to the final and famous Trophy
Award Ball. A special package
deal has been worked out by
Mitchell which includes the
cost of living quarters, green
fees and the various social ac-
tivities. Golfers are expected
to start arriving in Miami on
the 19th. There will he a Wel-
come Party on the 20th.
On Tuesday, a Bathing Beau-
ty Pageant, under the direction
of Mrs. Rubye Curry, .nclud.
ing an aqua show and swim
contest at the Sir John. On
Wednesday, Ann Lindsey will
was continued by Police Court
Judge John W. Keefe and he
left the court to await action
by the jury.
The baseball player's at-
torney William Geoghegan
said that hard-hitting Robin-
son wanted to waive a hear-
ing, thus making it manda-
tory for the judge to turn the
case over to the grand jury.
Robinson pleaded innocent at
arraignment last week.
Robinson was arrested by po-
lice during an incident Feb. 9
involving himself and two com-
panions in a sandwich shop.
Robinson allegedly pulled out a
loaded .25 caliber pistol during
an argument between him and
a cook.
"When the cook went behind
the partition and came out with
a knife, I pulled the gun out
of my pocket just to let hill
see it," Robinson said "I did /OF
point it at him, I didn't
have my finger on the trigger
and it was in my left hand."
The cook, Arthur Messer,
however, said that he didn't
get a knife until after the
ballplayer showed him the
pistol.
The incident happened after
Robinson and his two compan-
ions argued with two other
men in the shop. One of Rob-
inson's friends, William Webb,
was arrested when he became
unruly during questioning.
Robinson said he has carried
the pistol since last year. Ile
said he purchased it in Tampa,
Fla., where the Reds hold
spring training, because it is
dark where he parks his car
behind his apartment. •
thought I might need it,"
said.
The charge, a felony, could
result in a maximum 1-3 year
prison term for the 25-year-old
player. If the jury, however,
reduces the charge to a mis-
demeanor, the maximum would
be 30 days to six months in
jail and a $500 fine.
Sugar To Train
At Vegas Hotel
SAN JACINTO, Calif.—(UPI)
— A secluded country train-
ing site may be just the place
for some boxers to prepare
for a middleweight title fight,
but not for Sugar Ray Robin-
son.
The Sugar Man announced
he will spend his final week
of training for the March 4
Las Vegas, Nev., battle with
champion Gene Fullmer in light,
gambling city's swank Dung.
Hotel Convention Hall which
seats 1,000 persons.
Moreover, the workouts will
be public, he said.
Robinson said he already Ina
arranged with Dunes presi-
dent Major Riddle to start
training there Feb. 25. His
roadwork will be done on the
desert behind the hotel.
Robinson said he plans to
take three sparring partners i I
to Las Vegas.
present the first showing of
1961 fashions which will he
followed by a dance. On Thurs-
day, these will be a "Bar-B.
Quo Under The Stars" on Vir-
ginia Beach, which will be fol-
lowed by the famous Trop',st
Award Ball on Friday. The
first qualifying rounds of Olds,
tournament will be pl iyed W
the 20th, with competition end-
ing on Fridayt Feb. 14th.
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Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town ! ! DEFENDER 1Week Of
`• Feb. 25 - March 3, 1961
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death PHONES lAcIson 6-839fNotice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Fur-
niture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business? JAckson 6-898
3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks .70
CLASSIFIED
Want Ad
RATES
13c per agate line
5 words to a tins
2 lines .-
3 lines .. 
4 lines
5 lines 
30c
45c
60c
MA PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SAM1 RATE ml
flees etdieary type.
SAME RATS se 4
Wes ordinary typ&
SAM RAYS AS
S Ilea ordinary
tree.
SANS
RATS AS
/ Ikea
erdinary
ten*
Cancellations of want-ads can
be given with 12 noon Satur-
day. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.
DEADLINES
12 Noon Monday
Miscellaneous
No guarantee can be given as
to position to column. T. F
(Till Forbid) orders subject
to change in rats without
notice.
Tri-State Defender box num
bers — the words comprising
the address — whether name
and street or telephone, or
The Tri-State Defender box
number — will be charged for
as Part of the advertisement
The Tri-State Defender will
forward to out of town ad
vertisers mall received ad-
dressed to our address, but
the excess postage Is to be
charged to the advertiser.
• BEDROOM house in nice neighbor-
hood. Or will buy same. Cell
JAck•on 6-8391
ill HAIR STYLES
Sensational Reduction In HAIR
STYLES for the Month of JAN.
UARY.
HAIR CUTS FREE
Special Styles $3.00 Up
Call for appointment
10:00 4 M • 800 P.M.
MAR-KATZ'S BEAUTY SALON
5711 Mississippi Blvd. • 211 7-44111
USED FURNITURE
Chairs, all types. Rugs, dressers,
c bins cabineLs. kitchen safes.
kitchen Wee, floor lamps, clocks
and all type, of glass w•re, cheats.
Dinning and •Il types of tables.
672 Poplar Street
MAIDS URGENTLY
NEEDED
To $60 cash weekly, N.Y.
jobs. We se,Ld your car-
fare immediatey. Give
references in 1.1-ter — be
prepared to leave right
away. Write HAV-A-
MAID Agency, 4 Bond st.,
Great Neck, N. Y.
Taylors Upholstery Shop
Platform Rockers $29.95
E-Z Terms - Nothing Down
24 MONTHS TO PAY
1721 POPLAR
TEL BR 5-4388
Phone
GORINE COLLEGE OF
COSMETOLOGY
PHYSIO-THERAPY, INC.
449 Beale Ave., Memphis, Tents,
Telephone JA 5-9111
hall Term Beginning Sept 1 1960 A
Non profiteering institution. R•ssonable
terms - Competent instructor Call or
write Madam Cold S. td Young. Pres-
Men. Women, 18-55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs
NO experience necessary: grammar
school eduoation usually eufficlent.
Permanent lobe. no Layoffs, short
lours, high nay. advancements Send
name. addrese phone number and
time Some. Tri-State Defend- P 0
Bog ILL
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
CROUP') FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
'Ykleffif tO.KS its/ YOU
Oil FoitlfRIN:14:
SERVICf
BETEEL GROVE
UPHOLSTERING COMPANY
Will cover one chair PREIS for
each customer — for Advertise-
ment. FA 7-3416.
Maids, New York Jobs
SALARIES TO IMO WILIESLY
Guaranteed lobs. b sit working
conditions Free room, board, aril-
forme, TV. Ticket. seM A-1 Alen-
ty, 100A Main St.. Hempstead,
Long Island, N. Y.
CHARMEL'S
Beauty Salon
324 Hernando
Operators Needed-
Cork dons with or without ate
smintment JA 7-3056
SISTER SANDRA
RI 5 9192
LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS. ARK.
Phone
RE 54192
1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNER. OF 14Th ST
God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days,
W 
your lucky number. advice about Health, Business. Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.
If you are sick worried and run down please come to me.
1 can help, money is no object If you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; If your luck never
seems to just reach you; If your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from you; If you have any of these problems,
I can most certainly help you.
Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis, Get the West
Memphis. Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
of 3rd and Union St
Ask the Bus Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
14th street open every day.
4th Street Repair Shop
Wrecker Service • Body Repairs
& Paint 8 a m. until 1 T
143 So en at. JA. 7-8703
TRULY WONDERFUL
MASSAGES
14 Wiggins1036 MISSIIISIDDI Blvd.
Telephone WE. 6-1185
• Accounting
• Secretarial
* Office Machine
* Refresher Course
* Modern Equipment
Day & Evening
Classes
GRIGGS
Business & Practical
Art College
192 Vance Ave.- JA 7-4917
ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING
+ +
Night & Day Classes
Key Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
830 Linden Ave. Jet 11.1754
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE
TH. New RUMTOREX And Raley Lit..
A dietary preparation RUMTOREX takes
up where  Nava oft A PHYSI-
CIANS FORMULA, Only $5 00 ter • 2-
week supply Money-back if not satis-
fied after 3 bottles, Send COO Check
et MONO Order NOW
THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 E. 115th St., BOX 17
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
NEED CASH!
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason with people
ilk• to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Owned Home Op d
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to say yes to your
loon request".
Examined and Supervised by
the State Department of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
15e
Per
Insertion
Per
Line
No. et Liam 1 rime 3 Times
2 30c 60c
3 45e 90c
4 60c 1.20
5 75e 1.50
Figure
5 Average
Words To
The Line
CLASSIFICATION   (TWO LINE MINIMUM)
41=111/11,11.11•
NAME
ADDRESS — 
TELEPHONE .----
CITY
Get Complete
Pictorial
Coverage
In The
TRI-STATE
DEFENDER
On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
Club Events
Banquets
Call: JA. 6-8397
And Ask For
The Picture Editor
We buy old type Antique
Pistols and other Antiques.
Cut Glass - Cook Ware
Furniture
If you have anything in that
line to sell, bring it to us it
give a ring.
MAIN FURNITURE
EXCHANGE
346 No. MAIN ST.
PHONE: JA 5-8613
WANTED — Nice working wom-
an to share 4 room apartment
a Rh reasonable ratea. Call after
1 p.m WH &MIL
YOU WILLGET RESULTS
Ike To Visit japan In October
TOKYO — (UPI) — Former President Dwight D. Eisenhow.
er will be accorded "government guest treatment" when he
viaits here late in October, foreign ministry sources said.
"Guest treatment" is diplomatically one step below ''state
guest treatment," the sources explained. A late October date
for the visit "has been virtually set," they added.
Eisenhower was scheduled to make a state visit as Presi-
dent last June but the trip was cancelled when violent anti-
government rioting broke out in protest over it.
Israeli Patrol Kills Jordanian
JERUSALEM, Israel — (UPI) — A Jordanian soldier was
killed in an exchange of gunfire with an Israeli police border
patrol 1.500 feet inside Israeli territory north of Kalkilya, 15
miles from Tel Aviv, according to the Israeli Army.
An Army spokesman said the police were on a routine pa-
trol when they saw two Jordanian soldiers in Israeli territory.
When they ordered the Jordanians to stop. Jordanian posi-
tions across the border opened fire on the patrol, the spokes-
man said.
Doubts Reds To Be Recognized
HONG KONG—(UPI)—Japanese ambassador to Nationalist
China Sadao Igucht said he did not think this government
would recognize Communist China "the way she is behaving
now."
The ambassador, arriving here for a three-day vacation, said
relations between Japan and Nationalist China "are very
good.
He said: "Trade is increasing and economic cooperation is
on the rise."
He said a 15-man delegation will be leaving Nationalist China
sometime in March to negotiate a new trade agreement with
Japan.
Castro Warns U. S. On Foes
HAVANA — (UPI) — Prime Minister Fidel Castro said that
Cuba will match American dollar aid to anti-Castro Cuban ex-
iles by appropriating funds to help "revolutionary exiles" from
all Latin American countries including Puerto Rico.
Speaking at the closing session of a congress of technical
assessors of government industries, Castro also warned the
United States that his regime intends to declare its position on
the question of American support of Cuban exiles before the
United Nations.
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
For As Little As
$30.00 MONTHLY
You can have a Modern, C ient Office in the Tri-State
Defender Building with Gas, Light and Heat Furnished.
DOCTORS, LAWYERS, BUSINESSMEN, ETC.
Contact MR. WHITTIER SENGSTACKE
TRI-STATE DEFENDER JA 6-8397
a--
'i- ii1111111111111111111161161111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII11111111111111111111111111111111111111111191111111111117;
Please send check or Tri-State DefenderMoney Order to.
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
236 SOUTH WELLINGTON MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
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2
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER :2
Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly
If you buy your Defenders from a salesboy, please
pay him promptly.
He is a young merchant who owns and operates his
own business. As such he has his obligation .o meet. If
you don't have your money ready — if you ask him to
wait for his cash — you place a great hardship on him.
Unless he pays promptly for his papers, he will lose
his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes
and a real Business training. And the Defender's tegular
visits to your home would be interrupted.
PLEASE PAY HIM PROMPTLY
AUTO LIABILITY, COLLISION AND
FIRE INSURANCE
Small Down Payment — 6 Months To Pay
A Plan for All, Regardless of Past Record
Obey the In. and Sikes Your License
If you have a steady Ion CALL NOW tor details on 01.11.
NEW CASH LOAN FINANCING PLAN
$10.00 DOWN - ;10.00 PER MONTH
1. If your Driving License has been Laken
1. If yOur Insurance has been cancelled
3. If you have been involved In an accident
4 If rots are under tee 15
Call Now to Save Your License — PHONE. WE 6-3734
ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
222 West Brooks Road — Memphis, Tennessee
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her ace office at No Mississippi
Nato Line. MADAM BELL la back alter a
Nag time of being away and at last she I.
back to day lu her new home.
Aro yea Dissatisfied with marriage? Dam
you loot fat* to year husband, wife tor sweetheart? Ars yam
ha bad health? Are yes discouraged? If any of the.. are your
problems, mina let MADAM ORLI, advise yea at maw S.
will read life to you last as she would read as epee book
Tell yes why your lob or bashaess is got a MECO,. u you hay.
felled in the rest come see MADAM BEELL at ones.
Located en FUghway Si South, lust over Klasisstppi Rtate
Line, o tb• way ie Fieniessow. art born, I. 5 bloats below
when she owed to day right aside the De.Soto Betel. Re cure
to look for the RED BRICK ROUSE and you'll find her than
at all Mom. Mho sever had as tors Is lama Memphis.)
Catch yellow boa marked Whitehsvet State Lime and dot
off at Steno Use and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND NON
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Boars 9 am. U, 9 P.m
Readings Daily °woo on grodays
I tlaiel ash any home tans or almost Inv letters. Soears
as took ex the right sign and the right same.
Rhoer Girls
Give Favors
The Rhoer Girls of Sigma
Gamma sorority had a chance
to show where their hearts
went on Valentine Day. They
went to the Crippled Chlidren's
hospital in the form of "favors."
The hospital is the Girls' civic
project.
Officers were elected and
plans were made for the an-
nual "Mothers and Daughters"
banquet when Rhoer Girls met
last Saturday at the home of
their advisor, Mrs. A. Smith.
Elected to fill vacancies
created by girls going out of
town to attend school were
Carole Jones, vice president;
Doris Price, secretary; Dar-
lene Phillips, assistant reporter.
President of the club is Maxine
Robinson.
NAACP MEET
The Memphis branch of the
NAACP will hold its regular
monthly meeting Sunday, Feb.
26, at 4:00 p.m., Mt. Olive CME
church, Linden at Lauderdale
it.
All members are urged to be
present and on time. Jesse H.
Turner, president, Memphis
branch of the NAACP.
WANTED TO BUY. SELL.
REPAIR
Antique Clocks
COLLINS
4485 Macon Rd.
MU. 8-0000
35c Gets My Mother'. Board Book and
Samples of Profitable Imprints
Martha C. Chambers
NOS RELMONT
TOLEDO 7, onto
City Piano
Warehouse Sale
We specialise in all types Of
used pianos.
EASY TERMS
510 will pot one in your
home
PIANO SALES CO.
1736 Lamar Ave.
Phone BR. 6.7430
REPAIRS
RISPILIGERATORS. Washing Ma-
chines No Service Call Charge
when we make repairs
Telephone 2.4 74704
THE BEST DEAL IN
Cenn's Bond Instruments
BOND MUSIC CO.
6 So. 2nd - JA 6-2829
FOR SALE—Refrigeratore. Wisehing
Machlnes. Gee Moves. 023 00 Mi.
We also THU top priese tor lied
Refritersters J A 7.11106.
SEPTIC TANES • OREASE TRAPS
Cleaned - repaired Reasonable
Prices. Full Inspection —
SEELEY COUNTY garlic
TANK 1611BVIOR
IPA 2-1466
A Whale Of A Question
CHINA LAKE, Calif — (UPI) — Can missile-carrying Sub-
marine escape detection by masquerading as a whale?
That's just one of the questions scientists working at the
Oceanic Research Division of the Naval Ordnance test station
here are trying to answer.
The answer lies — not in the paint or outside shape of the
sub — but in the kind of echo made by sounds bouncing off
its steel sides. Right now they don't blow if it could make
sounds like a whale, but tomorrow it might be possible.
The greatest problem facing the nation in its defense against
enemy submarines is long range detection and classification,"
said Dr. Rene Engel, a geologist and chemical engineer who
heads the division.
Fight Rats To Prevent Plague
CARACAS, Venezuela — (UPI—Venezuelian health authori-
ties were waging a war on millions of rats in a 400-square
mile area south of Caracas to prevent a possible outbreak of
bubonic plague.
Dr. Isaac Rumeno Diaz, head of the plague and yellow fever
unit of the Health ministry, said the disease was present
among the rats and could be transmitted to human beings
"if more strict controls are not imposed."
United Press International reported erroneously that plague
had killed persons in a village 42 miles west of Caracas.
NI human cases have been reported, officials said.
Goldberg Ends Jobless Area Tour
PITTSBURGH — (UPI) — Labor Secretary Arthur J. Gold-
berg ended a five-state tour by voicing confidence that the
"do something" Kennedy administration would halt rising un-
employment and avert a depression.
Goldberg's statement came as he prepared to leave for
Washington, where he will prepare a detailed report of his
trip for the President.
The touring cabinet officer said he found conditions "rough"
for jobless 'porkers during his weekend swing through depress-
ed trees in Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and Pennsylvania.
But, Goldberg said, he also found broad support for Presi-
dent Kennedy's anti-recession program among business, labor
and government officials he met on the tour.
Germans Fire 2 Rockets
CUXHAVEN, Germany — (UPI) — German rocketeers, who
once led the world and built the World War II V-2 Rockets that
battered London, Sunday sent two rockets soaring nine miles
high over the North Sea.
The firing, a private venture, established a new German post
war rocket record.
The 38 pound rockets were a far cry from the giant missiles
the Germans developed in World War II, but they performed to
the satisfaction of the private German rocket society which
developed them.
Hails Party On Reaching South Pole
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Admiral Arleigh A. Burke,
chief of Naval operations, has sent the Navy's congratulations
to a party of eight men who reached the South Pole last
weekend after two-month journey from McMurdo Sound in
Antarctica.
Burke's message, released by the Navy Wednesday, said"lt
is a pleasure to note the safe arrival of the first American
traverse party from the coast of Antarctica to the South
Pole."
The message was addressed to Dr. Albert P. Crary, chief
scientist of the National Science Foundation's U. S. Antarctic
Research program, who led the party to the South Pole station
established by the United States during the International Geo-
physical Year.
Name New 4-H Club Trustees
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The National CH Club Foun-
dation has announced appointment of four businessmen to its
board of trustees.
Named were J. D. Sykes. vice president of Ralston Purina
co., St. Louis; Jesse W. Tapp, chairman of the board, Bank
of America, Los Angeles; Daniel F. Gerber, president of
Gerber Products co., Fremont, Mich., and W. J. Klein, vice
president and director of sales and marketing of the Allie-
Chalmers Manufacturing co , Milwaukee, Wis
License Plate 'Grace Period' Ends
SPRINGFIELD, Ill — (UPI) — Illinois motorists who fail
to display their 1961 auto license plates today may end ip
before a Justice of the Peace.
Maj. John Stupor of the State Police said a directive was
Issued tha t troopers begin issuing tickets a f ter
midnight Wednesday to motorists who do not have the new
plates on.
Motorists who are ticketed may be fined from El to $100
or imprisoned for not more than 10 days, Stuper said.
Find Girl, 8, Brutally Slain
REDDING, Calif. — (UPI) — A bloodhound led sheriffs
deputies to the body of an 8-year-old girl who lay tied and
murdered alongside her package of valentines.
Shasta County Sheriff John Balms said the murderer of
Vicki Lee Morris was "definitely someone she thought was a
friend." The girl's underclothing had been removed and she
appeared to hpve been raped, he said.
ATTENTION ! ! !
Memphis Property Owners . . .
Would you like to hare decent tenants in
Your house or horns?
REMOVE THAT HAZARDOUS
"FOR RENT" SIGN
Coll JAckson 6-8397
WE WILL RENT your room FOR YOU
MOTHER CHRISTIAN
Is not a Fortune Teller
But Is a God Gifted Religious
Woman who Heals and helps people
By Her Prayer
SEEING IS BELIEVING
One visit with Mother Christian is convincing—
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Drive Out Highway 51 Nerth-5 Mlles
North of Millington, Tenn.
Watch For Indian Head Sign
Just ri short drive from Memphis
If You Wish to Call
Munford, Tenn. TEmple 7-3798
16 DEFENDER
Week Of
Feb. 25 - March 3, 1961
By Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
'MEMPHIS IS ASLEEP" about yourself. Make the shot
"Why," asked a very close
friend of mine the other day,
"did you decide to do articles
on golf?" I replied becadse golf
is a big thing nowadays. The
field is wide open and begging
for new talent, young and old.
Memphis is too far in the
dark on this game and miles
behind other cities of compar-
able size. Someoody needs to
awaken and enlighten them and
I hope to be that voice. We will
soon be pl yin, all the city
owned golf courses. Is our
game ready to go out and play
on that course nearest us?
In playing golf over two years,
I find I talk the best game, in
the city and play almost the
worse. To accurately describe
my game, I am a "duffer" but
I am so fascinated by the game.
you will find me any warm week
day out on the course trying
very hard to break a hundted.
Until I do, I'll continue on play-
ing. The day I do I'll drop all
any friends a card stating "I
finally broke a hundred."
GET BUSY AGAIN
Then I'll immediately get real
busy all over again trying to
break ninety. That is the thrill-
ing part about the game. It has
so many heights and aims and
goals to strive for. Golf to me
is a beautiful study of Self. You
pet to learn so many things
well or miss it badly in golf
and you can put the blame on
no one else.
In most other sports team-
work is the key. In golf it's you
all the way.
The game will engross you
so, for a long time after you
have finished your game for
the day. You'll find yourself
replaying it over in your mind
—hole by hole. You think about
the mistakes you made, the way
you should have played a shot,
the way you will play it next
time out. It is the type of sport
where you will go out today and
play like a champion and then
tomorrow can't hit a ball. Chal-
lenging? And how!
There was a day when this
pastime was for only the rich.
But nowadays, it has been
brought down to any man's lev-
el. Even the delivery boy has
enough money to play golf.
Wake up Memphis, you don't
know the clean fun, exercise and
relaxation you are letting pass
you by. Who am I? Just a happy
golfing housewife. Will I see
you on the first tee?
EROSION COSTS
WASHINGTON — The sur-
face of North America is worn
down about one foot every
1,000 years by erosion proces-
ses, according to geological
surveys.
GREATEST OF EASE —
Over the hands of 6-8 B ob
McCully (30) goes Porter
Meriweather of the Tennes-
see State University cage
squad as he lays In two points
for the Bengals. It wasn't
"They Died With Their Boots On') with Errol Flynnand Olivia
DeHavilland
Thursday, February 23, 10:10 P. M.
)) with Alan Ladd
"Two Years Before the Mast and William Bendix
Friday, February 24, 10:10 P. M.
"Tarzan and the She Devil" wanitdh RL ea xy mBonadrkeBrurr
"The Unconquered" with Gary Cooperand Paulette Goddard
with Humphrey Bogart
and Lauren Baca!!
Tuesday, February 28, 10:10 P. M.
with Bob Hope
orite Blond and Madeline Carroll
With Oil Change And
Grease Job or Any
Mechanic Labor With
Purchase of $300 or More
100 100
enough, however, as the St.
Bonaventure team, rated
number 2 in the nation's ma-
jor college powers, shook off
a late scoring threat by the
Tennessee hoopsters to stop
their winning streak. Tennes-
Savannah State will be pre-
pared for the Southeastern Con-
ference Tournament at Albany
State College's Sanford Gym,
Feb. 24-25.
Coach Ted Wright's charges
were almost upended by a fired-
up Claflin squad in the semi-
final round of last year's tour-
ney. The Tigers have swept
through the regular season
SEAC matches and don't intend
to lose in post season play.
The Bengals have had another
good season, showing much of
the same form that helped them
into a District 6-A NAIA cham-
pionship and to two games in
the National playoffs in Kansas
City.
Ready to upset the Tigers are
Albany (Ga.) State, Claflin
(Orangeburg, S. C.) Morris,
(Sumter, S. C.), Paine (Augus-
ta, Ga.) and Florida Norma
(St. Augustine).
..Albany boasts high-scoring
Albany boasts high-scoring
Jerry Hancock, a 5-11 bundle of
dynamite who has a deft inside
or outside scoring touch, Char-
lie Fambro, a veteran 6-2 All-
SEAC performer, and 6-4 Jim
Anderson, one of the loop's top
rebounders.
Claflin's Jim Davis, Sal Le-
vine, and Chico Fernandez are
see is still rated the number
small college power in the'
country. Others in the picture
are George Finley (42) of
Tennessee and the Bonnie's
Bob Crawford (54), partially
hidden. (Photo by Clanton)
able to wreck a good team on
any given night.
Prentis Henegan, smooth 6 ft.
ball hawk from Morris will
team with hot-handed Jim Mc-
Laurin to try to upset the ex-
perts' prediction.
Paine may have trouble field-
ing a representative unit be-
cause of scholastic ineligibility,
but Coach P. B. Parks counts
on Luther Butler, John Richard,
son, and George Stone.
Bill McDougald, a hot-and-
cold performer and Scott Per-
ry, equally erratic, can team
up for 50 or more points between
them and get enough help from
others to beat the best for Hugh
Davis' Florida Squad.
HORTON TO SPEAK
Atty. C. 0. Horton is expect-
ed to deliver the keynote ad-
dress when the Binghampton
Civic League holds installation
of its 1961 officers at New Sa-
lem Baptist church, 678 Tillman
st., Sunday, Feb. 26. Installa-
tion officer will be Rev. R. L.
McRae, pastor of New Tyler
AME church.
Immediately following instal-
lation a film on "Tent City"
will be shown. The film shows
the condition of the Negro farm
tenants ejected by white land-
lords in Fayette County.
By
GRACE WILLIAMS
February is a feeling — a
wonderful, gay romantic feel-
ing. It's a feeling of patriot-
ism, of romance, of anticipa-
tion — because when February
comes, can Spring be far
away?
If you don't have this feeling
something must be wrong. It's
time for a check-up. Grandma
would say that you are suffer-
ing from the "gray sickness"
or that you have "tired blood."
Her prescription would be a
big dose of sulphur and molas-
ses. Or a raw egg in a tall
glass ,of milk made tasty by
adding a little vanilla and
sugar. Some hot cups of sassa-
fras tea may also be her reme-
dy for helping you to get that
feeling.
Molasses, eggs, and milk are
all good, wholesome foods.
And we must admit that sul-
phur, as a medicine has its
merits and a good cup of any
kind of hot tea is stimulating.
But to get the feel of Febru-
ary you must have adequate
servings of all the basic foods.
What are the basic foods?
Nutritionists have developed
two plans to guide us in our
food selection. One is called
the Basic Four Food Groups.
These two plans are not in con-
flict with each other. In fact,
they consist of the same foods,
so it doesn't matter which one
you follow.
In the Daily Food Guide,
foods valuable for proteins and
key minerals, vitamins, and
other essentials are grouped
into four main classes accord-
ing to their major contributions
of pUtrients. Then the number
of servings that it will take to
add hp to a good diet is listed.
There is ample choice within
groups to allow for varied
meals from day to day. The
foods in each group ,re enough
alike that we can make differ-
ent selections from a group
with the assurance that our
choices will contribute their
share of nutrients toward a
good diet.
Milk makes up one food
group. It is an excellent pro-
vider of calcium, phosphorous,
protein, riboflavin and other
minerals and vitamins. To get
these nutrients the diner may
select any of the many forms
of milk that are available.
Cheese and ice cream may be
used as alternates for milk
because they contribute the
same nutrients, though in dif-
ferent proportions.
. When cheese and ice cream
replace milk, enough of them
should be eaten to provide the
amounts of calcium we would
have had from milk. Here are
common portions of a few fa-
miliar cheeses and of ice
cream with their milk equiva-
lent in calcium: One-inch cube
of cheddar-type cheese equals
two-thirds cup of milk; one-
Dillard university of New
Orleans was announced this
week as a replacement for
Kentucky State college on the
1916 Southern University Foot-
ball Schedule.
Southern University Athletic
Director, A. W. Mumford, in
releasing the 1961 10-game
slate for his National Champ-
ion Jaguars, also revealed a
change in site for the Jackson
College - Southern University
Game.
The game will be played in
Ladd Memorial Stadium, Mo-
bile, Alabama on October 21
at 2 p.m.
Kentucky State appeared on
the 1960 schedule of Southern
University, replacing Xavier
of New Orleans.
Xavier dropped all intercol-
legiate athletic competition at
the close of the 1959 season,
which made way for the one
year pact with Kentucky.
The Jaguars will open up at
home with Texas Southern on
September 23 in a night game.
half cup of cottage cheese
equals one-third cup of milk;
2 tablespoons of cream cheese
equals one-fourth cup of milk.
one-half cup of ice cream
equals one-fourth cup o finilk.
A copy of the Daily Food
Guide will be most helpful
when you are planning your
menus. For your copy send a
card or call the Memphis
Dairy Council, 135 N. Pauline,
Memphis 5, Tenn., or call JA
6-7303.
"A Guide To Good Eating"
is a service provided for the
readers of the Tri-State De-
fender through the cooperation
of the Memphis Dairy Council.
Mrs. Williams is a teacher of
Home Economics at Manassas
High school.
For the initial road test of
the season, the Jaguars will
meet the Grambling Colice
Tigers in a 2 p.m. game
Grambling.
Arkansas A M & N is the
Jaguar Homecoming foe, an
afternoon game, which will be
played October 14.
Six games will be played at
home, three under the lights
and three are 2 p.m. games.
In addition to Texas South-
ern, Dillard and Texas College
are the night contests, and Ar-
kansas, Tennessee A & I and
Prairie View on November 25,
will be played following 2
p.m. kickoff..
The Jaguars were unanimous
choices for the coveted nation-
al title, and just three weeks
ago, they receive the W. A.
Scott II Memorial Trophy at
the elaborate 100 Per Celt&
Wrong Club's Annual Banquglir
, Georgia.
Drive-in Restaurant
BIG & TASTY!
Jumbo Cheeseburger
39c
Kin gsburger
35c
Bar-B-Q
25c
TK — SPECIALS
Hot Dogs—Hamburgers
15c-2 for 25c
Giant Shakes
25c
Cold Drinks
10c
Out Driving?
Stop By TK's ,
For a Taste-Treat!
We Do Not Sell Beer
Open Seven Days
WH 6-0189
FLORIDA at TRIGG
Availatsla In all sins, .14)(N9c/e
Also '•1 gallons. 100 or 110 PROOF
01511.111 RON ;OM OW Rank SMITS Preocl OF IS A
CUM MIMC IMMIX CI, MOM Of JAMS OM MOM% CI, MUM. O.
Sure-handed infielder Charlie Neal of
the L. A. Dodgers is sure of his ciga-
rette too. "I know each Dual Filter
Tareyton is going to give me the best
in mild, good taste," he says. "That's
why I've stayed with them since they
first came out."
Tareyton delivers the flavor... Dual Filter does it!
Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!
The difference is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a
unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL, definitely proved to
make the taste of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with
a pure white outer filter—to balance the flavor element,' in the smoke.
Tareylon delleers—nrul y_q_g enjoy—the best taste of the best tobaccos. whit. orter Mier
DUAL FILTERTareyton 1%4.04
141001'WM..§.-4.
